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ACaptain of the Indian
Army, along with three

other soldiers, was martyred
during a fierce gunfight with a
group of suspected foreign
terrorists in Jammu Dessa
forest area, which shares its
boundaries with Basantgarh
in Udhampur, Anantnag,
Keshwan in Kishtwar, and
Pogal Paristan in Ramban
district, late Monday night.
It is suspected the joint team
of security forces was lured
into the deep forest area
where they were ambushed by
the well-entrenched group of
the foreign terrorists.  
Kashmir Tigers, a proxy outfit
of the Jaish-e-Mohammad,
has claimed responsibility for
the attack. The gruesome
attack comes close on the
heels of another deadly
ambush on the soldiers near
Badnota village of Machhedi
in the Billawar tehsil of
Kathua district on July 8 in
which five soldiers were
martyred and five others were
injured.
The Indian Army, however,
maintained that a joint
operation with J&K Police
was launched in the general
area of Urarbaggi, 10 km
North of Doda. At about 8.40
pm on Monday, the search
party was able to establish

contact with the terrorists
hiding in the area, which is a
thickly forested and
mountainous area with
restricted visibility due to low
clouds and rain. 
In the initial volley of fire,
four Indian Army personnel
were injured, who later
succumbed to their injuries.
Additional troops and
equipment have been

inducted to flush out the
terrorists and the use of
drones and other technical
resources is being ensured.  
The bravehearts have been
identified as Captain Brijesh
Thapa, son of Col (Retd) BK
Thapa, Naik D Rajesh, Sepoy
Bijendra & Sepoy Ajay.
Union Defence Minister
Rajnath Singh spoke to
Indian Army Chief General

Upendra Dwivedi, who
apprised him of the ground
situation and ongoing
operation in Jammu and
Kashmir's Doda on Tuesday.
In a post on X Defence
Minister said, "Deeply
saddened by the loss of our
brave and courageous Indian
Army Soldiers in a counter-
terrorist operation in Urrar
Baggi, Doda (J&K). My heart

goes out to the bereaved
families. The nation stands
firmly with the families of
our soldiers who have
sacrificed their lives in the
line of duty. Singh said the
Counter Terrorist operations
are underway, and our
soldiers remain committed to
eliminating the scourge of
terrorism and restoring peace
and order in the region."
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Top bureaucrats of all
Central Government

Ministries and departments
have been directed to identify
at least one impactful project
to be commissioned in the
first 100 days of the
Government and
implementation of action
points, as envisioned by
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi.
In a communication to all
secretaries, Cabinet
Secretary Rajiv Gauba also
said the 'whole of the
Government' approach has
to be adopted by the
Ministries and departments
in formulating and
implementing their policies

and schemes and concerted
steps should be taken for
India to become the third
largest economy in the
shortest possible time.
He said Modi has emphasised
that all Ministries and
departments should identify
at least one impactful project
to be commissioned, one
project to be grounded and

one scheme or initiative to be
launched during the first 100
days of the new Government.
"Ministries/departments to
take steps for implementation
of action points in 100 days'
agenda prepared by them,
after obtaining necessary
approvals," the letter said.
The secretaries were told that
each Ministry and
department will formulate
initiatives and ideas for
implementation as part of
'Panch Pran' (five resolutions)
announced by the Prime
Minister during his
Independence Day address on
August 15, 2022.
"Each Ministry/ department
to effect qualitative
improvements in their
grievance redressal systems to
make them more sensitive,

accessible and meaningful.
'Ease of Living' for citizens is a
high priority for government.
Ministries/departments to
make sustained efforts for
reducing compliance burden
and decriminalising minor
offences," the letter said.
The Cabinet Secretary said a
comprehensive exercise to be
undertaken by all Ministries
and departments to simplify
rules and regulations and
processes to ensure that these
are consistent with the spirit
of laws and policies. This may
be ensured also while framing
new rules and processes, he
said. He said Ministries and
departments should revamp
their websites to ensure that
they are user friendly, taking
into account the global best
practices.
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In two separate ghastly
murder incidents that have

sent shock waves across Bihar,
Tamil Nadu, and the political
circles of the national Capital
days ahead of Parliament
Session, former State Minister
Mukesh Sahni's 70-year-old
father was found stabbed to
death at his native home in
Darbhanga district.
Meanwhile, in southern
India, a senior functionary of
Naam Tamilar Katchi was
hacked to death in Madurai,
Tamil Nadu, on Tuesday. The
killing of Balasubramanian,
who is Madurai district
deputy secretary of the NTK,
comes days after the murder
of Bahujan Samaj Party state
chief K Armstrong in
Chennai.
Jitan Sahani, father of
Mukesh Sahani, was
allegedly found murdered at

his ancestral home in
Bihar's Darbhanga district,
police said on Tuesday. His
body, with several stab
injuries and cut marks on
his chest and stomach, was
found inside his room at his
house in Biraul area this
morning.
A former Bollywood
technician who heads a
fledgling outfit Vikassheel
Insan Party (VIP), Sahni
was away in Mumbai when
the information reached
him, party sources said.
Upon arriving in Patna, on
way to Darbhanga, Sahni
told reporters at the airport
that he was telephoned by
Union Home Minister Amit
Shah and RJD president
Lalu Prasad. Bihar Chief
Minister Nitish Kumar, in
whose Cabinet he had
served for about a year-and-
a-half, called Sahni to offer
condolences and ensure
speedy investigation.
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Two arrested in
NEET leak case
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The Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI) on

Tuesday arrested two
persons, including a key
accused in the NEET-UG
paper leak case, who
allegedly stole the paper
from a National Testing
Agency's trunk in
Hazaribagh in Jharkhand.
With the two arrests, the
total number of persons
arrested in connection with
cases pertaining to leakage,
impersonation and other
irregularities in the medical
entrance exam has now
reached 14.  
The CBI has arrested Pankaj
Kumar alias Aditya, a 2017-
batch civil engineer from
the National Institute of
Technology Jamshedpur,
who allegedly stole the
NEET-UG paper from the
NTA trunk in Hazaribagh
officials said.  Kumar, a
resident of Bokaro, was
arrested from Patna.
According to officials, the
CBI has also arrested one
Raju Singh who allegedly
helped Kumar in stealing
the paper and passing them
on to other gang members,
adding that Singh was
arrested from Hazaribagh.  
Earlier this month, the CBI
arrested the main accused,
Rakesh Ranjan alias Rocky,
from Bihar's Nalanda.
Rakesh Ranjan is believed to
be one of the key players in
the NEET paper leak. 
The CBI set a trap and
conducted raids at four
locations in Patna and
Kolkata to arrest Ranjan.
The CBI has been utilising
advanced investigative
techniques to track down
and apprehend those
involved. 
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The Centre has convened
an all-party meeting on

July 21 ahead of the Monsoon
session of Parliament which
will start next Monday during
which the full fledged annual
Budget of the third term of
the Narendra Modi-led NDA
Government will be
presented.
The traditional "halwa"
ceremony, marking the final
stage of the Budget
preparation process for Union
Budget 2024, was held in
North Block on Tuesday, in
the presence of Union
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman. 
The customary ceremony
begins with the Finance
Minister stirring the "halwa"
in the kadhai and then
serving it to the colleagues in
the Ministry. It is a tradition
performed every year ahead
of the Budget and it marks the
final stage of preparing the
plan for the upcoming
financial year.
Meanwhile, the Opposition
parties under the INDIA Bloc
too have convened a meeting
of their Parliamentarians the
same evening and another on
July 22 morning ahead of the
resumption of Parliament to
discuss the strategy to raise
the issues during the three-
weeks-long Monsoon cum

Budget session.
The meeting has been called
by Parliamentary Affairs
Minister Kiren Rijiju, the
Ministry said in a statement.
This will be Leader of
Opposition and Congress MP
Rahul Gandhi's first time at
the customary session-eve
meeting of the floor leaders
from all parties if he attends
it. Another large party in the
Opposition ranks, Trinamool
Congress, has regretted it
won't attend the meet.  
The Monsoon session is
scheduled to begin on July 22
and will conclude on August
12. The Union Budget will be
presented on July 23.
Finance Minister Sitharaman

will become the first Finance
Minister in India's history to
deliver seven consecutive
Budgets. She will surpass the
record previously held by
Morarji Desai, who
presented six consecutive
Budgets between 1959 and
1963.
While P Chidambaram is in
the second spot, having
presented the Budget on nine
occasions, but in breaks
which includes first in 1997,
during the United Front
Government led by Prime
Minister HD Deve Gowda.
Former President Pranab
Mukherjee presented eight
Budgets during his time as
Finance Minister. 
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Acting on a Supreme Court
judgment, the Election

Commission (EC) on Tuesday
released a technical Standard
Operating Procedure (SOP)
for checking and verifying the
burnt memory of Electronic
Voting Machines (EVMs),
with expanded choices for
candidates. It specifies that if
the results of a mock poll tally
with the VVPAT slips, then
there is no tampering.
The technical SOP includes
the selection of EVMs from
any polling station in an
Assembly constituency, the
mix and match of EVM units
(BU-CU-VVPAT) from any
polling station, connecting
BU-CU-VVPAT in any
sequence and the option of
casting up to 1,400 votes in a
mock poll in any sequence.
In its letter to the Chief
Electoral Officers,
Chairman-cum-Managing
Directors of Bharat
Electronics Limited and
Electronics Corporation of
India Limited, the EC said
the candidates would have
the choice of selecting EVMs
from any polling stations in
the constituency and also any
combination of the Ballot
Units (BUs), Control Units
(CUs), and VVPATs up to 5
per cent of the total. 
They would also be able to
decide in which order they
want the BU, CU, and
VVPAT to be connected. The

order in which the units are
connected does not have an
impact on how they work.
According to the SOP, the
checking would be done by
authorised and trained
engineers from BEL and
ECIL. 
The entire process would be
carried out under CCTV
cameras and in the presence
of candidates or their
representatives.
On April 26, the Supreme
Court had ordered the EC to
facilitate checking and
verification of the burnt
memory or microcontrollers
of up to 5 per cent of the
Electronic Voting Machines
(ballot units and control
units) and Voter Verifiable
Paper Audit Trails of an
Assembly constituency or
Assembly segment of a Lok
Sabha constituency on the
written request of the
candidates who come in

second and third in that seat.
The EC wrote, “There can be
varied technical methods to
verify the fidelity of a
firmware burnt into a
microcontroller within
confines of a research
laboratory or a secured
manufacturing environment.
Checking and verification of
any firmware burnt (fused)
into the memory of a
microcontroller can be
verified in a public process
by giving a vast number of
ransom test vectors as inputs
and evaluating the intended
outcome(s).”
The poll body said the
eligible candidates can give
choices of polling stations or
serial numbers of machines
from within the Assembly
segment or constituency,
subject to a maximum of five
per cent EVMs used in that
segment or seat to undergo
check and verification

process.   
This will ensure the EVMs
are picked up from across the
constituency as per choice of
the applicant without the
involvement of a third party
or officials in selecting or
leaving out any particular
machine.  The choice to mix
and match EVM units from
any polling station in the
assembly constituency has
also been offered.
If any applicant candidate
selects any specific unit —
ballot unit, control nit or
VVPAT — of a particular
polling station, he/she is not
bound to choose other units
of the same set used at that
polling station.   At least one
ballot unit, one control unit
and one VVPAT or paper
trail machine makes up for
one EVM.
Instead, the applicant
candidate can mix and
match and give his choice of
other units from remaining
polled units used at other
polling stations in the
assembly constituency or
assembly segment to make a
set.  Polled units are those
which were used in the
elections to cast votes.
All EVM units will undergo
self-diagnosis. Several
electrical parameters will be
checked, including the
fidelity of the burnt memory
and only self-diagnosed
units will thereafter go for
further check and
verification.  
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Sustaining the
momentum in

achieving self-reliance in
defence manufacturing
and minimising import by
defence public sector
undertakings (DPSU), the
Ministry of Defence has
notified the fifth Positive
Indigenisation List (PIL)
consisting of 346 items. It
means Indian industry
will manufacture these
items.
Giving details of the list,
officials said here on
Tuesday the items include
strategically-important
Line Replacement
Units/Systems/ Sub-
systems/Assemblies/Sub-
assemblies/Spares and
Components and raw
materials, with import
substitution value worth
�1,048 crore. The items
will only be procured
from the Indian industry
after the timelines of
indigenisation as
indicated in the list
available on the Srijan
portal.
The Ministry of Defence
had launched the Srijan
portal in 2020. On this
portal, DPSUs and Service
Headquarters (SHQs)
offer defence items to the
industries, including
MSMEs and start-ups, for
indigenisation. 

MoD marches
on self-reliance
in manufacturing
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Relieving her from its
district training

programme, the Maharashtra
Government on Tuesday
ordered controversial trainee
Indian Administrative Service
(IAS) officer Dr Puja
Manorama Dilip Khedkar —
who is under scanner for
alleged misuse of power and
privileges — to return to the
Lal Bahadur Shastri National
Academy of Administration
(LBSNAA), Mussoorie.
Acting on a letter received
from the LBSNAA which
recalled Puja "for further
action", the Maharashtra
Government kept her district

training programme on hold
and directed her to join the
academy on or before July 23.
"It is informed that the Lal
Bahadur Shastri National
Academy of Administration
(LBSNAA), Mussoorie has
decided to keep your district
training programme on hold

and immediately recall you
for further necessary action.
Therefore, you are hereby
relieved from the district
training programme of the
State Government of
Maharashtra…. You are
instructed to join the
academy at the earliest but
not later than July 23, 2024
under any circumstances,"
Maharashtra's additional
chief secretary (P) Nitin
Gadre stated in a letter issued
to Puja. Puja's recall to
LBSNAA came on the heels of
her transfer to Washim from
Pune, amid allegations of
manipulation of disability and
OBC certificates for getting
into the civil services. 

Top babus tasked to push Modi’s 100-day agenda

Government convenes all-party meet
ahead of Monsoon session of Sadan
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Spiralling Terror in Jammu
claims four Army personnel
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I, Rani w/o Shri Raj Kumar 

R/O #151- Golden Enclave, 

Lohgarh, SAS Nagar, Mohali 

(Punjab) hereby disown my 

son Rinku and his wife Sujata 

from my all movable / 

immovable properties. They 

are out of our control. If 

anybody deal with them will do 

so at own cost and 

responsibility. I and my other 

family members shall not be 

responsible for their any 

deeds.  

I, Kuldeep Singh 

Baidwan, S/o Late Gurcharan 

Singh, R/o VPO Kumbra, 

Sector-68, SAS Nagar, Mohali 

That my daughter Simranjot 

Kaur Baidwan is out of my 

control so I disown her from  

my movable and immovable 

property. Anyone dealing with 

her (in India /Canada) shall be 

responsible for any loss. 

We Puran Chand S/o 

Mikan Ram and Swaranjeet 

Kaur W/o Puran Chand R/o # 

3280, Sector -22-D 

Chandigarh our son 

Karanpreet Singh and his wife 

Baby Kaur  are out of our 

control. We disown them from 

our all movable immovable 

properties. Anybody dealing 

with them at their own risk. 

We Desh Raj Guleria S/o 

Late Bhawani Dutt and Kiran 

Verma W/o Manjeet Kaur # 

1446, Pushpak society Sector 

49-B, Chandigarh Declare that 

our son Harsh Guleria his wife 

Sunita @Simmi out of our 

control. We disown them from 

our moveable immovable 

properties. Anybody deals with 

them at their own Risk. 

We Raja Masih son of 

late Shri Ratan Lal and 

Radha wife of Shri Raj Masih 

resident of House No. 6263, 

CNI Church Compound, 

Ambala Cantt do hereby 

declare that our son Manish 

and daughter-in-law Bani 

alias Sakshi are not in our 

control and do things 

according to their own will. 

Hence we evict our son 

Manish and daughter-in-law 

Bani alias Sakshi from our 

movable and immovable 

property and legal rights. 

Whoever has any kind of 

transaction or fight with them 

in future will be responsible 

for it. 

I, Angrejo W/o Late Sh. 

Rajkumar R/o Village 

Kachhwa, District Karnal 

declare that my son Sohan Lal 

and his wife Sakshi are out of 

our control. I disown them from 

moveable and immovable 

property. They will be 

responsible for their 

transactions, good-bad, legal-

illegal activities. 

I, Sukhdev Singh S/o 

Sucha Singh R/o Karyal, Tehsil 

Lopoke, Distt. Amritsar declare 

that my son Rajdeep Singh is 

out of my control. I disown him 

from my movable and 

immovable property. Anybody 

dealing with him at their own 

risk. 

We, Madhu Dhup W/o 

Ashwani Kumar Dhup R/o # 

1506/2, Sector 43B, 

Chandigarh Declare that our 

Son Ankit Sood and his wife 

Diksha Sood are out of our 

control so we disown them 

from our movable / Immovable 

properties. anybody deals with 

them  at their own risk. 

I, Karamvir Singh S/o Sh. 

Bhim Singh R/o H.No. 902. 

Subhash Nagar, Line Par, 

Street No.7, Bahadurgarh Teh. 

Bahadurgarh Distt. Jhajjar 

declare that my son Ankur and 

his wife Saraswati are beyond 

the authority of me and my 

family, therefore I evict both of 

them from all my movable and 

immovable property. In future 

the person dealing with them 

will himself be responsible.  

We, Shashi Karwal W/O 

Ramesh Karwar And Ramesh 

Karwal S/O Kartar Singh R/O 

H.No.72, Gali No.2, Majitha 

Road, Moon Avenue,  Amritsar 

Have Declare That My Son 

Amit Karwal, His Wife Ruby 

Karwal And Their Children 

Soham Karwal And Divyata 

Karwal Are Out Of Our Control 

We Disinherit Them From Our 

All Movable And Immovable 

Properties Any Body Deal With 

Them Is His Own Risk And 

Responsibility. 

I, Naresh S/O late. Zile 

Singh R/O Prem Nagar, Kaul, 

Dhand, Kaithal. My 21 year old 

daughter Preeti is married to 

Satyam Sharma, S/O Bhonu 

Sharma, R/O Madhumkhiya, 

Varanasi (UP), who is 

quarrelsome and does not 

listen to us, hence I evict her 

from my movable and 

immovable property. 

We Muzammil S/o 

Maqbool @ Makbool Beg and 

Farjana W/o Muzammil both 

R/o House No. 2680, Mouli 

Jagran, Chandigarh declare 

that our son Farhan and his 

wife Muskaan are out of our 

control. We disown both of 

them from our all moveable 

and immovable properties. Any 

person who deals with them will 

do so at his/her own risk and 

responsibility. 

I, Harjinder Kaur Khokhar 

C/o Surinder Singh Khokhar 

R/o #1309 Shivalik City Sector-

127 Landran (SAS Nagar, 

Mohali) declare that my son 

Jaskaran Singh Khokhar and 

his wife Loveneet Kaur 

Khokhar is out of my control. 

So I disown with them from my 

moveable/immoveable 

property. If anybody dealing 

with them at his/her own risk. 

ਮੈ ਭੁਿਪੰਦਰ ਕੁਮਾਰ ਪੁੱਤਰ ਅਮੀ 

ਚੰਦ ਵਾਸੀ ਿਪੰਡ ਲੰਜੇਰਾ ਤਿਹਸੀਲ 

ਧਾਰਕਲਾਂ ਿਜਲਾ ਪਠਾਨਕੋਟ ਨੇ ਆਪਣੀ 

ਪਤਨੀ  ਕਮਲੇਸ਼ ਕੁਮਾਰੀ, ਪੁੱਤਰ ਲੁਕੇਸ਼ 

ਕੁਮਾਰ ਤੇ ਿਨਿਤਸ਼ ਕੁਮਾਰ ਨੰੂ ਕਿਹਣੇ ਤ! 

ਬਾਹਰ ਹੋਣ ਕਰਕੇ ਆਪਣੀ ਚੱਲ ਅਚੱਲ 

ਜਾਇਦਾਦ ਤੋ ਬੇਦਖਲ ਕਰ ਿਦੱਤਾ ਹੈ 

ਇਹਨਾਂ ਨਾਲ ਲੈਣ ਦੇਣ ਕਰਨ ਵਾਲਾ 

ਖੁਦ ਿਜੰਮੇਵਾਰ ਹੋਵੇਗਾ। 

हम नर�� कुमार गुलानी पु* +ी 

राम सरन व +ीमती िबमला गुलानी 

प8ी +ी नर9: कुमार गुलानी िनवासी 

मकान नंबर 202/26, जवाहर नगर 

रोहतक घोषणा करते है िक हमारा 

पु* अमन गुलानी व उसकी प8ी पूजा 

हमारे कहने-सुनने से बाहर है। हम 

उH9 अपनी चल-अचल संपित से 

बेदखल करते है। हमारा व हमारे 

पLरवार का अमन गुलानी व पूजा से 

कोई वाNा नही ंहै। भिवP म9 अमन 

गुलानी व पूजा अपने लेन-देन व अQ 

कायS के िलए Uयं िजVेवार होगें। 

म�, बलजीत िसंह पु* रामकरण 

िनवासी मकान नं. 941-ए/28, भरत 

कालोनी, रोहतक Wान करता Xं िक 

मY अपने पु* अंिकत कुमार व उसकी 

प8ी रेनू को मेरे कहने-सुनने से बाहर 

होने पर अपनी समN चल-अचल 

संपिZ से बेदखल करता Xं। भिवP म9 

इनसे लेन- देन करने वाला \]^ 

Uयं िजVेवार होगा, मेरी व मेरे 

पLरवार की कोई िजVेवारी नही ं

होगी। 

म�, महाबीर पु* +ी दया िसंह 

िनवासी बुधसैली तहसील िसवानी 

िजला िभवानी Wान करता Xॅ िक मेरी 

पु*ी सुनीता मेरे कहने सुनने से बाहर 

है और मेरे कहे अनुसार नही ंरहती 

है। अतः मैने उसे अपनी चल अचल 

सdित से बेदखल कर िदया है। 

भिवP म9 उससे िकसी भी eकार का 

लेन देन करने वाला Uयं िजVेवारी 

होगा, मेरी व मेरे पLरवार की कोई 

िजVेवारी नही ंहोगी।               

I, C Rajarengamoorthy 

legally father of No. 16117008A 

Rank HAV   Name Rajarajan R  

Unit 4 Engr Regt C/o 56 APO 

Bathinda cantt (Punjab) 

permanent resident of 136, 

South Street, Kuppayanpatty, 

VTC : Adanakottai Distt. 

Pudukkottai,  State Tamil Nadu-

622203 have changed my 

name from Rajarengamoorthy  

to C Rajarengamoorthy and 

DOB from 01.07.1964 to 

22.08.1962 

I, Sabbi Kanakayya 

legally father of No. 15328905K 

Rank HAV   Name 

Ramakrishna Rao Sabbi  Unit 

4 Engr Regt C/o 56 APO 

Bathinda cantt (Punjab) 

permanent resident of 2-22, 

Yadava Street, Mettavalasa, 

Distt. Srikakulam,  State 

Andhra Pradesh-532158 have 

changed my name from 

Kanakayya to  Sabbi 

Kanakayya and DOB from 

19.09.1961 to 01.01.1946 

I, Pundalik Gurav legally 

father of No. 16118867X Rank 

HAV   Name Shrishail Gurav 

Unit 4 Engr Regt C/o 56 APO 

Bathinda cantt (Punjab) 

permanent resident of 

Jamakhandi Main Road, 

Yabaratti, Raybag, Distt. 

Belgaum, State Karnataka-

591220 have changed my 

name from Pundalik to 

Pundalik Gurav and DOB from 

03.02.1956 to 01.01.1975 

I, Suvarna Gurav legally 

mother of No. 16118867X Rank 

HAV   Name Shrishail Gurav 

Unit 4 Engr Regt C/o 56 APO 

Bathinda cantt (Punjab) 

permanent resident of 

Jamakhandi Main Road, 

Yabaratti, Raybag, Distt. 

Belgaum, State Karnataka-

591220 have changed my 

name from Suvarna to Suvarna 

Gurav and DOB from 

09.04.1961 to 01.01.1978 

I, Chinthaguntla 

Narasamma legally mother of 

No. 15330846F Rank HAV 

Name Narasimha 

Chinthagunta Unit 4 Engr Regt 

C/o 56 APO Bathinda cantt 

(Punjab) permanent resident of 

4/4, Vangapadu, Pitikayagulla, 

Prakasam, Prakasam,  State 

Andhra Pradesh-523346 have 

changed my name from 

Narasamma to Chinthaguntla 

Narasamma and DOB from 

01.07.1951 to 01.01.1948 

I Anita Rathi W/O 

Pradeep Kumar R/O Ward No 

08 Teen Bati Chowk Pilibanga 

Distt. Hanumangarh ( Rj) Have 

State That My Name Is 

Mentioned In My Aadhar Card 

And Voter Card Anita I And 

Passport And Pan Card Bank 

Records  As Anita Rathi I And 

In Other Records My Name 

Mentioned As Anita Rathi So I 

Declare To Me And One & The 

Same. 

I, Devender Singh S/o  

Hoshiar Singh R/o  village 

Khewra, Rai, Sonipat, 

Haryana, my service record my 

daughter's name was written 

as Manshi which is wrong 

whereas my daughter's correct 

name is  Manshi Antil & DOB  

is 31.03.2005 which is correct 

and correct. Please correct it. 

I, Devender Singh S/o  

Hoshiar Singh R/o  village 

Khewra, Rai, Sonipat, Haryana 

in my service record my 

mother's name was written as 

Santosh Devi which is wrong 

whereas my mother correct 

name is  Ramrati Devi & DOB  

is 10.02.1950 which is correct 

and correct. Please correct it. 

I Amarjeet Singh S/O 

Punnu Ram R/O Vpo 

Rattangarh Tehsil Shahabad 

Markanda Distt Kurukshetra 

Declare That In My Passport 

No. E2842310 My Father 

Name Is Wrongly Mentioned 

As Pannu Ram And Mother 

Name Is Mentioned As 

Rashema Devi. My Father’s 

Correct Name Is Punnu Ram 

And Mother’s Correct Name Is 

Reshma Devi 

I Am Om Prakash, Ex No-

14917825-N, Rank- Hav, 

Residence Of Vill-Balewal, Po-

Basali, Tehsil-Anandpur Sahib, 

District-Rupnagar, State - 

Punjab Declare That I  Want To 

Amend My Wife's Name Kanta 

Rani To Kanta Devi And Date 

Of Birth 15-05-1976 To 15-05-

1975 

I, No. 14651421Y  Rank 

HAV Bhiya Ram Unit 234 Fd 

WKSP Coy declare that in my 

Army record of my Wife, her 

name and date of birth are 

wrongly recorded as Kamala 

Devi, and 19/10/1987. Her 

correct name and  DOB are 

Kamla Devi and 01/01/1987. 

I, Narinder Singh S/o 

Amrik Singh Village Manepur 

Distt Gurdaspur. The Date of 

Birth my wife Ramandeep Kaur 

on her Adhar Card, 

Matriculation certificate 

mentioned date of Birth 03-09-

1982 is correct. In my Army 

record the date of birth of my 

wife mentioned 03-09-1985 

which is wrong.  

I, Veeran Devi W/o Hira 

Lal R/o H.No.336, Aliwal Road, 

Mohalla Faizpura, Batala, 

Distt. Gurdaspur declare that in 

my son's Gurvansh Bains 

school's record my name is 

wrongly recorded as Veera 

Devi instead of Veeran Devi 

and his father's name as Heera 

Lal instead of Hira Lal. Please 

Correct these as Veeran Devi 

and Hira Lal. 

I, JC-777678A NB SUB 

Sandeep Kumar S/o Surender 

Singh R/o 11 Main Gali 

Kiskanda (56) Charkhi- Dadri, 

Haryana, Pin 127308 at 

present Khasa Cantt, Amritsar 

C/o 56 APO declare that in my 

service documents date of 

birth of my father erroneously  

mentioned as 01-07-1958, 

however correct Date of Birth 

of my father is 05-04-1963 

vide- INPB36109155553733W 

dated 16 July 2024 before 

Notary Public Amritsar. 

I, JC-777678A NB SUB 

Sandeep Kumar S/o Surender 

Singh R/o 11 Main Gali 

Kiskanda (56) Charkhi- Dadri, 

Haryana, Pin 127308 at 

present Khasa Cantt, Amritsar 

C/o 56 APO declare that in my 

service documents name and 

date of birth of my mother is 

erroneously  mentioned as 

Bimla Devi & 01-07-1963 

respectively. However correct 

name & DOB of my mother is 

Bimla & 01-01-1965 vide 

Affidavit No IN-

PB3610822047411W dated 16 

July 2024 before Notary  Public 

Amritsar. 

I, Usha Devi mother 

service no. 15792258, Hav 

(OFC) Kailash Panwar R/o Vill 

Kharak Kalan Teh and Distt 

Bhiwani declare that in my 

son's service record my name 

is Usha Rani and DOB is 

recorded as 01.07.1967. 

Which is wrong. My correct 

name is Usha Devi and correct 

DOB is 01.01.1957. 

I, Ramchander father 

service no. 15792258, Hav 

(OFC) Kailash Panwar R/o Vill 

Kharak Kalan Teh & Distt 

Bhiwani declare that in my 

son's service record my name 

is Ramchander Singh and DOB 

is recorded as 01.07.1965. 

Which is wrong. My correct 

name is Ramchander and 

correct DOB is 01.01.1955. 

I, Raj Bala W/o No. 

13614881-M Hav Inder Jit R/o 

H.No. 2053, Sector - 2, Rohtak 

(Haryana) declare that my 

name Rajwala and my DOB 

10.04.1968 are wrongly 

mentioned in my husband 

Army record. But my correct & 

actual name is Raj Bala and my 

correct DOB is 03.04.1966. 

vide affidavit dated 16.07.2024 

before Notary Public Rohtak. 

I  Ex-No-JC-810677A, 

Rank-Sub/Clk, Name-Joginder 

Singh. Residence Of Vill-

Rampur Sani, Po- Partap 

Nagar, Tehsil- Nangal Dam, 

District- Rupnagar, State-

Punjab-140125 Declare That In 

My Army Record My Daughter 

Name Is Wrongly Recorded As 

Jiwan Rana. Her  Correct 

Name  Is Jeevan Rana. 

I  Ex-No-JC-810677A, 

Rank-Sub/Clk, Name-Joginder 

Singh. Residence Of Vill-

Rampur Sani, Po- Partap 

Nagar, Tehsil- Nangal Dam, 

District- Rupnagar, State-

Punjab-140125 Declare That In 

My Army Record My Son Name 

Is Wrongly Mentioned As Vijay 

Kumar Rana. His Correct 

Name Is Vijay Singh Rana. 

I, Radhika D/o Kamal 

Krishan Puri R/o House No. 88, 

Purana Bazar, Gurdaspur (Pb) 

declare that in my LIC Policy of 

Bajaj Allainz No. 0026925272, 

my name written as Radhika. In 

my all other documents my 

name written as Radhika Puri. 

That Radhika and Radhika Puri 

is one and the same person i.e 

myself. Concerned note.  

I, Avnit S/o Sh. Shamsher 

Singh R/o House No. 242A, 

Dayanana Colony, Model Town 

Karnal Haryana my passport 

No. K2180111 my father name 

is registered Shemsher Singh. 

But my father’s actual name is 

Shamsher Singh. 

I, Parkash Kaur W/O 

Tarlok Singh. R/O Chuhar 

Chak, Dinanagar, Gurdaspur, 

Punjab 143531.Declare That 

My Given Name As Parkash 

And My Surname As Kaur. 

I, No. 3387032X Ex Nk 

(TS) Balwinder singh R/o Vpo. 

Miani Teh-Dasuya (Hoshiarpur) 

Pb, declare name Gurdip Kaur 

and Date of Birth 06-05-1974 of 

my wife registered wrongly in 

my Army Service records. 

According to her School 

Certificate and Passport correct 

name is Gurdeep Kaur and 

Date of Birth 08-02-1974 to be 

amended. 

I, Om Parkash S/o Nisa 

Ram R/o Village Beli, Teh & 

Distt. Rupnagar (Pb) declare 

that in some documents my 

name is mentioned wrongly as 

Om Parrkash,but my  correct 

and accurate name is Om 

Parkash. 

म�, अशोक पु* हLरओम 

िनवासी गाँव मातनहेल, तहसील 

मातनहेल, िजला झiर , हLरयाणा 

(भारत) भिवP म9 सभी उjेkो ं के 

िलए अपना नाम अशोक से बदलकर 

अशोक कुमार करवा रहा Xँ I 

म� िनकंुज पु* +ी हरीश कुमार, 

िनवासी मकान नं. 40, कंुजलाल 

गाडnन िहसार घोषणा करता Xॅ िक 

मYने अपना नाम िनकंुज से बदलकर 

िनकंुज छाबड़ा कर िलया है। भिवP 

म9 मुझे िनकं◌ुज छाबड़ा के नाम से 

जाना व पहचाना जाए। 

I, Yashika Bansal D/o Anil 

Bansal R/o House No. 3134, 

Sector 28-D,  Chandigarh have 

changed my name Yashika 

Bansal to Yashika. 

I, Anil Kumar S/o Virbhan 

Bansal R/o House No. 3134, 

Sector 28-D,  Chandigarh have 

changed my name Anil Kumar 

to Anil Bansal. 

I, Kamaljeet Kaur w/o No 

3400357M, Hav Salinder 

Singh (Retd), r/o VPO 

Kachhwa, Distt. Karnal 

(Haryana) 132001 have 

changed my name from 

Kamaljeet Kaur to Kamaljit 

Kaur vide Affidavit dated 08 Jul 

24 sworn in before Notary, 

Karnal. 

I, Nirmal D/o Subhash 

Chand R/o # 329, Smadhi 

Gate, Manimajra, Chandigarh 

do Have Changed My Name 

From Nirmal To Shudh 

Anuraganand Puri. 

I, Mayank S/o Rajender 

Nath R/o House No 145, 

Sector 5, U.E. Kurukshetra 

declared, In my 10th Class 

Certificate my DOB is 

13.01.1992 which is wrong and 

in my other documents my 

DOB is 13.08.1991 which is my 

actual DOB. All Concerned 

Noted. 

I, Mange Ram S/o Puran 

Chand R/o #344, Model Town, 

Bhattu Mandi, Tehsil & District 

Fatehabad, Haryana declare 

that I have changed my name 

from Mange Ram (Old Name) 

to Mange Ram Agarwal (New 

Name).  

I, Satranjan Singh S/o Sh. 

Pritam Singh R/o Vill. Dhugga, 

PO Nainowal Jattan, Distt. 

Hoshiarpur Punjab have 

changed my name from 

Satranjan Singh Dhugga to 

Satranjan Singh. Concerned 

note. 

I, Yachana Sharma W/o 

Vivek Tiwari R/o House No. 08, 

Street No. 01, Green Valley 

V.P.O Kakon Distt. Hoshiarpur 

have changed my name to 

Yachna Sharma. Concerned 

note. 

I, Mansvi S/O Raj Kumar 

R/O House No-27, Street No-2 

Sunder Nagar, Mundian Kalan, 

Near Police Station, Ludhiana , 

Mundian Kalan, Punjab, 

141015. Have Changed My 

Name From Mansvi To Mansvi 

Kumar.  

I, Shankey Yadav S/o Sh. 

Kalu Ram R/o #3469-A, Sector 

31-D, Chandigarh have 

changed my name from 

Shankey Yadav to Shankey 

vide Affidavit No - IN-

CH48712219945515W Dated 

28-03-2024 before Notary, 

Distt. Court at Chandigarh. 

I, Prem Bhargav S/o Om 

Parkash R/o H. No. 149, 

Village Sabalpur, PO 

Chhappar, Tehsil Jagadhri, 

Distt Yamuna Nagar-133103, 

Haryana- INDIA declare that 

name of mine and my father 

has been wrongly written as 

Prem Chand Babli Sharma and 

Om Bakash Sharma in my 

Passport No. N0589126. The 

actual name of mine and my 

father are Prem Bhargav and 

Om Parkash. 

I, Tamanna Bhardwaj W/o 

Shubham Goel and D/o Arun 

Kumar R/o House No. 291, 

Sector 40-A, Chandigarh have 

changed my name from 

Tamanna Bhardwaj to 

Tamanna Goel.  

I, Manvir urf Manbir Singh 

(Old Name, which is to be 

changed) S/o Sh. Sahi Ram, 

R/o Village Kirdhan, Tehsil & 

Dist. Fatehabad, State 

Haryana have changed my 

name from Manvir urf Manbir 

Singh (Old Name) to Manbir 

Singh (New Name).  

I, Sandeep, Adhar No. 

844140843347, S/o Ramphal, 

R/o House no.178/14, Gali No. 

5, Patel Nagar, Back Side 

Panchayat Bhawan, Kaithal 

(136027), Informs that in some 

Documents my name is written 

as San  Deep S/O Ram  Phal, 

In some Other Documents is 

Sandeep S/o Ramphal Which 

is Correct. Call me Sandeep 

S/o Ramphal in future. 

I, No. 3170470A NK 

Mukhvinder Singh (Retd.) S/o 

Late Sh. Dalip Singh R/o 

Village Yari P.O. Deeg, Tehsil 

Shahabad (M) District 

Kurukshetra declare that in my 

service record my daughter's 

name is wrongly written as 

Simirjit Kaur instead of 

Gurpreet Kaur & D.O.B. 

16.10.1989 instead of 

16.10.1988. Note all concerns.  

I, Shri Pal S/O Sh. Shiv 

Charan, R/O H.No. 336, 

Village Jyotisar, Tehsil 

Thanesar, District Kurukshetra, 

declare that my name is written 

as Rishi Pal in my PNB 

account, which is wrong. My 

name is written as Shri Pal in 

my Aadhar Card, PAN Card 

and other documents, which is 

correct and correct. 

I, Ruchi Chaudhry, Adhar 

No. 854265458393, W/o Amit 

Chaudhry, R/o H.NO.1361-E, 

Near Milan Palace, Ward no. 

11, Model Shahar 

Kaithal(136027), Haryana, 

Informs that, I have Changed 

my name from Ruchi Allias 

Ruchi Singla TO Ruchi 

Chaudhry. Call me Ruchi 

Chaudhry In future. 

I, Sunita W/o Ram Mehar 

R/o G-28/177-178, 3rd Floor, 

Sector-3, Rohini, Delhi 

declares that Sunita & Sunita 

Kumari both are my names. In 

future, I shall be known as 

Sunita. 

I, Yash Vats S/o Ram 

Mehar R/o G-28/177-178, 3rd 

Floor, Sector-3, Rohini, Delhi 

declares that Yash Vats & Yash 

both are my names. In future, I 

shall be known as Yash Vats. 

I, Mohanjit Kaur D/o Late 

Sh. Chatter Singh r/o House No 

925, Sector 41 A, Chandigarh 

have changed my name from 

Mohanjit Kaur Walia to Mohanjit 

Kaur. 

I, Sanjay Kumar Singh S/o  

Sh. Indira Sen Singh r/o House 

No 744, Sector 41 A, 

Chandigarh have changed my 

name from Sanjay Singh  to 

Sanjay Kumar  Singh. 

I Harpreet Singh Channa 

S/o Jaswant Singh R/o H.No. 

55, PGI Campus, Sector 12, 

Chandigarh. Have Changed My 

Name from Harpreet Singh 

Channa to Harpreet Singh 

I, Rajesh Kumar Mourya 

S/o Sita Ram Maurya, # 3042, 

Sector 38, Chandigarh have 

changed my name to Rajesh 

Kumar Maurya. 

I, Urmila Mourya W/o 

Rajesh Kumar Maurya, # 3042, 

Sector 38, Chandigarh have 

changed my name to Urmila 

Maurya. 

I, Jitender S/o Prem 

Singh, # 2386, Sector 24C,  

Chandigarh have changed the 

name of my minor daughter 

from Deepika to Ritika Tomar. 

I, Jitender S/o Prem 

Singh, # 2386, Sector 24C,  

Chandigarh have changed the 

name of my minor son from 

Vishavjeet to Vishav Tomar. 

I, Jasbir Kaur W/o Joga 

Singh R/o Village Handowal 

Kalan, P.O. Singhpur Distt. 

Hoshiarpur Punjab, have 

changed my name from Jasbir 

Kaur to Jasvir Kaur. Concerned 

note. 

I, Ruchi W/o Kunal 

Sharma R/o H.No. 14/462, 

Street. No. 11, Prahlad Nagar 

Distt. Hoshiarpur 146001 

Punjab have changed my name 

from Ruchi to Ruchi Sharma. 

Concerned note. 

I, Parveen Kumar S/o Sh. 

Bhim Sain R/o H.No. 019-A01-

0529 Sutehri Road Shiv Mandir 

Gali, Central Town, Hoshiarpur 

Punjab have changed the name 

of my minor son from Pranav to 

Pranav Sukhija. Concerned 

note. 

I, Yatin Hakhla S/o Ashok 

Kumar R/o New Shastri Nagar, 

Street No. 02, Old Tanda Road 

Distt. Hoshiarpur Punjab have 

changed my name from Master 

Jatin to Yatin Hakhla. 

Concerned note.  

I, Sanjay S/o Gyan Chand 

R/o Village Chora,Tehsil 

Gharaunda, Distt Karnal, 

declare that my minor daughter 

10th class document my name 

written as Sanjay Kumar. But 

My actual name is Sanjay for all 

purpose. 

I, Rajender Singh S/o 

Sh.Saroop Singh R/o 38, 

Aggarwal Street no 01, Gohana 

Road Panipat, I have changed 

my name from Rajinder to 

Rajender Singh for all purpose. 

I Amarjeet w/o Surinder 

Singh r/o h.no 283-R model 

town panipat declared change 

my name from Amarjeet kaur to 

Amarjeet and in future my 

name is Amarjeet 

I Sudhir Kumar s/o 

Jagmal Singh r/o h.no 32 Ward 

22 gopal colony panipat declare 

change my name from sudhir to 

Sudhir Kumar and in future my 

name is Sudhir Kumar 

I, Anshu Sharma W/o Sh. 

Gaurav Sharma R/o H.No. 

6142/D/36/3, Palledar Mohalla, 

Nicholson Road, Ambala Cantt. 

have changed my minor 

daughter's name from Tishya to 

Tishya Sharma. 

I, Mitali Devi W/O Vishal 

R/O Village Kathwala Distt. 

Yamunanagar  I Have Changed 

My Name Mitali Devi To Mitali 

I, No. JC0056355 Rank 

lieutenant Ishwar Dass # 3218, 

sector 28-D Chandigarh 

declare that in my service 

record my wife’s name Shanta 

& DOB 03/03/1950 is wrongly 

entered, but her actual name is 

Shanta Bhardwaj & DOB 

07/07/1960. Shanta and 

Shanta Bhardwaj are one and 

the same person. Concern 

notes. 

I, Shiksha Devi M/o 

Jashpal Singh S/o Jagdish, No 

4486836L, Rank Hav, Unit 16, 

SIKHLI Regt C/o 56 APO R/o 

Shergarh, P.O. Bihta, Tehsil 

Ambala, Distt. Ambala, Pin-

133101 Haryana India have 

changed my Date of Birth from 

01-02-1962 to 01-01-1965 and 

both names Shiksha Devi and 

Shikha Devi one and the same 

person. 

I, Jagdish F/o Jashpal 

Singh, No 4486836L, Rank 

Hav, Unit 16, SIKHLI Regt C/o 

56 APO R/o Shergarh, P.O. 

Bihta, Tehsil Ambala, Distt. 

Ambala, Pin-133101 Haryana 

India have changed my Date of 

Birth from 02-07-1959 to 01-01-

1953. 

I, Jasbir Malik S/O Nanha 

Ram R/O Vpo. Jakholi Distt. 

Kaithal I Have Changed My 

Name Jasbir Malik To Jasbir 

Singh 

I, Sunita Rani W/o 

Sukhwinder Singh R/o Near 

Primary School, Dhurala (159), 

Ambala have changed my 

name from Sunita Rani to 

Sunita. 

I, Anita Arora W/o 

Narinder Paul R/o H.No- 5 

Amarpuri Behind B.D Floor Mill 

Ambala Cantt have changed 

my name After Marriage from 

Anita Arora to Anu. 

I, Rinku Vij  W/o  Munish  

Kumar Chadha  R/o 372, 

Housing Board Colony, Baldev 

Nagar, Ambala City  Have 

Changed my Name after 

Marriage from Rinku Vij to  

Rinku Chadha. 

I, Santosh Devi W/o 

Khushi Ram R/o Village Majra 

Shahzadpur  Tehsil Naraingarh 

Distt Ambala have changed my 

name from Santosh devi to 

Santosh. 

I, Ashok Kumar S/o Tilak 

Raj Dhanjal R/o House no. 

2246/2, Sector 37-C, 

Chandigarh have changed my 

name to Ashok Kumar Dhanjal. 

I, Jasveer Kaur W/o Sh. 

Jasveer Singh, Village Asir, 

Distt Sirsa, declare that I am 

known by both the names 

Jasveer Kaur and Veerpal Kaur. 

Both these names, Jasveer 

Kaur alias Veerpal Kaur, are 

mine. 

I, Anju Rani W/o Mr. 

Ranbir Singh R/o Panchi Jatan, 

Gannaur District, Sonipat, 

declare that my name Manju is 

mistakenly registered in my 

Aadhar card. Whereas my real 

name is Anju Rani. Anju Rani is 

registered in all my documents. 

Anju Rani and Manju both are 

my names. In future I will be 

known as Anju Rani. 

I, Service No 16017675Y 

HAV/Stew Jadhav Vinod 

Raman Unit Hq 2 Corps Def & 

Emp Coy, Ambala Cantt, R/O At 

+ Post-Nagaon Bk, 

Teshilamalner, Distt-Jalgaon, 

State- Maharashtra, Have 

Changed My Son Name From 

Lokesh To Jadhav Lokesh 

Vinod Vide Affidavit Dated 04-

04-2024 Before Ambala Cantt 

I, Service No 16017675Y 

HAV/Stew Jadhav Vinod 

Raman Unit Hq 2 Corps Def & 

Emp Coy, Ambala Cantt, R/O At 

+ Post-Nagaon Bk, Teshil 

Amalner, Distt- Jalgaon, State- 

Maharashtra, Have Changed 

My Son Name From Lavannya 

To Jadhav Lavanya Vinod Vide 

Affidavit Dated 04-04-2024 

Before Ambala Cantt 

I, Kumar Anoop S/O Late 

Bhim Sain R/o House Number 

598/8, Sethi Chowk, Near Lal 

Masjid, Balmiki Basti, Panipat, 

Haryana-132103 have changed 

my name to Anoop. 

I Sangeeta W/o Amit 

Kumar R/o VPO Ranwar, 

Karnal, Haryana-132001 have 

changed my name to Sangeeta 

Rani. 

I, Hardeep Kaur W/O 

Gurmail Singh R/o Village 

Rattan Palon, Fatehgarh Sahib, 

Punjab-147301 have changed 

my name to Gurdeep Kaur. 

I, Lalinder Kumar Gupta 

S/o Lt. Sh. Dharam Pal Gupta 

R/o House No. 2105, Sector -6, 

Housing Board Colony, Karnal 

have changed my name from 

Lalinder Kumar to Lalinder 

Kumar Gupta. 

I, Miyan Singh S/o 

Banwari Lal R/o 1095, Near 

Gurudwara, Bakal, District 

Kaithal, Haryana have changed 

my name from Mihan Singh to 

Miyan Singh . 

I, Jeevan Jot Singh S/o 

Late Sh. Sewa Singh R/o 97, 

Jarnailly Colony, Karnal have 

changed my name from Jeevan 

Jot to Jeevan Jot Singh. 

I, Sarabjeet Kaur W/o 

Sandeep Singh R/o VPO 

Bhangwan, Amritsar, Punjab- 

143115 have changed my 

name from Sarabjeet Kaur to 

Sarabjit Kaur. 

I, Rajdeep Singh S/o 

Sukhdev Singh R/o Village 

Karyal, Tehsil Lopoke, Distt. 

Amritsar, Punjab have changed 

my name from Rajdeep Singh 

to Deepraj Singh. 

I, Udham Singh S/o 

Jaspal Singh R/o Goniana 

Kalan, Bathinda, Punjab- 

151201 have changed my 

name from Udham Singh to 

Singh is my Surname and 

Udham is my given name. 

I, Som Dutt S/o Shiv Datt 

Kaushik R/o House No. 1076, 

Sector 19-II, HUDA, Kaithal 

declares that Som Dutt and 

Som Datt both are my names. 

I am known with both names. 

I, Madhu Tiwari   Wife Of 

Army No. Jc382158L Rank 

Sub Name Bipin Kumar Tiwari 

Unit-15 Idsr Resident Of 

Barawa, Mehnajpur, 

Azamgarh, Uttar Pradesh 

276203, Have Changed My 

Name From Madhubala 

Pandey To Madhu Tiwari And 

Change My Date Of Birth 

From 10-02-2003 To 02-07- 

1981, Vide Affidavit No. In-

Pb36146195586784w, Dated 

16- 07-2024. Before Distt. 

Court, Amritsar. 

I, Kusum Lata   W/O  No 

15142072M  Rank Havaldar 

Name Purush Kumar 

Presently Residing At Village 

Sultanpur, Post Sultanpur, 

Tehsil Bajpur, Dist Udam 

Singh Nagar, State 

Uttrakhand,  Declared That I 

Have Changed My Name 

From Kushum Lata To Kusum 

Lata. 

I, Vijay Kumar 

Choudhary S/o  Hem Raj  R/o 

Village Nangal Khurd PO 

Tahliwal  Tehsil Haroli, Distt. 

Una (HP), have changed 

name from Vijay Kumar to 

Vijay  Kumar Choudhary. 

I, Manju Rani Choudhary 

W/o Vijay Kumar Choudhary 

Raj  R/o Village Nangal Khurd 

PO Tahliwal  Tehsil Haroli, 

Distt. Una (HP), have changed 

name from Manju Rani to 

Manju Rani Choudhary.  

I,  Shiv Parkash S/o 

Tarsem Chand R/o H. No. 

1202/830 Ward No 23 Dukh 

Bhanjan Colony Thanesar 

(Kurukshetra), have changed 

my name to Shiv Parkash 

Vaid. 

I,  Muskan D/o Shiv 

Parkash Vaid R/o H. No 

#1202/8 Dukh Bhanjan Colony 

Thanesar (Kurukshetra), have 

given changed name Muskan 

and Vaid Surname. 

I, Abdul Majeed S/o Sher 

Mohd R/o Abdula Colony,  

Malerkotla, Distt. Malerkotla, 

have changed my name to 

Abdul Mazid.  

I Sukhjit Singh S/o 

Kuldeep Singh R/o Kothe 

Ramsar, P.O. Dhilwan Kalan 

(Faridkot) have changed my 

name to Sukhjeet Singh. 

I Lakhveer Kaur W/o 

Rajwinder Singh Maan R/o 

VPO Maur (Faridkot) have 

changed my name to Lakhvir 

Kaur. 

I, No. 15327567L Rank 

CHM Name Jayaprakash 

Madamanchi, Unit 4 Engr 

Regt C/o 56 APO, Bathinda 

Cantt (Punjab) permanent 

resident of 9-113/1, 

Vengalayapalem, VTC : 

Nallapadu, Distt. Guntur State 

Andhra Pradesh-522005 have 

changed my minor son name 

from M Taneesh Vignesh to 

Madamanchi Thanish Vignesh 

I, Mahadev Billur legally 

father of No. 16129343W 

Rank L/NK  Name Prabhakar 

Mahadev Billur Unit 4 Engr 

Regt C/o 56 APO Bathinda 

cantt (Punjab) permanent 

resident of Hanchinal, Vill. 

Kadapatti, PO Kadapatti, TQ 

Jamkhandi, Distt. Bagalkot 

State Karnataka-587119 have 

changed my name from 

Mahadev  to Mahadev Billur 

I, Channavva Billur 

legally mother of No. 

16129343W Rank L/NK 

Name Prabhakar Mahadev 

Billur Unit 4 Engr Regt C/o 56 

APO Bathinda cantt (Punjab) 

permanent resident of 

Hanchinal, Vill. Kadapatti, PO 

Kadapatti, TQ Jamkhandi, 

Distt. Bagalkot State 

Karnataka-587119 have 

changed my name from 

Channavva  to Channavva 

Billur 

I, Pankaj S/o Sh. Ram 

Kumar Garg R/o H.No. 305, 

Sector-15, HUDA, Jagadhri, 

Distt. Yamuna Nagar. That I 

have change my name from 

Pankaj to Pankaj Garg. 

I Tajinder Kaur W/O 

Jaspreet Singh R/O #29 Adda 

Market, Ward No.8 Nangal 

Distt Rupnagar Have Changed 

My Name From Tejinder Kaur 

To Tajinder Kaur 

Continuity Pg. No. 10 

Classifieds

CHANGE OF NAME
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In a proactive move to rein in
tipsy travelers and cocktail-

cruisers on Punjab’s highways, the
Punjab Police has unleashed a
formidable new strategy —
Specialized Sobriety Checkpoints.
The initiative is sought to cork the
bottle on drunken driving, a
notorious catalyst for road acci-
dents and tragedies across
Punjab.

Highlighting the urgency of
the issue, the state’s Additional
Director General of Police
(Traffic and Road Safety)
Amardeep Singh Rai on Tuesday
underscored the need for decisive
action. The message he gave was
clear — Those mixing their spir-
its with steering wheels…Beware!

ADGP Rai made it clear that
these sobriety checkpoints, across
the state's extensive network of
national and state highways, are
the new line of defense against
the dangers of driving under the
influence of liquor. The move is
aimed at putting brakes on the
hazards posed by liquor-laced
drivers, ensuring safer roads
across the State.

At the heart of this crack-
down are 800 advanced alcome-
ters, slated for distribution across
districts, poised to revolutionize
roadside policing. These state-of-
the-art devices promise swift
and accurate alcohol testing,
equipping officers to promptly
intercept and address instances of
impaired driving.

Addressing the pressing issue
at Ludhiana, ADGP Rai empha-
sized the urgent need for strin-
gent measures. He pointed that
drunken driving remained a
potent brew of danger on our
roads, and these checkpoints
will act as vigilant sentinels
against this intoxicating menace.

The announcement comes
following a strategic meeting
involving traffic Superintendents
of Police (SPs), Deputy
Superintendents of Police (DSPs),
and other key officials of the traf-
fic and road safety wing of the
Punjab Police.

ADGP Rai disclosed that the
Punjab Police will soon procure
and deploy 800 state-of-the-art
alcometers which will be strate-
gically distributed across dis-
tricts, enabling law enforcement
officers to conduct swift and pre-
cise tests on motorists suspected
of having imbibed more than
they can safely handle. This
technological upgrade aimed to

enhance enforcement capabilities
significantly, ensuring that those
under the influence of alcohol are
promptly identified and dealt
with according to the law. Beyond
tackling tipsy travel, ADGP Rai
outlined additional measures to
bolster road safety across Punjab.
Plans include the acquisition of
27 high-tech interceptor vehicles
designed not only to intercept
speed demons but also to appre-
hend reckless drivers who may
have indulged in more than just
a few sips.

Highlighting another critical
concern, ADGP Rai addressed
the perennial problem of road
accidents caused by stray cattle,
which claims approximately 350
lives annually. Collaborative
efforts involving municipal bod-
ies, animal husbandry depart-
ments, and local communities are
underway to address this sober-
ing issue effectively.

Punjab Police's commitment
to comprehensive road safety is
further underscored by the recent
rollout of 900 e-challan machines.
These digital devices, integrated
into a newly-launched system,
aim to streamline enforcement
processes and ensure more effi-
cient handling of traffic viola-
tions. ADGP Rai emphasized
that this technological stride is
not just about issuing fines but
about fostering a culture of com-
pliance and accountability among
motorists, ultimately contribut-
ing to safer roads for all.

Reflecting on recent suc-
cesses, ADGP Rai celebrated the
positive impact of the Sadak
Surakhya Force — an initiative
championed by Chief Minister
Bhagwant Singh Mann. The
force has already achieved a
commendable 15-20 percent
decrease in road accident fatali-
ties, underscoring the effective-
ness of proactive enforcement
and community engagement
strategies.

Looking ahead, the Punjab
Police are poised to intensify
efforts to educate and empower
young drivers. ADGP Rai
announced plans to collaborate
closely with educational institu-
tions to educate students about
the legal limits of alcohol con-
sumption and the severe conse-
quences of underage and
impaired driving.

Strict enforcement measures
will target underage drivers and
their guardians, signaling a firm
stance on zero tolerance for risky
driving behaviours among youth.
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Ahead of the Assembly polls
in Haryana later this year,

Union Minister of Home and
Cooperation Amit Shah on
Tuesday accused the Congress
of being anti-backward classes
and said if the party comes to
power in Haryana, it will snatch
the reservation for them and
give it to Muslims. He said that
following the Central
Government's guidelines, the
creamy layer limit for backward
classes in Haryana has been
increased from Rs 6 lakh to Rs
8 lakh annually.

Shah further said that
Congress gave reservations to
Muslims in the backward class
in Karnataka. If they come to
Haryana, they will do the same
here and assured that reserva-
tions for Muslims will not be
allowed in Haryana.

Addressing the gathering at
the state-level Backward Class
Samman Sammelan in
Mahendragarh, Shah said that
the Haryana Government has
taken another historic decision
by increasing the reservation
for backward classes in
Panchayats, Municipal
Corporations, and
Municipalities. Previously,
there was a provision of 8 per-
cent reservation for the BC-A
category in Panchayati Raj
institutions. Now, an addition-
al 5 percent reservation will be
provided for the BC-B catego-
ry. This decision will signifi-
cantly benefit the people of
Haryana by expanding access
to reservation. Similarly, there
is an existing provision of 8
percent reservation for the BC-
A category in urban local bod-
ies. Now, a 5 percent reserva-
tion will also be provided for
the BC-B category.

Taking a dig at the oppo-

sition, Shah said that Haryana
Leader of Opposition
Bhupinder Singh Hooda only
starts chanting "BC-BC-BC"
when elections are near. He
accused the Congress party of
always being against the OBC
community. Shah highlighted
that the Kaka Saheb
Commission was formed in
1957 for OBC reservations,
but Congress did not imple-
ment it for years. In 1980,
Indira Gandhi shelved the
Mandal Commission, and
when it was introduced in
1990, then Prime Minister
Rajiv Gandhi opposed OBC
reservations with a 2-hour and
43-minute speech. In contrast,
the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
has granted constitutional
rights to the backward classes
by giving constitutional recog-
nition to the Backward Class
Commission. Additionally, the
BJP-led government, under
Prime Minister Modi, has
introduced 27 per cent reser-
vation for OBCs in Kendriya
Vidyalayas, Navodaya

Vidyalayas, Sainik Schools, and
NEET examinations for the
first time.

Shah further criticized the
Congress party, claiming it has
contributed nothing to the
state except casteism and cor-
ruption. He said that the BJP
has transformed the "ease of
doing corruption" under
Congress into the "ease of
doing business." He also men-
tioned that during previous
regimes, there was rampant
corruption in one government
while saw widespread hooli-
ganism in another govern-
ment, with development often
confined to specific districts or
regions. In contrast, the BJP
government has ensured com-
prehensive development across
the entire state of Haryana.

He called upon the people,
including BJP workers, to go
from village to village and
demand an account of how
much money was spent on
development works during the
10-year tenure of Congress.
Referring to the 6225 pan-

chayats in the state, Shah men-
tioned that Rs 19.54 crore has
been spent on development
works in Brahmin Majra vil-
lage over the last 10 years.
Similarly, Rs 17.74 crore has
been spent in Kalinga, Rs 84.33
crore in Tigaon, Rs 516.62
crore in Kariyawas, Rs 23.95
crore in Asankalan, and Rs
21.30 crore in Kharia.

He said that BJP workers
will visit all 6225 panchayats to
present an account of the
development works carried
out by the BJP. Along with this,
they will also demand an
account of the development
works done by Congress for
the people of Haryana over the
past 10 years.

Referring to the welfare
work done for the backward
class in Haryana over the last
10 years, Shah highlighted that
the Bharatiya Janata Party gov-
ernment has made the son of
a poor family from the back-
ward class as the Chief
Minister of Haryana. He
expressed confidence that

Haryana will progress under
his leadership. Shah praised
Haryana Chief Minister Naib
Singh, describing him as a
very straightforward and sim-
ple person whose doors are
open for the people 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year.
Expressing confidence, he said
that just as the people of the
state supported the Narendra
Modi government in the 2014
and 2019 Lok Sabha and
Vidhan Sabha elections and
again in 2024, people of the
state will once again bless the
lotus in the upcoming Haryana
Assembly elections. He said
that the Bharatiya Janata Party
will form the government in
Haryana for the third time
with a full majority.
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Haryana Chief Minister
Nayab Singh Saini said that the
BJP has shown full respect to
the backward class category,
making history in Haryana by

appointing a Chief Minister
from the backward class. He
acknowledged the important
contribution of the backward
class in the nation's develop-
ment and praised the Pradhan
Mantri Vishwakarma Yojana,
launched on September 17,
2023, for its role in the skill
development of the backward
class.

Saini also mentioned that
under the leadership of Prime
Minister Modi and Home
Minister Shah, the OBC
Commission has been granted
constitutional powers, enabling
BC category children to gain
admission to educational insti-
tutions such as Kendriya and
Navodaya Vidyalayas. He said
that the central government has
not only worked to secure the
rights of the BC category but
has also protected them. On
this occasion, the Chief
Minister also honored the
Sarpanches of the villages
Brahman Majra, Kalinga,
Tigaon, Kariyawas, Asankalan,
and Kharia.
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The Enforcement
Directorate (ED) on

Tuesday unleashed a sweeping
probe targeting the sprawling
estates and high-profile Zira
Distillery of former MLA and
liquor magnate Deep Malhotra.
At the crack of dawn, ED
teams from Jalandhar zone
descended upon six residences
and Malbros International
Private Limited’s flagship facil-
ity in Faridkot, marking a dra-
matic escalation in their inves-
tigation into alleged money
laundering linked to severe
environmental violations.

Deep Malhotra, along with
his son Gautam Malhotra and
family, controls Malbros
International Private Limited
— a prominent player in the
liquor manufacturing sector
under the Oasis Group of
Companies. The company has
been under scrutiny for violat-
ing environmental regulations,
specifically concerning the con-
tamination of water sources
near its facility in Zira tehsil,
Ferozepur.

Residents within the four-
km radius of the Zira factory
have protested for over a year,
alleging that industrial effluents
discharged into the ground
have severely polluted soil and
groundwater. The issue gained
national attention following
parliamentary discussions and
subsequent inspections by the
Central Pollution Control Board
and Central Ground Water
Board, confirming significant
environmental breaches.

Sources within ED indi-
cated that violations under the
Water (Prevention and Control
of Pollution) Act, 1974, have
escalated into a scheduled
offense under the PMLA, 2002.
The ongoing raids aim to gath-
er evidence regarding financial
transactions linked to these
environmental offenses.

Deep Malhotra, a promi-
nent figure in Punjab’s alcohol
industry, has faced previous
controversies, including attacks

on his properties in Faridkot
and Kotkapura. His role as a
former MLA from Faridkot
underlined his influence in
local and state politics, despite
challenges and legal battles.

The ED's proactive
approach reflected a broader
crackdown on economic
crimes linked to environmen-
tal degradation, reinforcing
governmental efforts to uphold
regulatory standards and pro-
tect public health. Further
updates on the ED's findings
and legal actions against
Malhotra and associated enti-
ties are anticipated as investi-
gations progress.

For now, the ED remains
focused on securing evidence
to substantiate allegations of
financial impropriety amidst
environmental violations, high-
lighting the complex interplay
between economic activities
and environmental steward-
ship in Punjab.
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The State Special Operation
Cell (SSOC), Amritsar, on

Tuesday, said it has arrested
three arms smugglers and
seized three .32 bore pistols.

Punjab Director General of
Police (DGP) Gaurav Yadav
said that the individuals appre-
hended have been identified as
Sukhdev Singh alias Mattu,
and Sahil Kumar alias Mast –
both from Chhota Haripura in
Amritsar; and Prabhjot Singh
alias Prabh from Guru Nanak
Pura in Amritsar. Alongside
the three pistols, police teams
recovered three magazines and
six live cartridges.

This follows closely on
the heels of another major bust
by SSOC Amritsar, where a
weapon smuggling module
supported by foreign-based
terrorist Lakhbir alias Landa
was dismantled. That opera-
tion led to the arrest of two
operatives and the recovery of
six .32 bore pistols, along with
magazines and ammunition.

DGP Yadav revealed that
SSOC Amritsar had received

confidential information
regarding the involvement of
certain Amritsar residents in
inter-state weapon smuggling.
The intelligence indicated that
these individuals had acquired
a consignment of weapons
from illegal dealers in Madhya
Pradesh and were poised to
deliver it to criminal elements
in Guru Tegh Bahadur Market
in the Vallah area.

Acting swiftly on these
intel inputs, SSOC Amritsar
police teams launched an
operation, intercepting the
suspects in Vallah area as they
awaited to deliver the illegal
consignment. The swift action
resulted in the apprehension of
the three accused and the
recovery of the weapons.

Preliminary investigations
have revealed that Sukhdev
Singh alias Mattu and Sahil
Kumar alias Mast have a crim-
inal background, including
involvement in a murder case.
DGP Yadav indicated that
further investigations are
ongoing to establish the full
extent of the smuggling net-
work's backward and forward
linkages.
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Himachal Chief Minister
Sukhvinder Singh Sukhu

called on Prime Minister
Narendra Modi at New Delhi
on Tuesday and urged him to
support Himachal Pradesh's
green state initiatives.

Sukhu said that switching
over to electric buses was one
of the green initiatives for
which he requested approval
for the Rural Infrastructure
Development Fund (RIDF)
loans under the National Bank
for Agriculture and Rural
Development (NABARD) to
fund these buses.

Apart from this, he also
discussed the potential for gen-
erating 1,000 MW of hybrid
solar and wind energy in Spiti,
which could be transmitted
through a green corridor util-
ising the solar, wind and hydro
potential of the Sutlej basin. He
sought support for a mega
solar project in Spiti.

The Himachal Pradesh
chief minister raised several
power-related issues pending
with the central government.
He mentioned the long-pend-
ing arrears of the state's share
from the Bhakra Beas
Management Board and

requested the restoration of the
Shanan Project rights and
assets as the lease period had
expired.

He also discussed the issue
of free power royalty in power
projects under the Satluj Jal
Vidyut Nigam (SJVN) and the
National Hydroelectric Power
Corporation (NHPC) urging
for a favourable decision.  He
informed the prime minister
about the state's efforts to boost

tourism, with Kangra being
developed as the tourism cap-
ital. He emphasised the impor-
tance of expanding the Kangra
airport and requested the
Centre to bear 50 per cent of
the land acquisition costs and
provide a special grant for the
expansion.

He also suggested estab-
lishing a tourism special eco-
nomic zone (SEZ) to promote
tourism, create jobs and spur

economic development, with
Himachal Pradesh being an
ideal starting point. Sukhu also
briefed PM Modi on various
development initiatives in the
state and requested substantial
financial assistance to recover
from the massive losses suf-
fered during the previous mon-
soon.
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In his Delhi visit,  Sukhu
also called on Union Minister
for MPP and Power Manohar
Lal Khattar and discussed the
issues of the state pending
with the Ministry. He sought
the intervention of the Minister
to restore the rights of the
Shanan Power Project to the
State as the lease period has
expired and to take a decision
for an amicable solution on the
matter. He also requested him
to release the pending share
due from the BBMB which has
been awaited for many years
and causing losses to the state.
The Chief Minister also
requested for support for the
mega solar park in Spiti. The
Union Minister assured of
looking into the issues and
directed the officers to take
necessary steps.
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Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD)
president Sukhbir Singh

Badal is set to appear before the
Akal Takht — Sikhs’ highest
temporal seat — following the
allegations of compromising
panthic sentiments for political
gain. The development comes
at a critical juncture for the
Akali Dal, amidst internal strife
and vocal dissent from senior
party leaders who have called
for reforms and a departure
from the influence of the Badal
family.

Responding to the sum-
mons with a pledge of adher-
ence to Sikh principles, Sukhbir
on Tuesday affirmed his com-
mitment in a statement shared
on social media platform X in
Punjabi. He expressed rever-
ence for the Sikhs’ holy book –
Guru Granth Sahib ji, and the
esteemed Akal Takht Sahib,
emphasizing his intention to
present himself with utmost
respect before these revered
institutions.

The summoning, issued
without directly naming
Sukhbir Badal, underscored
the gravity of discontent with-
in the SAD's ranks. It mandat-
ed him to appear in person and
submit a comprehensive writ-
ten response within 15 days,
following accusations from
what have been termed as
“rebel” Akali leaders.

Tensions within the SAD
emerged following the party’s
resounding defeat in the Lok
Sabha elections with fissures
widening during the Jalandhar
West assembly byelections,
where dissenting voices,
including Prem Singh
Chandumajra, Bibi Jagir Kaur,
Parminder Singh Dhindsa,
among other prominent Akalis
openly challenged Sukhbir
Badal's leadership style. Their
criticisms centered on per-
ceived deviations from Sikh
values and allegations of pri-
oritizing political expediency
over panthic principles.

The rebel faction has all
along been demanding to
implement in letter and spirit
the Jhunda panel report, which,
in 2022 after state assembly
election defeat, had recom-
mended significant leadership
changes within the SAD,
implicitly challenging Sukhbir
Badal’s authority without
explicitly naming him.

Only a day before, SAD’s
rebel faction had announced to
launch the “SAD Sudhar
Lehar”, intensifying lobbying
efforts, engaging with former
jathedars (high priests), and
disillusioned senior Akali lead-
ers.

Meanwhile, the Akal
Takht’s directive prompted a
wave of reactions and deliber-
ations within the SAD ranks.
The “rebel” group, now orga-
nized under the SAD bachao

lehar, has refrained from direct-
ly lodging complaints against
Sukhbir Badal, instead terming
their grievances as a plea for
reforms and apologies for
party’s “past mistakes”, espe-
cially during the its decade old
term in power from 2007-
2017.

The development marked
a critical juncture for the SAD,
known for its deep-rooted con-
nection to Sikh religious ethos
and political influence in
Punjab. The summoning of
Sukhbir Badal to the Akal
Takht signified not only a
moment of reckoning for the
party leadership but also high-
lighted the enduring signifi-
cance of Sikh religious institu-
tions in Punjab’s political land-
scape.
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Sukhbir faces a pivotal

moment as he will respond to
the allegations raised by a rebel
faction within the party. These
accusations have brought him
before the Akal Takht,
demanding explanations and
accountability.

Among the grievances
cited are controversies sur-
rounding the handling of the
Dera Sacha Sauda issue. In
2007, despite legal proceedings
initiated against Gurmeet Ram
Rahim, the head of Sirsa-based
Sacha Sauda sect, for imper-
sonating Sikh guru’s attire, the
then SAD-led state govern-

ment opted to withdraw
charges, leading to widespread
criticism. Furthermore,
Sukhbir’s intervention to secure
pardon for Gurmeet Ram
Rahim from the Akal Takht
after the Sikh clergy had
excommunicated him further
fueled discontent.

In addition, the handling of
sacrilege incidents in Burj
Jawahar Singh Wala and
Bargari in 2015 also remained
contentious, with accusations
of inadequate investigation and
failure to deliver justice to the
Sikh community.

Additionally, allegations of
manipulating police encoun-
ters, such as the appointment
of Sumedh Saini as Punjab’s
DGP and subsequent extraju-
dicial killings, have added to
the SAD leadership’s woes.
These issues have not only
sparked public outrage but
have also intensified calls for
reform within the party.

As Sukhbir Badal prepares
to present his case before the
Akal Takht, the outcome of this
summons holds significant
implications for both his lead-
ership and the future of SAD.
The proceedings are closely
watched as they unfold against
the backdrop of Punjab's polit-
ical landscape, where the SAD
seeks to reconcile internal divi-
sions while navigating the
expectations of the Sikh com-
munity.
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Chandigarh: The Punjab
Vigilance Bureau (VB) on
Tuesday arrested Sunil Kumar,
Assistant Manager, posted at
State Bank of India branch at
Abohar in Fazilka district red
handed while demanding and
accepting a bribe of Rs. 10,000.
An official spokesperson of the
state VB said the accused has
been arrested based on a com-
plaint lodged by Sukhpal Singh,
a resident of village Bahavwala
in Fazilka district. The com-
plainant approached the VB
and alleged that the bank man-
ager had demanded a bribe of
Rs 12,000 to forward an insur-
ance claim verification to the
insurance company regarding
his dead cow whose insurance
claim was applied by him. The
spokesperson added that after
a preliminary inquiry into this
complaint, the VB team laid a
trap in which the accused bank
manager was arrested red hand-
ed while he was taking Rs
10,000 as a first instalment of
bribe from the complainant in
the presence of two official
witnesses.
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Chandigarh: In a first-of-its-kind initiative to provide wings and
empower government school students of Punjab & UT
Chandigarh, the Punjab Governor & Administrator, UT,
Chandigarh Banwari Lal Purohit on Tuesday honoured 300 stu-
dents of Class X & VIII of Punjab and UT Chandigarh with cash
awards and recognition certificates at Punjab Raj Bhavan in
Chandigarh. During his congratulatory remarks on the occasion,
the Governor said that 300 students included 225 from Punjab
and 75 from UT Chandigarh. The Prize money given is Rs. 10000
to each Class X student and Rs 5000 to each Class VIII student.
The Governor asked the young students to enrich themselves
with quality education and modern skills so that they could
achieve their goals easily at the global level. He emphasized on
the need to empower the students especially those hailing from
the remote and underprivileged areas for better livelihood.
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Jagat Guru Nanak Dev
Punjab State Open University, Patiala

(Established by the State Legislature Act No.19 of 2019)

Amazon introduces new features in its 

Local Shops program 

Chandigarh: Amazon India has launched two new features 

to streamline the onboarding process for sellers in the Local 

Shops program and enhance the shopping experience for 

customers with a storefront-led view on the Amazon Mobile 

app. Abhishek Jain, Head, Local Shops at Amazon India said, 

“We are excited to see the rapid scale up of the Local Shops 

on Amazon program across the country. In nearly two years, 

the program has onboarded over 3500 local offline stores from 

Punjab. We are preparing our sellers for Prime Day and 

excited to introduce our 1-click launch feature for Local 

Shops sellers in Punjab and across India". 

 

Now high speed Wi-Fi available in more 

than 1200 cities: Gopal Vittal 

Jalandhar:  Airtel now has high speed Wi-Fi available in 

1200+ cities, Gopal Vittal, CEO, said in a statement.  The 

statement said, it offers the largest selection of TV shows, 

movies and web series which come included in the Wi-Fi 

plan. In specific, this content delivered through Airtel Wi-Fi 

gives access to 22+ OTTs and 350+ TV channels, it added.

USP
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Government of Himachal Pradesh Public Works Department



Citizens are one of the
four essential ele-
ments that define a

country, and a responsible
citizenry is undoubtedly an
asset to any nation. Today,
our country boasts state-of-
the-art facilities, with con-
certed efforts being made to
upgrade infrastructure, ser-
vices, logistics, and public
transport. Additionally,
inclusive and integrated poli-
cies are being formulated,
and comprehensive citizen-
centric actions are being
implemented.
While the government's
efforts are commendable,
there is also a need for citi-
zens to shoulder the respon-
sibility of maintaining pub-
lic goods and ensuring
resources are accessible to all,
especially the marginalised.
Civic sense is the act of
considering others in society
and having a sense of
responsibility towards pub-
lic goods. 
It can be described as "a set
of perceptions and attitudes
that guides an individual’s
independent actions or
actions within a group for
the benefit of many and
harm towards none."
Conversely, a lack of civic

sense signifies disregard for
fellow beings, depriving oth-
ers of a fair chance of access-
ing what is due to them.
Civic sense involves inculcat-
ed socially and ethically
good behavior, conduct, and
approach. Patriotism is
deeply rooted among
Indians, and we have a
strong affinity for our civi-
lizational values and ethos.
However many of us are not
adept at it, and civic rules are
often flouted in some way or
another. 
Examples of this lack of
civic sense include vandal-
ism, mishandling public
property, disobeying laws,
infringing traffic rules, evad-
ing taxes, prejudice, intoler-
ance, indiscipline, sectarian-
ism, and insensitivity
towards the beliefs and prac-

tices of other social and reli-
gious groups. These behav-
iors create law and order
problems and are rooted in
disregard for social norms
and appropriate behavior.
Despite significant improve-
ments in literacy rates in our
country over the past few
decades, people often remain
casual regarding their soci-
etal responsibilities. 
Examples of this include
dumping household waste
on streets; destroying public
property and so on. Such
uncivil behavior is rampant
and alarming, detrimental-
ly impacting the collective
well-being of society. It not
only translates into social
conflicts but also triggers a
vicious cycle, where such
behavior, often being an eas-
ier way out, is quickly emu-
lated by many, making the
problem difficult to address.
India witnessed 461,312 road
accidents in 2022, resulting
in the tragic loss of 168,491
lives. Many of these acci-
dents could have been avoid-
ed had people not flouted
traffic rules. 
Similarly, problems arising
from adulteration, corrup-
tion, and exploitation can be
mitigated through a mindful

approach that prioritizes
common interest over self-
interest.
Civic sense is crucial for
quality of life and plays an
important role in building
the reputation of the coun-
try. Inculcating civic virtues
is not a choice but is essen-
tial for addressing both
perennial and new prob-
lems. Education plays a sig-
nificant role in civilising
people, but the fact that
even well-educated individ-
uals living in metropolitan
cities often behave in an
unruly and uncivilised man-
ner makes it imperative that
the desire to perform con-
structive and positive roles
should come "from within."
Elders need to set good
examples for the young to
emulate.  Spreading aware-
ness, rewarding good prac-
tices, and enforcing stringent
punitive actions against law
violations can be effective
strategies for inculcating
civic sense among the peo-
ple.

(The writer is Assistant
Professor at Sri Guru

Gobind Singh College of
Commerce, Delhi; views are

personal)
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words "NO REVENGE" to promptly
bring back the situation under control.
Even though Mandela was yet to
become the President of the country, he
led the nation in what a sane way guid-
ing the society towards light by shed-
ding all sorts of jingoism. Immediately
after his release from prison Mandela
said "I am not the only one who did not
want revenge. Almost all my colleagues
in prison  did not want revenge, because
there is no time to do anything else
except to try and save your people". 
Yes, "Save your people" needs to be the
only priority of a true leader, not "call
of revenge". And Mandela indeed did
walk the talk when Chris Hani got mur-
dered rendering him to a statesman and
torch-bearer of the society guiding all
on the path of peace.
Dr.Martin Luther King Jr had stated-
"Darkness cannot drive out darkness:
only light can do that. Hate cannot drive
out hate: only love can do that", "We
must learn to live together as brothers
or we will perish together as fools". 

Kajal Chatterjee |Kolkata
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Madam — Winning is a habit, and
Alcaraz has mastered the art, clinching
the Wimbledon men's singles title for
the second time against all odds.
Spectators at the Centre Court were
treated to vintage tennis in a packed sta-
dium. Alcaraz set the ball rolling, win-
ning the first two sets rather comfort-
ably. The final lasted for 147 minutes,
with the defending champion establish-
ing a 5-4 lead and serving for the cham-
pionship point. However, he committed
a couple of double faults, and the set
went to a tie-break.The number three
seed secured his second Wimbledon
title and fourth Grand Slam win with a
straight-set victory. Djokovic could not
recover from the fierce serve-and-vol-
ley game of the Spaniard. Alcaraz
played calculated tennis on his fourth
match point, ultimately winning the tie-
break, set, match, and Championship.

C K Subramaniam | Mumbai
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Madam — The recent state assembly
bypolls held on July 10 may not have
been critical for the survival of state gov-
ernments in Uttarakhand, Himachal
Pradesh, Punjab, Bihar, Madhya
Pradesh, and Tamil Nadu. However, the
results were highly anticipated as a
potential indicator of shifting political
winds, especially after the national
elections where the BJP saw a reduced
tally and the Congress-led INDIA bloc
significantly increased its presence in
the Lok Sabha.In these state assembly
by-elections, the Congress and its allies
achieved significant victories, winning
10 out of 13 seats. The ruling BJP
secured only two seats, with an indepen-
dent candidate winning in Bihar. While
these results do not necessarily signal a
nationwide trend, the BJP's below-par
performance should be a concern for the
central ruling party. The Congress and
its partners in the IN
DIA bloc celebrated their success.
Congress won two seats each in
Uttarakhand and Himachal Pradesh, the
TMC secured all four seats in West
Bengal, AAP won in Jalandhar West,
and DMK triumphed in Vikravandi,
Tamil Nadu.Congress leaders
Mallikarjun Kharge and Rahul Gandhi
claimed these results reflect a changing
political climate, suggesting the BJP's
influence is waning. BJP leaders, how-
ever, dismissed these claims, pointing
out that the ruling party did not previ-
ously hold the 13 contested seats.
Bishal kumar Saha| Murshdidabad
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Madam — Kudos to Rajdeep Pathak for
the article titled "Lessons in forgiveness
from Mandela's life"(July 15). 
On 10th April 1993, the South African
Communist leader Chris Hani was
murdered by a far-right White. When
the newly independent Blacks were
seething in anger and were getting ready
to massacre the Whites in retaliation, it
took  Mandela to utter just two firm
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TMC, AAP, and DMK are
some of the parties that put
forward candidates in the
by-elections to test their
strength.The INDIA bloc's
win significantly boosted
the Opposition.They have
been a crucial test for the
INDIA bloc as it faced the
Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP)-
led National Democratic
Alliance (NDA) in the first
electoral battle after the Lok
Sabha Elections 2024. The
regional chieftains in the
Opposit ion performed
exceptionally well .
Trinamool Congress, a key
player in the INDIA bloc,
secured all four seats in
Bengal, a significant victory.
At the same time, the surg-
ing Congress won two seats
each in Himachal Pradesh
and Uttarakhand, further
strengthening its position
in these states. 
The DMK won one seat, and
AAP captured Jalandhar
West. These diverse out-
comes hint at potential shifts
in power dynamics, adding
a layer of uncertainty to the
current political scenario.
Also, the BJP securing only
two seats and an indepen-
dent candidate winning in
Bihar add a layer of com-
plexity.Typically, the party in
power wins the bye-elec-
tion seat. The TMC, DMK,

Congress, and Aam Admi
Party controlled their states.
For the TMC, the results
were a shot in the arm just
a month after it had bagged
29 parliamentary seats, up
from 22 in 2019. In
Uttarakhand and Bihar,
things were different. The
candidates from the ruling
parties - BJP and JD(U) -
lost.Congress won two out of
the three by-elections in
Himachal. After the results,
the party has 40 members
again in the 68-member
house. This will bring stabil-
ity to our government. 
Bye-elections are a crucial
test for political parties and
their popularity. Parties
gauge public sentiment and
assess their support base.
They often use by-elections
to test campaign strategies,
inf luencing future
elections.If the ruling party
wins seats in the by-election,
it could increase its overall
number of seats and have
more influence on the gov-
ernment's stability and deci-
sion-making.The BJP still
needs to improve its perfor-
mance despite investigating
the reasons for its low num-
ber of seats in the Lok Sabha
elections. This raises ques-
tions and potential strains
within the party. 
There are speculations about

a possible strain between the
RSS and the BJP, which
could negatively affect the
RSS's support for the party,
adding to tension and uncer-
tainty in the ruling coali-
tion.The strong performance
of the INDIA bloc shows
that power dynamics may be
shifting. Despite their differ-
ences, this success is because
the opposition parties con-
tinued to work together.
Some analysts think that
both factors led to their suc-
cess.  The Opposition's
strong showing could weak-
en the ruling coalition's
power and strengthen the
Opposition's position.The
future is difficult to predict
at this stage. Winning and
losing are part of the game
in a democracy. 
The impact of these events
will be more precise in the
upcoming assembly polls in
Maharashtra and Haryana
later this year. The INDIA
bloc's strong showing in the
by-elections could strength-
en the Opposition's position
in these forthcoming assem-
bly polls. They will help
determine whether the
Opposition gains strength or
weakens.

(The writer is a popular
columnist; views expressed

are personal)
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The recent results of
by-elections for 13
seats in various states
are essential  for
understanding what

people think of the major polit-
ical parties. One month after
the 2024 elections, where Prime
Minister Narendra Modi won
a third term, the INDIA bloc's
significant victory in securing
ten of the 13 seats has shifted
the country's politics. This pos-
itive result for the INDIA bloc
could weaken the ruling coali-
tion's power.The BJP won 240
seats but fell short of the 272-
majority mark in the recent Lok
Sabha elections. As a result, the
party had to seek the support
of NDA allies, which could
influence its policy decisions
and lead to compromises to
maintain the coalition. This sit-
uation raises concerns about
the government's stability. A
boost to the Opposition could
create unpredictability within
the ruling coalition.Despite
securing 240 seats in last
month's Lok Sabha polls, the
BJP fell short of the 272-major-
ity mark. It had to seek the help
of the NDA allies. This reliance
could sway the BJP's policy
decisions. 
The BJP may have to compro-
mise on specific issues to main-
tain the coalition. There is also
a shadow of uncertainty over
the government's stability. A
substantial  boost to the
Opposition can shift the bal-
ance of power and create a
sense of unease and unpre-
dictability in the ruling coali-
tion. The Election Commission
conducts the by-polls when a
legislative seat becomes vacant.
There could be many reasons
for a vacant seat. It could be
death, resignation, disqualifica-
tion, or expulsion of a sitting
member.Elections are held to
fill empty seats when a mem-
ber of Parliament resigns or
dies. Only voters from the area
can vote, and there is no party
vote. 
On Wednesday, by-elections
were held for 13 assembly seats
in Punjab (1),  Himachal
Pradesh (3), Uttarakhand (2),
West Bengal (4), Madhya
Pradesh (1), Bihar (1), and
Tamil Nadu (1). The Congress,
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Tourism has always been
a significant contributor
to the economic growth

and GDP of nations world-
wide, and India is no excep-
tion. Indian tourism has con-
sistently shown remarkable
growth, even though it has not
been a primary focus of gov-
ernment policies. There have
been improvements in infra-
structure and connectivity, but
these efforts have been limit-
ed.
The Indian Tourism and
Hospitality industry, faced
unprecedented challenges dur-
ing the COVID-19 pandemic.
The sharp decline in both
domestic and international
travel led to a significant
downturn.  
Despite these challenges, the
industry began to show signs
of recovery in 2023. According 

to the Directorate General of
Civil Aviation (DGCA), 2023
saw 152 million domestic fly-
ers, an increase of almost 24%
from 123 million in 2022, and
nearly 6% more than the 144
million in 2019. International
travel also showed signs of
revival, with 63.9 million inter-
national travellers to and from
India in 2023, close to the 64.2
million seen in 2019, and 35%
more than the 47 million in
2022. Consulting firm
McKinsey & Company pro-

jects that India will become the
fourth-largest domestic travel
market in terms of spending by
2030. Additionally, aviation
analytics firm OAG indicates
that India is now the third-
largest domestic aviation mar-
ket, after the U.S. and China.
The WTTC reported that this
sector contributed INR 19.13
trillion ($230 billion) to the
Indian GDP in 2023, marking
a nearly 10% increase over
2019 levels. Employment in
the industry also saw an 8%
rise, reaching 43 million jobs.
This highlights the sector's
resilience and its vital role in
the national economy. They
projects that the Indian
tourism industry will contin-
ue to grow, with contributions
to the GDP expected to reach
INR 21.15 trillion ($253 bil-
lion) in 2024. Jobs in the

industry are also projected to
increase by 2.45 million,
accounting for one in every 11
jobs in India. 
Despite positive indicators,
the tourism industry has been
largely overlooked in recent
government budgets. This lack
of support is concerning given
the sector's significant contri-
butions to the economy and
employment. 
Substantial investments and
strategic initiatives are essen-
tial to fully capitalize on the
industry's potential and ensure
sustained growth. As the
Union Budget 2024 approach-
es, the tourism industry
remains hopeful for greater
support and investment from
the government.
Industry Perspectives
Jyoti Mayal, President, The
Travel Agents Association of

India (TAAI) feels that the
allocation for overseas promo-
tion and publicity has been
drastically reduced to just Rs.
3 crore, down from Rs. 100
crore in the previous year.
She says, "The industry eager-
ly anticipates increased budget
allocations to enhance infra-
structure, marketing, and skill
development. Investments in
connectivity, heritage sites,
and eco-tourism can propel
growth. A focus on sustainable
practices, waste management,
and conservation efforts aligns
with responsible tourism.
Simplifying visa requirements
and encouraging visa-free
entry for tourists visiting India
can significantly enhance for-
eign tourist arrivals".
Pradeep Shetty, President,
Hotel and Restaurant
Association Western India

(HRAWI) says that the
tourism and hospitality,
accounting for around 10 per-
cent of India's GDP and should
be declared a priority sector.
"Granting infrastructure status
to hotels and convention cen-
ters of project cost of Rs 10
crore and above is essential for
attracting investments and
accelerating growth in the
hospitality sector. Abolition
of the 18 percent GST catego-
ry for hotels with room rates
above Rs.7500/-, merging it
with the 12 percent GST cat-
egory, would boost both
domestic and inbound
tourism," he says.
Riaz Munshi, President,
Outbound Tour Operators
Association of India (OTOAI)
says the outbound tourism
sector is hoping for positive
policy changes. "One key

expectation is the reduction of
GST rates on outbound tour
packages, making internation-
al travel more affordable.
Additionally, better Tax
Collected at Source (TCS)
policies are hoped for as com-
pared to current TCS rates,
which are causing financial
and administrative problems,"
says he.
Mr Rajiv Mehra, President,
Indian Association of Tour
Operators (IATO) feels that the
adequate funding is needed for
promote tourism on global
map. He says, "Ministry of
Tourism should be given sep-
arate substantial funds for
marketing and promotion for
participation in overseas trav-
el marts along with industry
stakeholders, organizing road
shows and for MDA
Assistance to tour operators".

Mr. Ajay Prakash, President,
Travel Agents Federation of
India (TAFI) feels that for all
the lip service to the econom-
ic and social benefits of
tourism, the industry remains
sadly neglected. Mere infra-
structure development is not
enough -the sector needs spe-
cific incentives if it is to real-
ize its potential. The travel and
tourism industry puts forth its
Wishlist every year before the
Budget and, come the day, is
invariably disappointed. "The
highest GST slab should not
exceed 10% and travel
agents/tour operators should
be eligible to claim a setoff.
Aviation fuel must be brought
under GST to make airfares
more affordable," says he. 

(The writer is a travel influ-
encer and writes on travel &
tourism; views are personal)
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Prophet established the system for
administering the "rule of law" in
the light of Islamic jurisprudence,
under the command of his son-
in-law Hazrat Ali Murtaza.
Notwithstanding the bravery of
Ali, Omayyads suffered a thor-
ough collapse. The shrewd Abu
Sufiyan played a trick to subscribe
to Islam outwardly and the
Prophet mercifully granted a
quarter to Abu Sufiyan and his
men. On the contrary,
Mohammad realised his duties as
Prophet were preparing his two
beloved grandsons, 'Hasan' and '
Husain', sons of Ali Murtaza and
Fatima Zehra, as perfect speci-
mens of his attainment and
imparted to their young minds all
the characteristics of his high
morality.After the demise of the
Holy Prophet Mohammad, the
school of Islamic thought, philos-
ophy, culture and administration
was shifted to the 'Caliphate'
with temporal and ecclesiastical
powers. 
The first three caliphs were:
Abubakar, Umar and Usman.
The last caliph Imam Ali Murtaza,
was assassinated by the henchmen
of the conspirator and hypocrite
Muawiya son of Abu Sufyan
while Hazrat Ali Murtaza was
prostrating before Allah in the
mosque.After Ali's assassination,
Muawiya with the might of a
sword, usurped the seat of the
Caliphate in Syria and declared
himself as the self-appointed
caliph. Muawiya, the first ruler of
the House of Omayyads dis-
placed the democratic Islamic
rule by oligarchical and barbaric
despotic rule.
After the death of Muawiya, his
son accursed Yazid ascended to
the Caliphate seat of Syria. He was
a hardcore terrorist and had sur-
passed all his ancestors in prac-

tising cruelty, violence and cor-
ruption. Yazid was a libertine and
sinner to the extent that the
barest mention of his objection-
able character is taboo in this
civilised society. Yazid was the
mammon of unrighteousness,
whose lust for power prompted
him to beat society into the
mould he favoured. Yazid's crim-
inal behaviour indicated the
extreme occurrence of vulgar,
and inhuman innovations in the
established Islamic values. 
On the contrary Imam Husain
was recognised throughout the
Arab world for his excellence of
behaviour, wisdom, compassion
and piety. When Yazid occupied
the erstwhile seat of the Caliphate,
deceitfully usurped by his father
Muawiya, Yazid by terrorising the
citizens sought their allegiance to
accept him as leader of the faith-
fully. 
He then demanded allegiance
from Hazrat Imam Husain. Yazid
was equipped with all the para-
phernalia of power but so long,
he didn't get the allegiance of
Imam Husain, the grandson of
the Prophet, he had no religious
sanction to claim the Caliphate.
He therefore demanded allegiance
from Imam Husain to subscribe
to him as the leader of the faith-
ful.When Yazid bargained hard
for Imam Husain to choose
between allegiance and death,
Husain straightaway refused his
allegiance, saying, "A person of
my kind, can not accept the alle-
giance of a man of his (Yazid's)
kind." 
Husain knew that recognition of
Yazid's immorality would perma-
nently disfigure the "true faith"
and a "pseudo-religion" would
emerge in the guise of Islam. Had
he encountered no opposition,
Islam was bound to acclimatise to

the paralysing atonality from
Yazid's degenerated
symphony.Imam Husain was
mercilessly assassinated in the
desert of Karbala along with 71
family members and companions
on the 10th of Muharram, 61 Hijri
( October 10, 680 A.D.), after
being kept hungry and thirsty for
three days.Their heads were sev-
ered from the bodies and were
mounted on lancers. Among the
slain martyrs was Husain's six-
month-old infant son, Ali Asghar,
the buoyancy of whose innocent
blood refloated the sinking ship
of Islam. 
Ali Asghar's moon-like innocent
severed head was too mounted on
a lancer.Asghar's little body
among 71 others was too tram-
pled through the hoofs of office
horses of Yazid's cavalry. The
tents of Husain's household were
torched. Daughters and grand-
children of Prophet Mohammad's
extended family and the only sur-
viving, ailing son office Imam
Husain, were taken captives and
paraded from Karbala to Syria, on
bare backs of camels, where they
appeared before accursed Yazid,
the wild beast in human
form.10th Muharram is universal-
ly observed by right-thinking
and kind-hearted people irre-
spective of caste, religion or faith.
"Never in the fight of human con-
flict was so much owed by so
many to so few", said Churchill.
The event of Karbala, taking
place on 10th Moharram, 61
Hijri, teaches us: Never to support
injustice and oppression, no mat-
ter, how powerful the oppressor
might be. No matter, what incen-
tive, what threat you might be
given.

(The writer is a legal journalist
and author. The views expressed

are personal)

John Bradshaw once said," Rebellion
to tyrants is obedience to
God."Can man stand up to these
conditions? "Man can but not
necessarily with ease", Imam

Husain, the grandson of Prophet
Mohammad annunciated from the battle-
field of Karbala ( Iraq), on the fateful day
of 10th Muharram, 61 A.H. (October 10,
680 A.D.).The pre-Islamic period in
Arabia is known as the "age of ignorance".
Scudding away from the noble attribut-
es of human principles, the Arabs were
treading the path of retrogression and
abhorrence. Suffering from the worst evils
and vices, these Arabs known as Bedouins
(uncivilised rustics) were highly tentative
of wrecking vengeance, group quarrels,
and tribal animosities leading to bloody
warfare that lasted for generations. In the
pre-Islamic period, these Arabian
Bedouins used to bury their newly born
daughters alive out of ego. 
They had no sense of equality, humani-
ty, decency and brotherhood. In this cru-
cial moment, the Prophet of Islam Hazrat
Mohammad brought the message of
peace, tolerance, humanity, forbearance,
liberty, equality, and brotherhood, assist-
ing to weak and securing justice for the
persecuted. The Prophet gradually start-
ed transforming the heartless brutes to
humanise and turn towards peaceful
life.The most notorious among them were
the Bedouin tribals of "Bani-Omayya"
(Omayyads). Omayyads did not tolerate
the sojourn of humanity and peace.
They violently opposed the Prophet's
teachings. Omayya's grandson, Abu
Sufiyan, son of Herb, unfurled the flag of
revolt against Islamic teachings. 
They started a campaign of persecution
on the Prophet, who was forced to
migrate from his home in Mecca to
Medina. As such, the year of the Prophet's
flight from Mecca to Medina is marked
as the beginning of the Hijri era of the
Islamic calender.Still, the Prophet
Mohammad was not given any respite or
relief. Mohammad was compelled to
fight battles many a time. In Medina, the
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Donald Trump, wearing a
white bandage partially cov-

ering his injured right ear, stole
the show when he made his first
public appearance on the open-
ing night of the Republican
National Convention here, days
after surviving an assassination
attempt.
Trump on Monday entered the
convention hall to roaring
applause from thousands of del-
egates and holding his fist aloft
towards the end of the first day
of the four-day convention being
held at the Fiserv Forum in
Milwaukee, a city in the US state
of Wisconsin.
The former president entered
the convention arena here with
a fist raised and to the strains of
a live performance of “God
Bless the USA”.
He then slowly walked through
cheering delegates who pumped
their fists and called out “Fight!
Fight! Fight!”  
He then greeted key political
allies and members of his fam-

ily, including three of his chil-
dren, but not his wife Melania.
The former US president
escaped an assassination bid
when a bullet grazed his ear at

a campaign rally in Pennsylvania
on Saturday.
Supporters on the convention
floor and standing in the stadi-
um sang along to a live rendition

of “God Bless the USA” with
singer Lee Greenwood. Trump
was accompanied by his newly-
announced running mate
Senator JD Vance.
Trump, 78, wore a subdued
look as the room around him
erupted and chants of “USA”
rang out. On Monday, delegates
from across the country nomi-
nated him as the Republican
presidential nominee for the
November 5 general election
against incumbent Democratic
President Joe Biden. It was the
third consecutive time that
Trump has received the
Republican Party’s nomina-
tion.Trump will deliver his
acceptance speech on Thursday.
The delegation from Florida
put him over the top, with Eric
Trump, the second son of
Trump, awarding the state’s del-
egates to his father.
Several lawmakers and other
officials spoke, including
Representative Marjorie Taylor
Greene, Senator Tim Scott, and
Representative Byron Donalds.
The Democratic party would

formally nominate Biden as its
candidate at its convention in
Chicago in August.
Earlier in the day, Trump
announced that Senator Vance,
39, would be his running mate.
He was welcomed by the crowd
with a thunderous applause.The
choice reflects Trump’s belief that
Vance is an effective communi-
cator who can sell Trump’s pop-
ulist agenda — particularly to
working-class voters in states like
Pennsylvania and Wisconsin,
where presidential elections can
be decided by thousands of
votes.
“He is consistent with Trump’s
appeal to working men and
women,” Ohio Governor Mike
DeWine said of Vance.  “Also,
someone who shares his desire
to expand the base of the
Republican Party,” DeWine was
quoted as saying by
CNN.Trump survived an
attempt on his life on Saturday
when a young shooter fired
multiple shots at him at a cam-
paign rally in Pennsylvania,
injuring his right ear. 
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Milwaukee (PTI): Indian-American Sikh
Republican Party leader Harmeet Kaur Dhillon
on Monday recited ‘ardas’ at the Republican
National Convention here in the presence of the
party’s presidential nominee Donald Trump.
Amidst tight security, the four-day Republican
National Convention began on Monday with del-
egates and officials coming to the US state of
Wisconsin to greet Trump like a hero for the first
time since a gunman on Sunday opened fire at
the former president during a campaign rally in
Pennsylvania, grazing his ear.
Dhillon, a Republican Party leader and Civil Rights
Attorney discussing the attack on Trump said:
“These last 48 hours have been some of the most
intense, yet more prayerful of our lives, the heinous
attack on President Trump and his supporters
made all of us pause and seek answers in com-
fort.”
A video posted on social media platform X by the
California Republican Party, showed Dhillon, 55,
as saying at the Fiserv Forum: “I come from a fam-
ily of Sikh immigrants and I’m honoured to share
with you, my fellow Republicans and guests
tonight, a prayer from my faith and tradition prac-

tised by over 25 million worldwide.”
“We recite the Ardaas (Sikh prayer) before any new
endeavour, giving thanks to God and asking for
his protection and help to uphold the values of
humility, truth, courage, service, and justice for
all,” she added.
“Dear Waheguru, our one true God, we thank you
for creating America as a unique heaven on this
Earth, where all people are free to worship accord-
ing to their faith. We seek your blessings and guid-
ance for our beloved country. Please bless our peo-
ple with wisdom as they vote for the upcoming
election and please bless with humility, honesty,
skill and integrity all those who conduct the elec-
tion,” she said after offering the ‘ardas’.Dhillon, who
has also served as the vice chairwoman of the
California Republican Party and also co-chairs the
Women for Trump organisation, thanked God for
protecting Trump’s life, and also mentioned the
leader’s “tireless and uplifting spirit”.Dhillon was
born in a Sikh family in Chandigarh and immi-
grated to the US. She has experience working on
matters involving intellectual property, unfair com-
petition, civil rights, employment discrimination
and others, and also has her law firm. 
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Israeli strikes in the central
Gaza Strip overnight into

Tuesday killed 24 people,
including women and chil-
dren, according to hospital
records, in deadly violence
that continues to rage as
Israel and Hamas weigh the
latest cease-fire proposal. The
deaths  in Nuseirat  and
Zawaida, which included 10
women and four children,
came days after Hamas said
cease-fire talks meant to wind
down the nine-month-long
war would continue even
after Israel targeted the mil-
itant group’s top military
commander, Mohammed
Deif, whose fate remained
unclear. Israel says another
senior Hamas militant was
killed in that strike which,
according to local officials,
killed 90 Palestinians, includ-
ing children.
International mediators are
working to push Israel and
Hamas toward agreeing to a
deal that would bring a halt
to the devastating fighting
and set free roughly 120
hostages held by the militant
group in Gaza. The strikes
late  Monday and early
Tuesday hit four residential
homes, according to emer-
gency workers. An Associated
Press journalist saw the bod-
ies of the dead, some wrapped
in blue blankets and a floral
sheet, as they were ferried to
Al Aqsa hospital in Deir al-
Balah. Clouds of smoke from
Israeli strikes could be seen
rising above the city.
The military said it “con-
ducted targeted raids on ter-
ror targets” in central Gaza,
without elaborating. It did
not immediately provide
additional details on the tar-
gets.
In southern Gaza, nine peo-
ple were killed in two sepa-
rate  s tr ikes  overnight
Monday, according to med-
ical officials and Associated
Press journalists.
Four people were killed in a
blast that struck a house in
eastern Khan Younis while
five other people were killed
in a strike on a street in
southernmost Rafah, accord-

ing to ambulance workers
who transported the bodies
to Nasser Hospital.
An AP journalist counted
the bodies at the hospital
before a funeral was held at
its gates.
The military said that air
force planes struck some 40
targets in Gaza over the past
day, among them observation
posts, Hamas military struc-
tures and explosives-rigged
buildings. The war in Gaza,
which was sparked by Hamas’
October 7 attack, has killed
more than 38,600 people,
according to the Hamas-run
Health Ministry, which does
not distinguish between com-
batants and civilians in its
count. 

The war has sparked a
humanitarian catastrophe in
the coastal Palestinian terri-
tory, displaced most of its 2.3
million population and trig-
gered widespread hunger.
Hamas’ surprise attack killed
1,200 people, mostly civilians,
and militants took roughly
250 people hostage. About
120 remain in captivity, with
about  a  third of  them
believed to be dead, accord-
ing to Israeli authorities.
Violence has also surged in
the West Bank during the war
and on Tuesday a Palestinian
stabbed an Israeli policeman,
wounding him lightly, before
another officer opened fire,
killing the assailant, who was
identified as a 19-year-old
from Gaza. 
Meanwhile, hospital officials
say an Israeli airstrike killed
17 Palestinians on Tuesday in
a military-declared “safe
zone” outside the southern
Gaza city of Khan Younis.
Officials at Nasser Hospital
said the strike hit near a gas
station in Muwasi, an area
packed with tent camps hous-
ing thousands of Palestinians
who have fled Israeli offen-
sives in other parts of Gaza.
The site lies in a humanitar-
ian “safe zone” where the
Israeli military has told evac-
uating Palestinians to take
refuge.The strike raises to at
least 59 the number of peo-
ple killed in southern and
central  Gaza by str ikes
overnight into Tuesday. 
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Dubai (AP): A rare shooting by
multiple attackers at a Shiite
mosque in Oman killed five
people and wounded many more
including a police officer, author-
ities said on Tuesday. Pakistan’s
government said four of its
nationals were dead and 30 hurt.
The Royal Oman Police said in
a statement mentioned no motive
or suspect and said the shooting
occurred on Monday night in the
Wadi Kabir neighbourhood of
the capital, Muscat. The state-run
Oman News Agency said three
attackers were killed. It reported
28 wounded of “different nation-
alities”. 
The shooting occurred on the eve
of Ashoura, a remembrance of
the 7th century martyrdom of the
Prophet Muhammad’s grand-
son, Hussein, that gave birth to
their faith. 
The day falls in the Islamic
month of Muharram, one of the
holiest months for Shiite
Muslims. 
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President Joe Biden told
NBC News in an interview

Monday that it was a “mistake”
to say he wanted to put a
“bull’s-eye” on Republican
nominee Donald Trump, but
argued that the rhetoric from
his opponent was more incen-
diary while warning that
Trump remained a threat to
democratic institutions. The
remark in question came dur-
ing a private call with donors
last week as Biden had been
scrambling to shore up his
imperiled candidacy with key
party constituencies. During
that conversation, Biden
declared he was “done” talking
about his poor debate perfor-
mance and said it was “time to
put Trump in the bull’s-eye,”
saying Trump has gotten far
too little scrutiny on his
stances, rhetoric and lack of
campaigning. The NBC inter-
view — during which, at times,
Biden grew defensive under
questions about his fitness for
office — came as the president
and his reelection team pre-

pared to resume full-throttle
campaigning after a brief pause
following the weekend assassi-
nation attempt on Trump. The
president and his campaign let
loose a flurry of criticism after
the GOP nominee announced
freshman Sen JD Vance of
Ohio as his running mate.
“He’s a clone of Trump on the
issues,” Biden told reporters as
he headed to Nevada for a
series of speeches and cam-
paign events. “I don’t see any
difference.”
He expanded on that during
the NBC interview, telling
Lester Holt that Vance has the
same policies as Trump when
it comes to abortion, taxes and
climate change, adding, “He
signed onto the Trump agen-
da, which he should, if he’s
running with Trump.”
Once Vance was tapped as
Trump’s vice-presidential pick,
the Biden campaign hit send
on a fundraising solicitation
signed by the president, and his
team issued a blistering state-
ment saying he picked the
freshman senator because he
would “bend over backwards

to enable Trump and his
extreme MAGA agenda.” For
her part, Vice President
Kamala Harris phoned Vance
to congratulate him and left
him a voicemail message,
according to a person familiar
with the matter.
And to NBC’s Holt, Biden
made it clear that he would
keep up his focus on Trump.
While he acknowledged his
“mistake,” Biden nonetheless
said he is “not the guy who said
I wanted to be a dictator on day
one” and he wanted the focus
to be on what Trump was say-
ing. It’s Trump, not Biden,
who engages in that kind of
rhetoric, Biden said, referring
to Trump’s past comments
about a “bloodbath” if the
Republican loses in November.
“Look, how do you talk about
the threat to democracy, which
is real, when a president says
things like he says?” Biden said.
“Do you just not say anything
because it may incite some-
body?”
The NBC interview, scheduled
before the attempt on Trump’s
life at a rally in Pennsylvania,

had been part of Biden’s broad-
er strategy to prove his fitness
for office after angst grew
among Democrats because of
his disastrous June 27 debate
performance. Asked by Holt if
he has weathered the worst of
it from his own party, Biden
responded that 14 million
Democratic voters selected
him through the primaries
and added, “I listen to them.”
His mental acuity is “pretty
damn good,” Biden added, but
he said the question of his age
was “legitimate” to ask.
Yet Biden grew visibly testy
when asked whether he was
eager to “get back on the horse”
by participating in another
debate against Trump, even
before their next scheduled one
in September. “I’m on the
horse. Where have you been?”
a defensive Biden said. He
rattled off his recent travels
across the country and a
lengthy press conference last
week in Washington where he
parried questions from nearly
a dozen reporters. He said he
is “demonstrating to the
American people that I have

command of all my faculties,
that I don’t need notes, I don’t
need teleprompters” —
although Biden has used notes
and teleprompters in recent
appearances, which is not
unusual.
As for a potential repeat of his
rocky debate, Biden said, “I
don’t plan on having another
performance on that level.”
The Biden campaign recali-
brated some of its political
plans in the immediate after-
math of the assassination
attempt on Saturday, pulling
advertising off the air and hit-
ting pause on messaging. The
White House also scrapped
Biden’s planned Monday visit
to the Lyndon B. Johnson
library, where he had been slat-
ed to deliver remarks on civil
rights.
Biden also spoke privately to
Trump after the assassination
attempt, a call that the presi-
dent described in the NBC
interview as “very cordial.”
“I told him how concerned I
was and wanted to make sure
I knew how he was actually
doing,” Biden said. 
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The leader of Wales’ govern-
ment, First Minister

Vaughan Gething, said on
Tuesday he will resign after sev-
eral members of his govern-
ment quit over a campaign
donation scandal.
Gething said that “I have this

morning taken the difficult
decision to begin the process of
stepping down as leader of the
Welsh Labour Party and, as a
result, First Minister”.
The announcement came after
four members of Gething’s
semiautonomous government
quit, demanding he resign.
Gething, the son of a Welsh
father and a Zambian mother,
made history in March when
he was elected to head the
Cardiff-based administration,
becoming the first Black leader
of a government in the UK.
He has faced criticism for
accepting 200,000 pounds
(USD 255,000) in donations
during his leadership cam-
paign from a recycling compa-
ny whose owner had been
found guilty of environmental

offenses and breaching health
and safety regulations. His
leadership has crumbled since
the Welsh nationalist party
Plaid Cymru ended a cooper-
ation arrangement with
Gething’s minority Labour gov-
ernment in April. The follow-
ing month Gething lost a non-
binding no-confidence vote in
Wales’ parliament, the Senedd.
In a resignation statement,
Gething said he had “hoped
that over the summer a period
of reflection, rebuilding and
renewal could take place under

my leadership. “I recognise
that this is not possible,” he
added.
Wales, which has a population
of about three million, is one of
four parts of the United
Kingdom, along with England,
Scotland and Northern Ireland.
The British government in
London is responsible for
defence, foreign affairs and
other UK-wide issues, while
administrations in Cardiff,
Edinburgh and Belfast control
areas such as education and
health. 
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Thailand’s prime minister has said that eligi-
ble businesses and individuals can register

from August for digital cash handouts, a contro-
versial programme that will cost billions of dol-
lars and is meant to boost the lagging
economy.The government announced in April
the widely criticised ambitious plan, named the
Digital Wallet, meant to give 10,000 baht (about
$275) to 50 million citizens in digital money to
spend at local businesses.
Prime Minister Srettha Thavisin posted on the
social platform X on Monday, saying the regis-
tration will begin Aug 1 and that he has given
instructions to ensure the smooth implementa-
tion of the program.
The “Digital Wallet” was a major campaign
promise of the ruling Srettha’s Pheu Thai party
ahead of last year’s general election. The govern-
ment says that this scheme will cause an “eco-
nomic tornado,” and Srettha has said the stim-
ulus and subsequent consumption are expected
to boost gross domestic product growth by 1.2
to 1.6 percentage points.
However, economists have criticised the pro-
gramme, calling it an ineffective way to con-
tribute to sustainable economic growth compared
to other measures. In addition, its financing has
faced several hurdles, delaying its planned
implementation. At first, the government said the
state Bank for Agriculture and Agricultural
Cooperatives would cover some of the funding
needed. However, after warnings by financial

experts, it was announced that the project’s fund-
ing would come out of the 2024 and 2025 fiscal
budgets.
Deputy Minister of Finance Julapan Amornvivat
said at a news conference on Monday the bud-
getary funding became possible after the plan’s
estimated cost dropped from 500 billion baht
($13.8 billion) to 450 billion baht ($12.4 billion),
asserting that all estimated 50 million people will
still be part of the program as only up to 90% of
those eligible utilised them in previous handouts.
Julapan added that the Digital Wallet commit-
tee has agreed to exclude tens of thousands of
shop owners and cash recipients who have a
record of committing fraud in past programmes.
The plan also has certain limitations, such as
excluding certain goods that are yet to be decid-
ed, and earlier proposals suggested oil, services,
and online purchases should be among them.
Julapan said the Commerce Ministry would han-
dle the exclusions set to be announced next week
after the detailed plan is submitted to the Cabinet.
Thailand has in recent years suffered from a slug-
gish economy that appears to have deteriorated
with no clear sign of growth. This month, the
World Bank’s Thailand Economic Monitor pro-
jected GDP growth of 2.4% for the year 2024.
The ruling Pheu Thai party had initially suggest-
ed digital wallet payments for all Thais 16 and
older, but later this was limited to only lower-
income Thais, defined as people with yearly
incomes not exceeding 840,000 baht (about
$23,000) and savings in financial institutions not
totalling more than 500,000 baht ($13,700)
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Tehran (AP): Iranian Shiite
Muslims on Tuesday commem-
orated Ashura, a remembrance of
the seventh century martyrdom
of the Prophet Muhammad’s
grandson, Hussein, that gave
birth to their faith. Over 1,340
years after Hussein’s death, Tehran
and other cities across the coun-
try were adorned with symbols of
Shiite piety and repentance. Red
flags represented Hussein’s blood,
black funeral tents and clothes
indicated mourning, and proces-
sions of chest-beating and self-fla-
gellating men expressed fervour.
Some sprayed water over the
mourners in the intense heat.
Many Iranian people also trav-
elled to the Iraqi city of Karbala,
where Hussein is entombed in a
gold-domed shrine, to mourn
there. Iranian state TV broadcast
live from there, showing people
at the shrine. Shiites represent
over 10 per cent of the world’s 1.8

billion Muslims and view Hussein
as the rightful successor to the
Prophet Muhammad.  Hussein’s

death in battle at the hands of
Sunnis at Karbala, south of
Baghdad, ingrained a deep rift in

Islam and continues to this day to
play a key role in shaping Shiite
identity. 
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The gurdwara attack in
southeast England last

week in which a 17-year-old
boy was arrested and charged
with mult iple  of fences,
including threats to kill, is
being treated as “religiously
aggravated”, the local police
have said.
The Kent Police said the boy
appeared before Maidstone
Crown Court where he was
further charged with attempt-
ed grievous bodily harm
along with assault occasioning
actual bodily harm, using or
threatening unlawful vio-
lence, threats to kill, threaten-
ing a person with a bladed
weapon and possessing a
bladed article in a public
place.
He was bailed by the court
over the incident at Sri Guru

Nanak Darbar Gurdwara in
Gravesend last Thursday and
was “immediately detained
by officers for a mental health
assessment”.
“This is an isolated incident

and our initial enquiries sug-
gest it is not terrorism-relat-
ed,” said Chief Superintendent
Angie Chapman, North Kent
Divisional Commander for
Kent Police.
“We are treating it as reli-
giously aggravated. It was
upsetting for local people and
our officers will remain on
patrol in the area for reassur-
ance and engagement with the
community. I would like to
thank the local community
for their ongoing support and
assistance while this investi-
gation continues,” she said. He
wil l  next  appear before
Medway Youth Court on
Thursday after a mental

health assessment.
Earlier, investigators from the
Kent and Essex Serious Crime
Directorate charged the boy,
who cannot be named as a
minor, over what the local
police referred to as a “distur-
bance” at the gurdwara in
Gravesend on July 11 evening.
The Gurdwara, one of the
largest outside India, held an
“All Sangat Meeting” at its
Lecture Theatre on Sunday to
reassure the community after
it stated that ‘Guru Granth
Sahib Ji’ was not present in
the Darbar Hall at the time of
the attack.
Two women suffered cuts
and bruises in an assault out-
side the building shortly after-
wards.
“Nobody was ser iously
injured during the incident
and the constables recovered
a bladed weapon,” the police

said. According to the gurd-
wara’s management team, the
suspect was spotted by its
security team and police were
called immediately. “A person
has been arrested by Kent
Police on suspicion of
attempted murder, after enter-
ing the gurdwara and creating
an incident in one of the
Darbar Halls. 
We can confirm that the inci-
dent happened after Sukhasan
and ‘Guru Granth Sahib Ji’
were not present in the
Darbar Hall,” the gurdwara
said in a statement in the
aftermath. 
Sri  Guru Nanak Darbar
Gurdwara opened its doors to
the congregation in
November 2010 and is a well-
known place of worship in
Kent that offers regular “lan-
gar seva” for the local com-
munity. 
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At least eight soldiers of the
Pakistan Army and 10 ter-

rorists were killed when a
group of 10 terrorists attacked
a major military cantonment in
the restive Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa province, the
army said on Tuesday.
All 10 terrorists who launched
the daring attack were also
eliminated after they attempt-
ed to enter the Bannu
Cantonment on Monday, with
security forces effectively
thwarting the move, the state-
ment said.
The terrorists’ failed attempt
forced them to ram an explo-
sive-laden vehicle into the
perimeter wall of the canton-
ment, leading to the collapse of
a portion of the wall and dam-
aging the adjoining infrastruc-
ture. Eight soldiers were killed
in the ensuing operation and all
the terrorists were “sent to
hell”, the statement added.

“This timely and effective
response by the security forces
prevented major catastrophe,
saving precious innocent lives,”
the statement said, adding that
the heinous act was undertak-
en by the Hafiz Gul Bahadur
group, which operates from
Afghanistan and has used
Afghan soil to orchestrate acts
of terrorism inside Pakistan in
the past as well.
Pakistan has consistently raised
its concerns with the interim
Afghan government, asking

them to deny persistent use of
Afghan soil by the terrorists
and take effective action against
such elements, the statement
said, adding that the Pakistani
side will take all necessary
measures as deemed appropri-
ate against these threats ema-
nating from Afghanistan.
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Chief
Minister Ali Amin Gandapur
condemned the attack and said
the sacrifices of the Pakistan
Army in the war against terror
would not go to waste.

“Security forces’ timely action
saved Bannu Cantonment from
a big catastrophe,” he said.
Pakistan has witnessed an
increase in terrorist activities
over the past year, particular-
ly in regions like Khyber-
Pakhtunkhwa and Balochistan
following the cessation of a
ceasefire between the govern-
ment and the banned Tehreek-
e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) mil-
itant group in November 2022.
Last week, Islamabad reiterat-
ed its stance against engaging
in talks with the TTP and
called for Kabul’s action against
terrorists operating from
Afghan territory.
According to the Centre for
Research and Security Studies’
annual security report, vio-
lence and casualties in Pakistan
saw a notable decline in the sec-
ond quarter of 2024. The report
said there was a 12 per cent
reduction in overall violence,
with 380 fatalities reported
compared to 432 in the preced-
ing quarter.
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Police fired tear gas and
charged with batons during

violent clashes between a pro-
government student body and
student protesters overnight,
leaving dozens injured at a
public university outside
Bangladesh’s capital, authorities
and students said on Tuesday.

The violence spread early
Tuesday at Jahangir Nagar
University in Savar, outside
Dhaka, where protesters
demanded an end to a quota
reserved for family members of
veterans who fought in
Bangladesh’s war of indepen-
dence in 1971, allowing them
to take up 30 per cent of gov-
ernmental jobs. While job
opportunities have expanded in
Bangladesh’s private sector,
many find government jobs
stable and lucrative. Each year,
some 3,000 such jobs open up
to nearly 400,000 graduates.
Protesters argue such quota
appointments are discrimina-
tory and should be merit-
based. Some even said the cur-
rent system benefits groups
supporting Prime Minister
Sheikh Hasina. Some Cabinet
ministers criticized the protest-
ers, saying they played on stu-
dents’ emotions.
Hasina said on Tuesday war

veterans — commonly known
as “freedom fighters” — should
receive the highest respect for
their sacrifice in 1971 regard-
less of their current political
ideologies. “Abandoning the
dream of their own life, leaving
behind their families, parents
and everything, they joined the
war with whatever they had...,”
she said during an event at her
office in Dhaka.
Meanwhile, Protesters gath-
ered in front of the university’s
official residence of the vice-
chancellor early Tuesday when

violence broke out.
Demonstrators accused the
Bangladesh Chhatra League, a
student wing of Hasina’s ruling
Awami League party, of attack-
ing their “peaceful protests”.
According to local media
reports, police and the ruling
party-backed student wing
attacked the protesters.
But Abdullahil Kafi, a senior
police official, told the country’s
leading English-language news-
paper Daily Star that they fired
tear gas and “blank rounds” as
protesters attacked the police.

He said up to 15 police officers
were injured.
More than 50 people were
treated at Enam Medical
College Hospital near Jahangir
Nagar University as the vio-
lence continued for hours, said
Ali Bin Solaiman, a medical
officer of the hospital. He said
at least 30 of them suffered pel-
let wounds.

On Monday, violence also
spread at Dhaka University, the
country’s leading public univer-
sity, as clashes gripped the
campus in the capital. More
than 100 students were injured
in the clashes, police said.
On Tuesday, protesters blocked
railways and some highways
across the country, and in
Dhaka, they halted traffic in
many areas as they vowed to
continue demonstrating until
the demands were met.
Local media said police forces
were spread across the capital
to safeguard the peace.
Swapon, a protester and stu-
dent of Dhaka University who
only gave his first name, said
they only want the “rational
reformation of the quota sys-
tem.” He said after studying for
six years, if he can’t find a job,
“it will cause me and my fam-
ily to suffer”.
Protesters say they are apoliti-
cal, but leaders of the ruling

parties accused the opposition
of using the demonstrations for
political gains. A ruling party-
backed student activist, who
refused to give his name, told
The Associated Press the pro-
testers with the help of “goons”
of the opposition’s Bangladesh
Nationalist Party and Jamaat-
e-Islami party vandalized their
rooms at the student dormito-
ries near the Curzon Hall of the
Dhaka University.
The family of the veterans’
quota system was halted fol-
lowing a court order after mass
student protests in 2018. But
last month, Bangladesh’s High
Court nulled the decision to
reinstall the system once more,
angering scores of students
and triggering protests. Last
week, the Supreme Court halt-
ed the High Court’s order for
four weeks and the chief justice
asked protesting students to
return to their classes, saying
the court would issue a decision
in four weeks.
However, the protests have
continued daily, halting traffic
in Dhaka.
The quota system also reserves
government jobs for women,
disabled people and ethnic
minority groups, but students
have only protested against
jobs reserved for veterans’ fam-
ilies.
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The Pakistan government’s
controversial move to ban

jailed former prime minister
Imran Khan’s Pakistan Tehreek-
e-Insaf party has attracted flack
from across the political spec-
trum with the stakeholders call-
ing the move undemocratic,
which could have far-reaching
ramifications if executed. The
Pakistan government on
Monday decided to ban Khan’s
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI)
on charges of illegally receiving
foreign funds, involvement in
riots and alleged involvement in
“anti-state” activities. The gov-
ernment led by the Pakistan
Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-
N) party has also threatened to
slap treason charges on 71-year-
old Khan as well as on former
president Arif Alvi, 74, among
others.
Besides the PTI, which has
called the move an act of “des-
peration” and a “sign of panic”
within the federal administra-
tion, leaders from other parties
including the Pakistan Peoples

Party, Awami National Party,
Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam, and
Jamaat-i-Islami have criticised
the decision.
The PPP led by former foreign
minister Bilawal Bhutto Zardari
has distanced itself from the con-
troversial move, saying the party
was not consulted on the move
to ban the Khan-founded party.
PPP Information Secretary
Shazia Atta Marri also said the
party, a key ally of the Pakistan
Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-
N) led government in the cen-
tre, would hold consultations on
the government’s decision to
ban the PTI.
The decision was announced by
Federal Information Minister
Attaullah Tarar, who in a press
conference on Monday, said the
PTI and Pakistan “cannot co-
exist” and the matter to ban the
party would go to the federal
cabinet and the Supreme Court.
The move drew a strong reaction
from the PTI which in return has
also demanded invoking Article
6 of the Constitution against
those who undertook the uncon-
stitutional steps even though

there is a Constitution in the
country.
The party also called on allies of
the ruling coalition government,
including the PPP and the
Muttahida Qaumi Movement-
Pakistan (MQM-P), to clarify
their position on the move.
PPP’s Senator Sherry Rehman
confirmed Marri’s remarks about
not being consulted and noted
that the party had no idea that
such a move by the Centre
would be taken, Geo News
reported.Responding to a ques-
tion regarding their alliance with
the PML-N, the senator
acknowledged that the govern-
ment’s move should not come as
a surprise to them as they are
allies.“We have also worked with
allies before where every step is
taken with careful due consider-
ation about its repercussions.
“I have no idea on what level this
whole issue was discussed by the
government,” she said.
When asked if the banning of the
PTI would achieve anything,
Rehman answered in the nega-
tive and said: “My personal
opinion is that this won’t achieve

anything [...] Even though the
PPP was subjected to various tac-
tics in the past it still stands
strong today.”
“I’m of the view that you can’t
stop anything or anyone via
ban or censorship, there are
other ways to make someone
mend their ways,” the PPP leader
said.
The PPP’s move to distance
itself from the PML-N govern-
ment’s decision is significant as
the party is a key ally of PM
Shehbaz-led administration and
enjoys a key position politically
and parliamentary as none of the
parties managed to secure a
simple majority in the February
8 polls.The party’s support is
therefore essential to the survival
of the Centre as the PTI-backed
independent candidates — who
emerged as the largest single
group in the general elections —
got a major boost via the
Supreme Court ruling declaring
them eligible for reserved seats.
The development has deprived
the ruling coalition of a two-
thirds majority in the National
Assembly.
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South Korea’s spy agency said
Tuesday that a senior North

Korea diplomat based in Cuba
has fled to South Korea, the lat-
est in a series of defections by
members of the North’s ruling
elite in recent years. The National
Intelligence Service said media
reports on the defection of a
North Korean counselor of polit-
ical affairs in Cuba were true. A
brief statement by the NIS pub-
lic affairs office gave no further
details. South Korea’s mass-cir-
culation Chosun Ilbo newspaper
reported earlier Tuesday that
diplomat Ri Il Kyu fled to South
Korea with his wife and children
in November.
Chosun Ilbo cited Ri as telling
the newspaper in an interview
that he had decided to defect
because of what he called disil-
lusionment with North Korea’s
political system, an unfair job
evaluation by Pyongyang’s
Foreign Ministry, and the min-
istry’s disapproval of his hopes to
visit Mexico to treat his neural
damage. He said that hospitals in
Cuba didn’t have the necessary
medical equipment to treat his
health problem due to interna-
tional sanctions.  Other South
Korean media outlets carried

similar reports later Tuesday. 
Ri defected before South Korea
and Cuba established diplomat-
ic ties in February, an event that
experts say likely posed a polit-
ical blow to North Korea, whose
diplomatic footing is largely
dependent on a small number of
Cold War-era allies like Cuba.
The Chosun report said Ri had
been engaged in efforts to block
Cuba from opening diplomatic
ties with South Korea until his
defection. The report said Ri won
a commendation from leader
Kim Jong Un for his role in nego-
tiations with Panama that led to
the release of a ship detained in
2013 for allegedly carrying
banned items like missiles and
fighter jet parts. The report said
Ri was then a third secretary of
the North Korean Embassy in
Cuba. The South Korean govern-
ment says the number of high-
ly educated North Koreans with
professional jobs escaping to
South Korea has steadily
increased in recent years. But it’s
still unusual for a member of the
North’s ruling elite to come to
South Korea.  About 34,000
North Koreans have defected to
South Korea to avoid economic
hardship and political suppres-
sion since the end of the 1950-
53 Korean War. A majority of

them are women from the
North’s poorer northern regions
who arrived in South Korea
since the mid-1990s, when
North Korea suffered a devastat-
ing famine that was estimated to
have killed hundreds of thou-
sands of people. 
In 2016, Tae Yongho, then a min-
ister at the North Korean
Embassy in London, defected to
South Korea. He told reporters
in Seoul that he decided to flee
because he didn’t want his chil-
dren to live “miserable” lives in
North Korea and he fell into
“despair” after watching North
Korean leader Kim execute offi-
cials and pursue development of
nuclear weapons. North Korea
has called him “human scum”
and accused him of embezzling
government money and com-
mitting other crimes. Tae was
elected to South Korea’s parlia-
ment in 2020.In 2019, North
Korea’s acting ambassador to
Italy, Jo Song Gil, arrived in
South Korea. Also in 2019,
North Korea’s acting ambas-
sador to Kuwait arrived in South
Korea with his family. In 2021,
lawmakers cited the NIS as
telling them the diplomat
changed his name to Ryu Hyun-
woo after arriving in South
Korea.
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Manila (AP): A recently signed
agreement will open a direct line
of communication between the
presidential offices of China and
the Philippines to help prevent
any new confrontation from
spiralling out of control in the
disputed South China Sea,
according to highlights of the
accord seen by The Associated
Press on Tuesday.
China and the Philippines have
created such emergency tele-
phone hotlines at lower levels in
the past to better manage dis-
putes, particularly in two fierce-
ly disputed shoals where the
Philippines has accused Chinese
forces of increasingly hostile
actions and China says
Philippine ships have encroached
despite repeated warnings.
The territorial disputes, howev-
er, have persisted since last year,
sparking fears of a larger armed
conflict that could involve the
United States, which has repeat-
edly warned that it’s obligated to
defend the Philippines, a key
Asian treaty ally, if Filipino
forces come under attack in the
disputed waters. US Gen. Charles
Brown Jr., chairman of the Joint

Chiefs of Staff, met Philippine
military chief Gen. Romeo
Brawner in Manila on Tuesday
and discussed ways to further
boost defence ties, enhance the
militaries’ ability to operate joint-
ly and ensure regional ability, the
Philippine military said.
During a confrontation between
Chinese and Philippine forces at
the Philippines-occupied Second
Thomas Shoal in August 2023,
the Philippine government said
it was unable to reach Chinese
officials through an established
“maritime communication
mechanism” for several hours.
That emergency telephone hot-
line was arranged after Philippine
President Ferdinand Marcos Jr.
met Chinese President Xi Jinping
in Beijing in January 2023.
Chinese and Philippine officials
dealing with the territorial dis-
putes held talks in Manila on July
2, following a violent confronta-
tion at the Second Thomas Shoal
in which Chinese coast guard
personnel reportedly wielded
knives, an axe and improvised
spears and Philippine navy per-
sonnel were injured. The
Chinese forces also seized seven

Philippine navy rifles, said
Brawner, who demanded China
return the firearms and pay for
damages.
Both sides “recognised the need
to strengthen the bilateral mar-
itime communication mecha-
nism on the South China Sea”
and signed an arrangement “on
improving Philippines-China
maritime communication mech-
anisms”, the Department of
Foreign Affairs in Manila said in
a statement after the talks in
Manila, but did not provide a
copy or details of the agreement.
A copy of the agreement’s high-
lights, seen by the AP, said it
“provides several channels for
communication between the
Philippines and China, specifi-
cally on maritime issues, through
the representatives to be desig-
nated by their leaders”.
The hotline talks could also be
done “through the Department
of Foreign Affairs and Ministry
of Foreign Affairs counterparts,
including at the foreign minister
and vice foreign minister levels
or through their designated rep-
resentatives”, it said, and added
without elaborating that

Philippine officials were “in dis-
cussions with the Chinese side
on the guidelines that will gov-
ern the implementation of this
arrangement”. There was also a
plan to set up a new communi-
cation channel between the
Chinese and Philippine coast
guards “once the corresponding
memorandum of understand-
ing” between them is concluded,
according to the agreement.
During the talks in Manila,
China and the Philippines agreed
on two other confidence-boost-
ing steps to intensify “coopera-
tion between their respective
coast guard authorities” and the
possible convening of a maritime
forum between Chinese and
Philippine scientists and acade-
mic leaders. “Both sides recog-
nised that there is a need to
restore trust, rebuild confidence
and create conditions conducive
to productive dialogue and inter-
action,” the Philippine depart-
ment of foreign affairs statement
said. It added that China and the
Philippines “affirmed their com-
mitment to de-escalate tensions
without prejudice to their respec-
tive positions”.
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Some European Union leaders protest-
ed on Tuesday what they see as

Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor
Orban’s misuse of the bloc’s rotating
presidency, with many including those
in the EU’s executive commission boy-
cotting an informal meeting hosted by
Hungary in response to Orban’s actions.

Officials are angry that Orban, a
nationalist populist who is seen as hav-
ing the warmest ties with Russian
President Vladimir Putin among EU
leaders, made unannounced trips to
Moscow and Beijing earlier this month
on what he called a “peace mission”
aimed at brokering an end to Russia’s
war in Ukraine.
Orban said he was seeking the quickest
path to peace in Ukraine and portrayed
himself as uniquely positioned to com-
municate with both warring parties. He
also met last week with former US
President Donald Trump at his Mar-a-
Lago compound and expressed confi-
dence that Trump would quickly “solve”
the conflict. But Orban’s EU partners
were startled by the appearance that he
was acting on behalf of the 27-member
bloc during his meetings with Putin and
Chinese President Xi Jinping, and wor-
ried that he was undermining EU unity
on support for Ukraine. Hungary holds
the rotating presidency of the EU

Council from July to December 2024.
In response, some nations including
Sweden, Finland and the Baltic coun-
tries, as well as the Commission, said
their top officials would boycott meet-
ings in Budapest and send civil servants
instead.
But not all EU members joined the boy-
cott. The energy ministers of Austria,
Belgium and Bulgaria attended an infor-
mal meeting on energy on Tuesday in
Hungary’s capital, with one downplay-
ing the boycott.
“I think that we have a good represen-

tation,” Vladimir Malinov, Bulgaria’s
caretaker energy minister, said as he
entered the meeting. “Having in mind
that this is an informal meeting, it’s not
an issue. Maybe on the formal level we
will have much more high representa-
tion.” The boycott prompted mixed
reactions from Hungarian officials, with
some employing the kind of bellicose
tone that has characterised Orban’s
government when it comes to the EU.
Kinga Gal, a top EU lawmaker from
Orbán’s  Fidesz  party,  said the
Commission’s boycott is “clearly a part
of von der Leyen’s election campaign”, a
reference to Commission President
Ursula von der Leyen, who hopes to be
elected to another five-year term on
Thursday. “We have become used to
(von der Leyen) using the EU institu-
tions, especially against Hungary for

political blackmail and pressure,” Gal
wrote on the social media site X on
Monday. “This is unacceptable and
goes against the very essence of
European cooperation.” Hungary’s
finance minister, Mihaly Varga, was
more subdued, saying in Brussels on
Tuesday that Hungary’s EU presidency
“remains committed to sincere cooper-
ation with all member states and insti-
tutions”. Varga said ministers “are free
to decide to take part in our events or
not. But I am absolutely sure that there
will be a high-level participation in the
events”. Speaking from outside the same
Brussels meeting, Elisabeth Svantesson,
Sweden’s finance minister, said she was
“both angry and quite sad” about how
the Hungarian presidency has gone so
far.
“That Mr. Orban went to Putin in
Moscow is an insult not only to Ukraine,
but to all other 26 member states, and
that’s what I will tell today in the meet-
ing,” she said.During a media briefing
on Tuesday, Stefan de Keersmaecker, a
Commission spokesperson, said that by
sending lower-level  of f ic ia ls  to
Hungary’s meetings, the body wanted to
“mark our disapproval” with Orban’s
uncoordinated trips and the message
they sent concerning the war in Ukraine.
The visits, he said, “have indeed harmed
the indispensable image of unity in the
European Union”.
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Cape Canaveral (US) (AP):
Scientists have confirmed a
cave on the moon, not far
from where Neil Armstrong
and Buzz Aldrin landed 55
years ago, and suspect there are
hundreds more that could
house future astronauts.

An Italian-led team reported
Monday that there’s evidence
for a sizable cave accessible
from the deepest known pit on
the moon. It’s located at the Sea
of Tranquility, just 250 miles
(400 km) from Apollo 11’s
landing site.
The pit, like the more than 200
others discovered up there,

was created by the collapse of
a lava tube.
Researchers analysed radar
measurements by NASA’s

Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter,
and compared the results with
lava tubes on Earth. Their
findings appeared in the jour-

nal Nature Astronomy.
The radar data reveals only the
initial part of the underground
cavity, according to the scien-
tists. They estimate it’s at least
130 feet (40 metres) wide and
tens of yards (metres) long,
probably more. “Lunar caves
have remained a mystery for
over 50 years. So it was excit-
ing to be able to finally prove
the existence” of one, Leonardo
Carrer and Lorenzo Bruzzone
of the University of Trento,
wrote in an email. Most of the
pits seem to be located in the
moon’s ancient lava plains,
according to the scientists.

There also could be some at the
moon’s south pole, the planned
location of NASA’s astronaut
landings later this decade.
Permanently shadowed craters
there are believed to hold
frozen water that could provide
drinking water and rocket fuel.
During NASA’s Apollo pro-
gramme, 12 astronauts landed
on the moon, beginning with
Armstrong and Aldrin on July
20, 1969.
The findings suggest there
could be hundreds of pits on
the moon and thousands of
lava tubes. Such places could
serve as a natural shelter for

astronauts, protecting them
from cosmic rays and solar
radiation as well as from
micrometeorite strikes.
Building habitats from scratch
would be more time-consum-
ing and challenging, even when
factoring in the potential need
of reinforcing the cave walls to
prevent a collapse, the team
said.
Rocks and other material inside
these caves — unaltered by the
harsh surface conditions over
the eons — also can help sci-
entists better understand how
the moon evolved, especially
involving its volcanic activity. 
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I Bhupinder Singh S/o 

Roop Singh, Village Gandhu 

kalan, Tahsil- Budhlada, District 

Mansa (151503) have changed 

my Name From Bhupinder 

Singh Gandhu to Bhupinder 

Singh 

I Urmla Devi spouse of 

JC-188186K Ex Sub Maj 

Shamsher Singh Khanor 

resident of Deva Colony, 

Mukerian, PO & Tehsil 

Mukerian, Distt Hoshiarpur 

(Punjab) have changed my 

name from Urmla Devi to 

Urmila Devi vide affidavit dated 

16.07.2024 before Notary 

Mukerian, Distt Hoshiarpur 

(Punjab) 

I, Paramjit Kaur W/o 

Jasmail Singh R/o 

Khirkianwala, Tehsil 

Gidderbaha, District Sri 

Muktsar Sahib I have changed 

my name Paramjit Kaur to 

Paramjeet Kaur. 

I, Seerapu Kothalamma 

legally mother of No. 

16114097Y Rank L/NK  Name 

S Anji Kumar Unit 4 Engr Regt 

C/o 56 APO Bathinda cantt 

(Punjab) permanent resident of 

Chittivalasa Cherukupallli, 

Bhogapuram Mandalam, 

Cherakupalle, Gudivada, Distt. 

Vizianagaram State Andhra 

Pradesh-531162 have 

changed my name from 

Kothalamma  to Seerapu 

Kothalamma. 

I, Rajesh S/o  Sh. Balwant 

Singh R/o Village Prabhuwala 

Tahsil Uklana Mandi Distt Hisar 

125 113 declare that Rajesh 

and Rajesh Kumar are same 

person. 

I,  Umesh  Kumar  Mehta  

S/o Sh. Bhim Sain Mehta R/o 

295, Subhash  Nagar,  Hisar  

declare  that   I  have   changed   

my  name  from  Umesh  

Kumar /Umesh Mehta / Umesh 

Mehta  Urf  Umesh  Kumar  

Mehta  to  Umesh   Kumar  

Mehta  for  future   purpose. 

I,   Veena  Kumari  W/o   

Umesh  Kumar  Mehta   R/o   

295,  Subhash  Nagar   Hisar   

declare   that    I  have   

changed   my  name   from   

Veena  Mehta / Veena  Mehta 

Urf  Veena  Kumari  to   Veena   

Kumari   for  future   purpose.   

I, Gurkaranpreet Singh 

S/o Sukhbir Singh R/o Village 

Malia Khurd PO Qadian Distt 

Gurdaspur (Punjab) have 

changed my name from 

Gurkaranpreet Singh to Singh 

Gurkaranpreet. In future 

Gurkaranpreet is my given 

name and Singh my Surname. 

Concerned note. 

I, Neetika Goyal W/o 

Karan Aggarwal R/o H.No.60 

Jawahar Enclave, Jail Road, 

Gurdaspur (Pb) have changed 

my name from Neetika Goyal 

to Neetika Aggarwal. 

Concerned note. 

I, Baljit Kaur Goli W/o 

Iqbal Singh  R/o VPO Chanaur 

Tehsil Mukerian  District 

Hoshiarpur (Punjab) Pin 

144306 have changed my 

name from Baljit Kaur Goli to 

Baljit Kaur. Concerned note. 

It is for general information 

that I, Abhishek s/o Rajesh 

Kumar R/o Bagrat (346), 

Kurukshetra -136156, declare 

that name of my father and my 

mother has been wrongly 

written as Rajesh Saini and 

Neelam Saini in my  

educational documents. The 

actual name of my father and 

my mother are Rajesh Kumar 

and Neelam Rani respectively 

which may be amended 

accordingly. 

It is for information that I 

Suman Devi w/o Rajesh Kumar 

r/o Village Budhanpur abad, 

Distt. Karnal 132001 Haryana, 

declared that name of Mine 

and my husband is wrongly 

written as Suman and Rajesh 

in my minor son's Aryan aged 

17 years 12th cbse marksheet. 

The actual name of mine and 

my husband is Suman Devi 

and Rajesh Kumar. 

I Arvind Kaur Arora W/O 

Inderpal Singh R/O F11/180 

Ward No.12 Street No.4-A 

Vijay Nagar Batala Road 

Amritsar Have Changed My 

Name To Arvind Kaur 

I Harpreet Kaur Alias 

Harwinder Kaur Sehdev W/O 

Gurbachan Singh R/O 

H.No.180, Near Pani Wali 

Tanki Garden Enclave Attari 

Road Amritsar Have Changed 

My Name To Harpreet Kaur 

I Sakshi Khanna W/O 

Sandeep Chopra R/O 39, Lane 

7, Ranjit Vihar, Loharka Road, 

Amritsar Have Changed My 

Name From Sakshi Khanna To 

Sakshi Chopra. All Please 

Note. 

I Nitasha Talwar W/O 

Vishnu Mehra R/O 225, Phase 

2, Beauty Avenue, Amritsar 

Have Changed My Name From 

Nitasha Talwar To Nitasha 

Mehra. All Please Note. 

I Sneha D/O Gurjit Singh 

Resident Of B-289, Ranjit 

Avenue, Amritsar. I Have 

Changed My Name From 

Sneha To Sneha Arora. 

I Gurjeet Singh S/O S. 

Harbhajan Singh Resident Of 

B-289, Ranjit Avenue, Amritsar. 

I Have Changed My Name 

From Gurjeet Singh To Gurjit 

Singh. 

I Upreet Sabharwal D/O 

Paramjit Singh W/O Ishamjot 

Singh Resident  Of 30, Gopal 

Dass Road, Near Dental 

Hospital, Amritsar-I, Amritsar, 

G.P.O, Amritsar Punjab 

143001. I Have Changed My 

Name From Upreet Sabharwal 

To Upreet Sabharwal Sahni. 

I Naresh Datta And 

Naresh Kumar Datta S/O Yog 

Raj Datta R/O  H No. 55, Gali 

No.2, Dayanand Nagar, 

Lawrence Road, Amritsar 

Have Certified That Above 

Both Name's Are Mine One 

And Same Person. 

I, No.5565716f Hav Mane 

Anmol Dagadu Unit 439 (I) 

Engr Sqn C/O 56 Apo Have 

Changed My Mother’s Name 

From Bhama Bai To Bhamabai 

Dagdu Mane 

I, No.5565716f Hav Mane 

Anmol Dagadu Unit 439 (I) 

Engr Sqn C/O 56 Apo Have 

Changed My Fahter’s Name 

From Dagadu To Dagadu Joti 

Mane 

I, No.15597438m Spr 

Chaudhari Mayur Prakash Unit 

104 Eng. Regt. C/O 56 Apo 

Have Changed My Father’s 

Name From Prakash 

Chaudhari To Prakash 

Shravan Chaudhari 

I, No.15597438m Spr 

Chaudhari Mayur Prakash Unit 

104 Eng. Regt. C/O 56 Apo 

Have Changed My Mother’s 

Name From Tarabai Chaudhari 

To Tarabai Prakash Chaudhari 

I, Jasneet Singh S/O 

Rajinder Singh Arora R/O 

H.No.32, R.B Garden Colony, 

Fatehgarh Churian Road, 

Amritsar Have Changed My 

Name From Jasneet Singh To 

Jasneet Singh Arora 

I, Manoj S/O Baldev Singh 

R/O H.No.139, Street No.6, 

New Jawahar Nagar, Batala 

Road, Amrisar Have Changed 

My Name From Manoj To 

Manoj Kumar 

I, Anupam Agarwal W/O 

Siddharth Pathak R/O P 85/1, 

Fafa Quarters, Old Amritsar 

Cantonment Amritsar Have 

Changed My Name From 

Anupam Agarwal To Anupam 

Pathak 

I, Gaurav S/O Amrit Lal 

R/O H.No.2548, Ward No.14, 

Bazar Jandiala Guru Amritsar 

Have Changed My Name 

From Gaurav To Gaurav 

Kumar 

I, Balvir Singh S/O 

Harbans Singh R/O Vpo 

Mahawa, Amritsar Have 

Changed My Name From 

Balvir Singh To Balbir Singh 

I, Kavita Kumari W/O 

Naresh Kumar R/O E-7/242, 

Gali No.2, Opp Japani Mills, 

New Ranjit Pura Chheharta 

Amritsar Have Changed My 

Name From Kavita Kumari To 

Kavita 

I, Kawaljit Kaur W/O 

Parminder Singh R/O Vill. 

Naag Nave P.O- Nag Kalan 

Distt Amritsar Rural Have 

Changed My Name To Kawaljit 

Is My Given Name And Kaur Is 

My Surname 

I Moksh Alias Satvik Garg 

S/O Munish Garg R/O 795/2, 

Gopal Enclave, Smadh Road, 

Batala, Distt-Gurdaspur Have 

Changed My Name As Satvik 

Garg, All Please Note It 

I Pooja Aggarwal Alias 

Pooja Garg W/O Munish Garg 

R/O 795/2, Gopal Enclave, 

Smadh Road, Batala, Distt-

Gurdaspur Have Changed My 

Name As Pooja Aggarwal, All 

Please Note It 

I Jasleen Kaur Ahuja W/O 

Dishant Aggarwal R/O H.No.70 

Lane No.3 Dayanand Nagar 

Lawrence Road Amritsar Have 

Changed My Name To Jasleen 

Kaur 

I Savita And Kanchan 

W/O Sunil Kumar R/O H.No.F-

15/644 Sardar Avenue 

Tungbala Majitha Road 

Amritsar Have Declare That 

Above Both Name’s Are Mine 

One And Same Person 

I, Bhajan Kaur W/O Guljar 

Singh R/O Village Rupowali 

Kalan, Kathu Nangal Amritsar 

Have Changed My Name 

From Bhajan Kaur To 

Harbhajan Kaur 

I, Davindrepal Singh S/O 

Jatinder Pal Singh R/O 

H.No.389, Gali No.2, Azad 

Nagar, 100ft Road, Amrisar 

Have Changed My Name 

From Davindrepal Singh To 

Davinderpal Singh 

I, Harpreet Kour D/O 

Jasbir Singh W/O Gurpreet 

Singh R/O H.No.L-3/424, New 

Jaspal Nagar, Sultanwind 

Road, Amritsar Have Changed 

My Name From Harpreet Kour 

To Harpreet Kaur 

I, Dolat Ram Father Of 

No.2502628w Nk Ajit Kapoor, 

R/O Vpo Dhanag Tehsil 

Baijnath Distt Kangra 

(Himachal Pradesh)-176125 

Have Changed My Name To 

Daulat Ram Kapoor Vide 

Affidavit No.In-

Pb34849177560386w 

Dt.12.07.2024 Before Notary 

Public Amritsar 

I, Harinder Singh S/O 

Gurbax Singh Pannu R/O 09 

Gali Diwan Chand Wali, Opp 

Reliance Fresh, New Ranjit 

Pura, Amritsar Have Changed 

My Name From Harinder 

Singh To Harinder Singh  

Pannu 

I, Sayamvat Mother Of 

No.14930193m Hav Thakur 

Mahesh Kumar Ramdulare 

R/O Apt:999, Pandit Dharmraj 

Ni Chali Kewadaji Ni Chali, 

Thakkarbapa Nagar, 

Ahmadabad City Ahmadabad 

Gujarat-382350 Now At 15 

Mech Inf C/O 56 Apo Have 

Changed My Name To 

Shikarava Shyamvati And Date 

Of Birth From 21.05.1968 To 

01.01.1962 Vide Affidavit 

No.In-Pb35832677296902w 

Dt.16.07.2024 

I, No.14930193m Hav 

Thakur Mahesh Kumar 

Ramdulare R/O Apt:999, 

Pandit Dharmraj Ni Chali 

Kewadaji Ni Chali, 

Thakkarbapa Nagar, 

Ahmadabad City Ahmadabad 

Gujarat-382350 Now At 15 

Mech Inf C/O 56 Apo Have 

Changed  My Daughter’s 

Name From Ekta Kumari 

Thakur To Thakur Yashodadevi 

Maheshsingh And Date Of 

Birth From 09.11.2010 To 

18.11.2009 Vide Affidavit 

No.In-Pb35836923977054w 

Dt.16.07.2024 

I, No.14930193m Hav 

Thakur Mahesh Kumar 

Ramdulare R/O Apt:999, 

Pandit Dharmraj Ni Chali 

Kewadaji Ni Chali, 

Thakkarbapa Nagar, 

Ahmadabad City Ahmadabad 

Gujarat-382350 Now At 15 

Mech Inf C/O 56 Apo Have 

Changed  My Son’s Name 

From Pawan Singh Thakur To 

Thakur Pavan Singh And Date 

Of Birth From 12.09.2009 To 

12.09.2007 Vide Affidavit 

No.In-Pb35836081854614w 

Dt.16.07.2024 Before Notary 

Public Amritsar 

I, Ramdualare Singh 

Father Of No.14930193m Hav 

Thakur Mahesh Kumar 

Ramdulare R/O Apt:999, 

Pandit Dharmraj Ni Chali 

Kewadaji Ni Chali, 

Thakkarbapa Nagar, 

Ahmadabad City Ahmadabad 

Gujarat-382350 Now At 15 

Mech Inf C/O 56 Apo Have 

Changed My Name To 

Sikarwar Ramdulare Singh 

Vindravan  Singh And Date Of 

Birth From 20.05.1966 To 

07.07.1966 Vide Affidavit  

No.In-Pb35832937591576w 

Dt.16.07.2024 Before Notary 

Public Amritsar 

I, Suman Thakur Spouse 

Of No.14930193m Hav Thakur 

Mahesh Kumar Ramdulare 

R/O Apt:999, Pandit Dharmraj 

Ni Chali Kewadaji Ni Chali, 

Thakkarbapa Nagar, 

Ahmadabad City Ahmadabad 

Gujarat-382350 Now At 15 

Mech Inf C/O 56 Apo Have 

Changed My Name To Thakur 

Suman Vide Affidavit No.In-

Pb35833486516637w 

Dt.16.07.2024 Before Notary 

Public Amritsar 

I, Sunita Kumari D/O 

Janak Raj W/O Satish Kumar 

R/O H.No.1187/5, Dhobian 

Wali Gali, In Side Beri Gate, 

Amritsar Have Changed My 

Name From Sunita Kumari To 

Rita 

I Sonia Arora W/O 

Shabad Partap R/O H.No. 

2473/13, Main Bazar, Kishan 

Kot, Islamabad Amritsar Have 

Changed My Name From 

Sonia Arora To Sonia. 

I, Inderjit Kaur D/O 

Tarsem Singh R/O 

H.No.3562/5, Sant Nagar, 

Gate Bhagtan Wala District 

Amritsar Have Changed My 

Name From Inderjit Kaur To 

Inderjeet Kaur 

I Ramam W/O Aditya 

Kapoor Resident Of H No. 350, 

Lawrence Road, Near B.R. 

Model School, Shastri Nagar, 

Amritsar. I Have Changed My 

Name From Ramam To Rama 

Kapoor. 

I Madhu Devi W/O 

Ashwani Kataria Resident Of 

154, S.G. Enclave, Majitha 

Road, Amritsar. I Have Changed 

My Name From Madhu Devi To 

Madhu Kataria. 

I Sushil Kumar S/O 

Ashwani Kataria Resident Of 

154, S.G. Enclave, Majitha 

Road, Amritsar. I Have 

Changed My Name From 

Sushil Kumar To Sushil 

Kataria. 

I Gurmeet Singh S/O 

Subeg Singh R/O H No. 3631, 

Gali Kucha Amir Chand, 

Jandiala Guru Distt Amritsar 

Have Changed My Name 

From Gurmeet Singh To 

Gurmit Singh. 

I, Kanta Makin W/o 

Surinder Kumar Makin R/o 

House No.597, Sector 12, 

Panchkula, Haryana, have 

changed my name to Kanta 

Kumari Makin. 

I, Mahinder Kumar S/o  

Norang Lal R/o Bhuna, Distt. 

Fatehabad declare that I have 

changed my name from 

Mahinder Kumar S/o  Norang 

Lal to Mahender Goyal S/o  

Norang Rai for future purpose. 

I, Sheela Devi D/o Sh. 

Zaily Ram R/o B-7, First floor 

Suncity hight, Sector - 36A, 

VTC Rohtak (Haryana) declare 

that I have change my name 

from Koshalya to Sheela Devi. 

In future I will be known as 

Sheela Devifor all purposes. 

I Pritam Singh S/O Natha 

Singh R/O 216, Ward 

no.16,Dera Bhag Singh 

Cheeka Tehsil Guhla District 

Kaithal Haryana inform that in 

my son's Baljinder Singh 

(Passport No V1527272) my 

name is recorded Paritam 

Singh. Which is incorrect. My 

correct name is Pritam Singh. 

I Saranjit Kaur w/o 

Parmjit Singh vpo Kharkan 

tehsil Guhla Distt Kaithal 

Haryana inform that I have 

changed my name from 

Sharanjeet Kaur to Saranjit 

Kaur 

I Tajinder Singh Lotay S/o 

Hardial Singh R/o Patti Jasso 

Ki, VPO Nagoke Distt Tarn 

Taran have changed my name 

from Tajinder Singh Lotay to 

Tajinder Singh. 

I, Parwana s/o Rikha Ram 

r/o Village Untheri/ Untehri, 

Tehsil Thanesar, Distt. 

Kurukshetra have changed my 

name from Parvana to 

Parwana Ram. In future I 

should be known as Parwana 

Ram. 

I, Deepika W/o Pankaj 

Chauhan R/o H.No. 1308, 

Sector -7, Urban Estate, 

Kurukshetra, have changed my 

name from Deepika to Deepika 

Chauhan. 

I, Surender Kumar 

Sharma S/o Sardha Ram R/o 

H.No. 304-B, Ward No. 5, 

Babain, Tehsil Ladwa, District 

Kurukshetra, have changed my 

name from Surender Kumar 

Sharma to Surender Kumar. 

I, Nisha Garg W/o Rajesh 

Kumar Mangla R/o H.No. 770, 

Bhagwan Nagar Colony, Pipli 

Tehsil Thanesar District 

Kurukshetra, have changed my 

name from Nisha Garg to 

Nisha. In future I should be 

known as Nisha. 

I, Rakesh Kumar S/o Data 

Ram R/o Village Hazipur, Tehsil 

Garhshankar (Hoshiarpur) 

have changed my minor son's 

name Sharan to Sharan 

Shawla. 

I Naresh Kumar S/O Gian 

Chand, H.No.452, Guru Arjan 

Dev Vistar Colony, Rajpura 

Have Changed My Name From 

Naresh Kumar Kalra To Naresh 

Kumar 

I, Dharmender S/o Neeraj 

Singla R/o Pehowa, 

Kurukshetra Have Changed 

My Name Dharmender Singla. 

I, Manjit Kaur W/o 

Mukhtyar Singh, Dera Dhayan 

Singh, Ismailabad, Kurukshetra 

have Changed my Name 

Manjeet Kaur. 

I, Jyotasana W/o Ritesh 

Gulati House No. 2594,Sector-

46, Gurgaon have changed my 

Name Jyotsna Surname Gulati. 

I, Kuldeep Singh S/o 

Joginder Singh Vill Bakhli, 

Pehowa, Kurukshetra  have 

Changed My Minor Son Name 

from Sameer to Sameer 

Dandyan. 

I, Balvinder Kumar and 

Balivinder Kumar S/o Chhota 

Ram Vill harigarh Bhorak  

Pehowa, Kurukshetra Both are 

same Name And Person 

I, Dharmender S/o Neeraj 

Singla R/o Pehowa, 

Kurukshetra Have Changed 

My Name Dharmender Singla. 

I, Kalwinder Kaur W/o 

Avtar Singh vpo Kallarheri 

Ambala have changed my 

name to Kulwinder Kaur. 

I, Vijay Laxmi wife of No 

14933030K Rank: Hav. Name: 

Mohan Singh Unit: 6 Mech. Inf. 

C/o 56 APO R/o Village 

Basquwali, PO. Kedarukhal, 

Distt. Chamoli, Uttra Khand-

246474, have changed my 

Name from Laxmi to Vijay 

Laxmi. 

I, Monika W/o Mohinder 

Pal Sharma R/o H.No. B-

35/363, Panditan Street, Jattan 

Wala Chountra, Opp. Manu 

Lassi, Sirhindi Bazar, Patiala 

(Punjab) have changed my 

name from Monika Joshi Alias 

Monika Sharma to Monika. 

I, Prabhjot Singh s/o 

Inder Singh Waraich r/o 

H.No.321-A, Street No.2-C, 

Ghuman Nagar-A, Sirhind 

Road, Patiala have changed 

my name from Prabhjot Singh 

to Prabhjot Singh Waraich. 

I, Surinder Kumar 

Gautam S/o Brij Lal R/o 22-A, 

Sai Vihar, New Officer Colony, 

Patiala (Punjab) have changed 

my name from Surinder Kumar 

to Surinder Kumar Gautam. 

I Amanpreet Kaur W/o 

Vikramjeet Singh R/o Dera 

Data Singh Wala Road, 

Channewali Ptti, Pipaltha (53) 

Distt Jind Haryana declares 

that Amanpreet Kaur and 

Amanpreet both names are 

mine. I am one and Single 

person. 

I Vikramjeet Singh S/o 

Joginder Singh R/o Dera Data 

Singh Wala Road, Channewali 

Ptti, Pipaltha (53), Distt Jind 

Haryana Declares that 

Vikrameet Singh and Vikram 

jeet Singh both names are 

mine. I am one and Single 

Person. 

I, Nikesh Sagar S/O Prem 

SAGAR Gupta, R/O 121/34, 

Mayur Park, Janta Colony, 

Rohtak, Haryana 124001 have 

changed my name Nikesh 

Sagar to Nikesh Sagar Gupta 

for all future purposes. 

I, Minu Rani W/O Nikesh 

Sagar Gupta, R/O 121/34, 

Mayur Park, Janta Colony, 

Rohtak, Haryana 124001 have 

changed my name Minu Rani 

to Meenu Gupta for all future 

purposes. 

I, Rajni Arora W/O Vikram 

Arora R/O 795/8 Salara 

Mohalla, Rohtak, Haryana 

have changed my name Rajani 

to Rajni Arora for all future 

purposes. 

I, Nirmala Singh is legally 

Mother of No. 1602272K Rank 

Rfn Name Anuj Kumar Singh 

R/o presently Address of Unit 

41 Task Force C/O 56 APO 

Permanent address ward 

No.05, Lokmanya Tilak Nagar, 

Chandauli, Chandauli State 

Uttar Pradesh Pin 232104 

Declare That my Name 

Shrimati Nirmala Devi and my 

date of birth 22.07.1958 

Wrongly written in my Son 

Army Service Records but my 

correct Name is Nirmala Singh 

date of birth 01/01/1958.   

I, MD Mofazzal Hoque 

Talukdar S/O MD Mohar Ali 

Talukdar R/O Village 

Khutabagra PT-I PO Alamganj 

District Kokrajhar State Assam, 

Pin:783339, India, Declare 

That my wife's correct name is 

Marina Akhter and my wife's 

correct date of birth is 01-01-

1997 in her all documents, but 

in my Army record my wife's 

name written as Marina Aktar 

and my wife's date of birth 

written as 18-03-1995 which is 

not correct. 

I, Braham Singh Father 

Of No. 3012664H NK Naveen 

Yadav Unit 17 Rajput C/O 56 

Apo, And Resident At Village 

Rawa Po Mohommandpur, 

Dhoomi, Tehsil And District 

Meerut, State Uttar Pradesh, 

Pin 250626, India, Have 

Changed My Name From 

Brahm Singh To Braham Singh 

Vide Affidavit Dated 17 July 

2024 Before At Notary 

Ferozepur. 

I Hardeep Singh 

Chauhan S/o Gian Singh R/o 

Vill Mishriwala, PO- Dhindsa 

Distt- Ferozepur Have 

Changed My Name to 

Hardeep Singh 

I Ramanpreet Kaur 

Chauhan W/o Hardeep Singh 

R/o Vill Mishriwala, PO- 

Dhindsa Distt- Ferozepur Have 

Changed My Name to 

Ramanpreet Kaur 

I, hitherto known as Baby 

Kataria D/o Tota Ram W/o 

Tarjeet Kumar Mall R/o Jagjit 

Colony, Dhilwan, Po-Dakoha, 

Jalandhar, Punjab 144023, 

have changed my name and 

shall hereafter be known as 

Baby Mall. 

I, Amit S/o Joginder Pal 

R/o Village Gill, Po. Chamiara, 

Distt. Jalandhar-144002, 

Punjab have changed my 

name from Amit to Amit 

Sharma (Sharma as Surname) 

I, Bavy W/o Joginder Pal 

R/o Village Gill, Po.Chamiara, 

Distt. Jalandhar-144002, 

Punjab have changed my 

name from Bavy to Baby. 

I, Anubhav S/o Brijinder 

Kumar R/o C-85, Gali No. 3,  

Preet Nagar Phagwara, Distt. 

Kapurthala, Punjab have 

changed my name from 

Anubhav to Anubhav Singh 

(Surname as Singh. 

I, Gagandeep S/o Karnail 

Singh R/o H.No. 968, VPO. 

Jandhu Singha, Ghag Patti, 

Distt. Jalandhar-144025, 

Punjab have changed my 

name from Gagandeep To 

Gagandeep Paul. 

I, Sukhwinder Singh 

Sandher S/o Avtar Singh R/o 

VPO. Kotli Than Singh, Distt. 

Jalandhar-144101, Punjab 

have changed my name from 

Sukhwinder Singh Sandher to 

Sukhvinder Singh. 

I Sukhdev Singh Gill S/O 

Balwinder Singh R/O Vill. 

Kaunke Khosa Tehsil Jagraon 

Distt. Ludhiana Have Changed 

My Name To Sukhdev Singh. 

I Paramjeet Singh S/O 

Gurcharan Singh R/O H.No.-

2056 St.No.-9 Model Town 

Moga Distt. Moga Have 

Changed My Name To Paramjit 

Singh. 

I Rajwant Kaur W/O 

Paramjit Singh R/O H.No.-

2056 St.No.-9 Model Town 

Moga Distt. Moga Have 

Changed My Name To Rajwant 

Kaur Bath. 

I Bimla Devi W/O Hari 

Kishan R/O Village Gulab Garh 

P.O. Chak Prema Tehsil 

Phagwara District Kapurthala 

Have Changed My Name From 

Bimla Devi To Bimla. 

I Hitherto Known As 

Manisha Kumari W/O Jaspal 

Singh R/O Village Lakhpur 

Tehsil Phagwara Kapurthala 

144401 Punjab India Have 

Changed My Name And Shall 

Hereafter Be Known As 

Manisha Saini. 

I Tajinder Singh S/O Surjit 

Singh R/O Vpo. Rajpur Bhaian 

District Hoshiarpur Punjab 

Declare That My Given Name 

As Tajinder And My Surname 

As Singh. 

I Harminder Singh S/O 

Surjit Singh R/O Vpo. Rajpur 

Bhaian District Hoshiarpur 

Punjab Declare That My Given 

Name As Harminder And My 

Surname As Singh. 

I Sarbjit S/O Piare Lal R/O 

Vpo. Chotala, Distt. 

Hoshiarpur, Punjab, Have 

Changed My Name From 

Sarbjit To Sarbjit Singh. 

I, Service No. JC-

248651X Rank Ris Rakesh 

Kumar S/O Bhup Singh. Unit 

62 Cavalry C/O 56 Apo. 

Declare That In My Army 

Records My Father's Name 

Bhoop Singh And My Son's 

Name Guarav Saklani Is 

Wrong. But My Father's Name 

Bhup Singh And My Son's 

Name Gaurav Saklani Is 

Correct. Vide Affidavit No. In-

PB 32630383423044W Dated 

05-07-2024 Before Notary 

Public Gurdaspur, Punjab, 

India. 

I, Harbajan Kaur W/O 

Army No. JC 433980 A, Rank 

Nb. Sub Dharminder Singh. 

R/O Village Jhanda Lubana, 

Po-Bhaini Mian Khan, Distt 

Gurdaspur Pin-143517 Punjab 

India. Declare That Changed 

My Name Harbajan Kaur Is 

Wrong. But My Name 

Harbhajan Kaur Is Correct. 

Vide Affidavit No. In-PB 

35989663556643W Dated 16-

07-2024. Before Notary Public 

Gurdaspur, Punjab, India. 

I, Surinder Kumar S/O 

Sain Dass. R/O Sai Mansion 

Ravi Dass Chowk Jail Road 

Gurdaspur. Tehsil/Distt 

Gurdaspur, Punjab-143521 

India. Have Changed My 

Name From Surinder Kumar To 

Surinder Mahajan. 

I, Service No. 4009721k, 

Rank Hav Ravinder Kumar 

Verma S/O Dev Raj Verma R/O 

Village Dilwan, Post Office 

Diara, Tehsil Amb, District Una 

(Himachal Pradesh), Pin-

174316. India. Declare That In 

My Army Service Record My 

Son Name Shivay And My 

Daughter Name Paravi Are 

Wrong. But My Son Name 

Shivay Choudhary And My 

Daughter Name Paravi 

Choudhary Are Correct. Vide 

Affidavit No. In-PB 

35489413185862W, Dated 15-

07-2024, Before Executive 

Magistrate Gurdaspur. 

I, No. JC-572929L Rank 

Nb/Sub Name Pardeep Kumar 

S/o Sh. Daulat Ram R/o Village 

Pharwal Colony P/o Sarna 

Station Tehsil & Distt Pathankot 

-145025,Punjab declare that as 

per DO II part to order my 

name is Pradeep Kumar 

already published in my service 

document which is incorrect. 

My correct name is Pardeep 

Kumar as per Educational 

documents & other documents. 

I want to change my name from 

Pradeep Kumar to Pardeep 

Kumar. 

I, Kendre Santosh 

Ramdas resident of Village- 

Belwadi, Post- Malakoli, Tehsil- 

Loha, District- Nanded, State- 

Maharashtra, Pin-431708, 

have changed my Mother 

name from Smt Parvati Bai to 

Parvati Ramdas Kendre Vide 

affidavit No.IN-

PB35663078404033W dated 

15 July 2024 before notary 

public Pathankot. 

I, Rupesh Kumar Prasad 

resident of Village- Sonaul 

Sultan, Post- Sonaul Sultan, 

Tehsil- Shivhar, District- 

Sheohar, State- Bihar, Pin-

843334, have changed my 

Father name from Ram 

Sunder Sah to Ram Sunar 

Sah Vide affidavit No.IN-

PB35863598286074W dated 

15 July 2024 before notary 

public Pathankot 

I, Kamaljit Kaur spouse 

of No.JC-276675X Sub 

Manjap Singh resident of 

House No.-18, Street No.07, 

Dhilwan Enclave, Sainik Vihar, 

Post- Dakoha, Tehsil- 

Jalandhar, District- Jalandhar, 

State- Punjab, Pin-144023, 

have changed my name from 

Kamaljit Kaur to Kamaljeet 

Kaur Vide affidavit No.IN-

PB35664713299053W dated 

15 July 2024 before notary 

public Pathankot 

I, Kendre Santosh 

Ramdas resident of Village- 

Belwadi, Post- Malakoli, 

Tehsil- Loha, District- Nanded, 

State- Maharashtra, Pin-

431708, have changed my 

Father name from Sh.Ramdas 

to Ramdas Vaman Kendre 

Vide affidavit No.IN-

PB35662559923218W dated 

15 July 2024 before notary 

public Pathankot 

I, Rakde Kashinath 

Mahadu resident of Village- 

Palshi, Post- Palshi, Tehsil- 

Sillod, District- CH  

Sambhaginagar, State- 

Maharashtra, Pin-431135, 

have changed my Son name 

from Bhushan to Bhushan 

Kashinath Rakde Vide 

affidavit No.IN-

PB36019307267854W dated 

16 July 2024 before notary 

public Pathankot 

I, No.2804880M Hav 

Pawar Shivaji Sakharam 

resident of Village- Lonar, 

Post- Lonar, Tehsil- Lonar, 

District- Buldhana, State- 

Maharashtra, Pin-443302, 

have changed my Son name 

from Aditya to Aditya Shivaji 

Pawar Vide affidavit No.IN-

PB36023661994569W dated 

16 July 2024 before notary 

public Pathankot 

I, Medaboina Sridevi am  

Spouse of 15332121A Rank-L 

Hav Name M Chinna 

Venkateswarlu Presently 

Residing at 162 Br Coy, 16 

Engr BR Regt (PMS), 

Chandimandir Cantt, 

Panchkula, Haryana declare 

that I have changed my Name 

From Sridevi to Medaboina 

Sridevi. Vide Affidavit No-

P0O2024G155, 

Dated:15/0724 

I, Arvind Chaudhary R/O 

#2161, Jal Vayu Vihar, Sector 

67, Mohali, 160062 has 

changed my minor daughter's 

name from Nyasa to Nyasa 

Chaudhary for all future 

purpose. 

ਮ#, ਰਿਜੰਦਰ ਿਸੰਘ ਪੱੁਤਰ ਜੁਆਲਾ 

ਿਸੰਘ ਵਾਸੀ ਿਪੰਡ ਭਾਦਲਾ ਨੀਚਾ, 

ਤਿਹਸੀਲ ਖੰਨਾ (ਲੁਿਧਆਣਾ) ਨੇ 

ਆਪਣਾ ਨਾਮ ਬਦਲ ਕੇ ਹਰਿਜੰਦਰ 

ਿਸੰਘ ਰੱਖ ਿਲਆ ਹੈ। 

I, Isher Singh S/O Sadhu 

Singh R/O Village Punian 

Jattan, Jogipur, Patiala Have 

Changed My Name To Ishar 

Singh.  

I, Navjot Kaur W/o Amrik 

Singh Khehra R/o Sheron, 

Tehsil And District Tarn Taran, 

Have Changed My Name 

Navjot Khehra To Navjot Kaur 

Khehra. 

I, Hars S/o Rakesh R/o 

Vill: Chahal Teh-Balachaur 

(SBS Nagar) have changed 

my name from Hars to Hars 

Kumar. 

I Jaswinder Kaur W/O 

Narinder Singh R/O H No.541, 

Seenpura, Kapurthala Distt. 

Kapurthala Have Changed My 

Name Jaswinder Kaur To 

Jasvinder Kaur. 

I, Subash Dogra S/o 

Sham Singh R/o Vpo. Ghogra 

Teh-Dasuya (Hoshiarpur) 

have changed my name to 

Subhash Dogra. 

I, Nirpal Singh Sidhu S/o 

Shamsher Singh R/o Vpo. 

Johlan Teh-Raikot (Ludhiana) 

have changed my name to 

Nirpal Singh. 

I, Pargat Singh S/O Geja 

Singh Khaira R/O # 166, 

Street No. 4, Sidhu Colony, 

Patiala Have Changed My 

Name From Pargat Singh To 

Pargat Singh Khaira. 

I, Rajinder Kaur W/O 

Pargat Singh Khaira R/O # 

166, Street No. 4, Sidhu 

Colony, Patiala Have 

Changed My Name From 

Rajinder Kaur To Rajinder 

Kaur Khaira.  

I Monika Devi W/O 

Dinesh Kumar Village Lamin 

Tehsil Dasuya Distt 

Hoshiarpur Punjab Have 

Changed From My Son's 

Name Krish To Krish Thakur. 

I, Palwinder Singh S/O 

Harminder Singh R/O Village 

Kaler Teh. & District Tarn 

Taran, Have Changed My 

Name Palwinder Is My Given 

Name And Singh Is My 

Surname. 

I, Guryog Singh S/o 

Naseeb Singh R/o Longo 

Deva (Ferozepur) have 

changed my name to Guryog 

Singh Sahota. 

I, Krishana Sharma W/O 

Harjinder Kumar R/O # 377, 

Guru Gobind Singh Nagar, 

Majitha Road, Amritsar Have 

Changed My Name From 

Krishana Sharma To Krishna 

Sharma.  

I Sharanjit Kaur W/O 

Sumandeep Singh, R/O Ward 

No. 10,  Near Talwandi Gate, 

Raikot, Distt. Ludhiana Have 

Changed My Name To 

Sharanjeet Kaur. 

I, Mandeep Singh S/o 

Balwinder  Singh R/o Vill. 

Rajoana Khurd (Ludhiana) 

have changed my name to 

Mandeep Singh Natt. 

I, Parminder Singh S/o 

Naginder Singh R/o Nathowal 

(Ludhiana) have changed my 

name to Parminder Singh 

Buttar. 

I, Parvesh Nanchahal 

S/o Puran Chand R/o Street 

No.-10, Krishna Nagar, 

Khanna {Ludhiana} changed 

my name to Parvesh Kumar 

Nanchahal.  

I, Bachitar Singh S/o 

Jagtar Singh R/o Village Dala 

Kiralghar Po Bachiwind Tehsil 

Ajnala Distt Amritsar. Have 

Changed My Name To 

Bachitar is my given name 

and Singh is my Surname. 

I, Jaswinder Kaur alias 

Sukhwinder Kaur W/o Harnek 

Singh R/o 106, W.No.9, Near 

Ashok Di Chakki Bhabat, SAS 

Nagar (Mohali) stated that the 

above names are mine & the 

same person.  

I Gagandeep Singh 

Sadiora S/O Daljit Singh R/O 

Village Panjgrain Kalan 

(Faridkot) Have Changed My 

Name To Gagandeep Singh. 

I Paramjeet Kaur Alias 

Parmjeet Kaur W/O Balwinder 

Singh R/O Village Chak 

Kalyan, Teh. Kotkapura 

(Faridkot) Is Known By Two 

Names As Above. 

I Ajit Kumar Malhotra 

S/O Satish Chand R/O #B-

48/314 Old Sadar Thana 

Sarhindi Bazar Patiala 

Changed My Name To Ajit 

Kumar. 

I Munish S/O Ajit Kumar 

R/O #2125/2 Sirhandi Bazar 

Patiala Have Changed My 

Name To Munish Kumar. 

I, Aispreet Singh S/O 

Davinder Singh R/O # 170/2, 

Nanda Colony, Farakpur, 

Jagadhri Workshop, Teh. 

Jagadhri, Distt Yamunanagar 

Have Changed My Name 

From Aispreet To Aispreet 

Singh. 

I Baldv Singh son of 

Hajara Singh Resident of 

Village Dila Ram Tehsil & 

District Ferozepur have 

Changed my name to Baldev 

Singh. 

I, Bachan Singh S/o 

Khushal Singh R/o Village 

Gudar Panj Grain, P.O. Panje 

ke Uttar, Tehsil Guruharsahai, 

Distt Ferozepur have changed 

my name from Bachan Singh 

to Gurbachan Singh. 

I Karamdeep Singh Son 

Of Pal Singh R/O Vpo Rupana 

Disst Sri Muktsar Sahib Have 

Changed My Name 

Karamdeep Singh To 

Karamdeep Singh Khosa 

I, Joti Rani w/o Sachin 

Bhola Resident of House 

Number 120, Ward No 24, 

Bhagatan wali Gali, Dheri 

Bazar dist Ferozepur have 

changed my name to Jyoti 

Bhola 

I, Sangeeta Kohli W/o 

Davinder Kumar Handa R/o 

House No. 5 Near Ekta Nagar, 

Ichhe Wala Road, Ferozepur 

City have changed my name 

to Sangeeta Handa. 

I, Sarbjeet Kaur W/o 

Manjit Singh R/o Vpo. Toosa 

(Ludhiana) have changed my 

name to Sarbjit Kaur. 
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Aging like a fine wine,
Rohan Bopanna is all
fired up for his last

hurrah at the Olympic Games.
Not the one who would rail
against circumstances or crib
about not having the strongest
of partners, the veteran Indian
tennis player says his comrade
N Sriram Balaji has enough
firepower and the scratch
pairing is potent enough to test
the big teams in Paris.
Had Bopanna been ranked
outside the top-10, India
would not have any
representation in the men's
doubles event at the Paris
Olympics, starting July 26.
The 44-year-old had to make a
choice between Balaji and Yuki
Bhambri and after consulting
his coaches -- Scott Davidoff
and Balachandran
Mannikkath -- he eventually
settled for the more "athletic
and agile" Balaji.
"I really believe that when we
go out there, we genuinely have
a chance to win every match,
whoever we play against. It's
not like we're just going to be
written off, I feel," Bopanna
told PTI in an exclusive
interview.
Bopanna has reason to have
that confidence in Balaji's
ability to rise to the occasion.
He had a chance to test Balaji at

the French Open where
Bopanna was pushed along
with Matthew Ebden by the
Tamil Nadu player and his
Mexican partner Miguel
Reyes-Varela.
Not only this, Balaji had a
consistent run on the ATP
Tour where he scalped a few
big names such as Americans
Rajeev Ram and Austin
Krajicek -- both top-10 players
-- at the Houston ATP 250
event on clay.
With his German partner
Andre Begemann, Balaji also
defeated Austria's top-50
players Alexander Erler and
Lucas Miedler.
Balaji also showed that he can
quickly adapt to conditions
when he was asked to do the
singles duty during the Davis
Cup tie against Pakistan on
grass. The rival was not of the
highest quality but Balaji
showed that he was willing to
come out of his comfort zone if
the team demands. "The idea is
to go prepared, at least believe
in as a team. That is what we're
trying to do. With Bala, he
definitely has the firepower to
do well," Bopanna said.
He also gave his reason for
picking Balaji over Bhambri.
"I felt Balaji, depending on the
surface we're playing with,
which is the clay, would have
been the ideal partner.
Currently, even if you look at

(Matthew) Ebden, who I'm
playing with, he's somebody
who's more agile, more
explosive on that surface.
"And for clay, especially, I need
a partner who would suit me

better in terms of going by the
surface. If it was a hard court or
a grass court, maybe Yuki
would have been the preferred
choice."
Bopanna though admitted that

it was not an obvious but a
difficult choice since he has not
played with either of them on
the Tour.
"Balaji can move well on both
flanks? I think he is, given on

the clay court, he's definitely
more athletic, given the two of
us. Between me and Bala, I
definitely need a partner who's
more athletic, more agile.
"Bala has similar capabilities as

Matthew. Bala would be fast,
quick, swift like Ebden. But
Ebden comes with a lot of
experience and Bala hasn't
played at that level much."
It also means that Bopanna has
to be leader of the team all the
time. On the Tour he has
Ebden to pull the team out of
the pit if Bopanna is having an
off day. In the past Olympics,
he had illustrious teammates
like Leander Paes, Mahesh
Bhupathi and Sania Mirza.
In Paris, it will Bopanna, who
has to do the heavy lifting. But
did he have any choice?
"There is nobody currently in
the country who has played
that kind of experience as
Matthew Ebden. So, no matter
who I played with on the
country, it would be the same
scenario."
Due to the considerable gap in
their rankings in the past,
Bopanna could never play with
Balaji on the Tour. But they
have planned to compete in a
couple of ATP events, starting
with Hamburg Open, to
prepare for the Olympics.
"This is my time at home
basically to rest, recover and
then come back into the
circuit. But I thought it'll be
nice to get to know whoever
the partner I'm playing
with.Try and work and at least
try and prepare better than
what we have done before

maybe."
As the discussion veered over
Balaji's game and how he
compliments him, Bopanna
had a good things to say about
his partner.
"His serve is definitely a big
strength. He's got a powerful
shot there. Which definitely
helps in the doubles game. No
question on it."
Bopanna also said that they
don't just want to show up and
get back. They consider
themselves worthy of a medal.
"Every athlete who goes into
Olympics wants to win a
medal, right? There is 100
percent that belief. Everybody
wants to do better than the
previous time. There's no
question on it, right? That's
how life is. You want to do
better. You want to keep going
higher and higher.
"Nobody can tell you what can
happen. But the preparation
going into the games is what
really matters.
"This time I was even listening
that they have a fantastic
medical team there to help the
recovery, help the sports
science, which is the first time
ever, which is amazing. This is
what is the progress already for
what athletes can get and really
see and make a difference," he
signed off.
Tennis events at Paris
Olympics start on July 27.
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The competition surface
doesn't change for most

Olympic sports. A pool's a
pool. A track's a track. A
wrestling mat's a mat. And so
on. Tennis? That's a whole
other story, with tournaments
contested on clay, hard or
grass courts - and now there's
a shift for the Paris Games.
For the first time in more
than 30 years, the tennis
competition at an Olympics
will be held on red clay, which
means players who recently
made the adjustment from
the dirt at the French Open in
early June to grass at
Wimbledon in early July will
need to reverse course again
in short order.
The "terre battue" at Roland
Garros used for the French
Open hosts Olympic matches
starting on July 27 - two
weeks after Wimbledon
wrapped up with singles titles
for Barbora Krejcikova of the
Czech Republic and Carlos
Alcaraz of Spain - and the
transition back to that site is
more concerning to some
athletes than others.
"That'll definitely be
interesting. But everyone's
kind of doing it. We'll all be in
the same boat," said Jessica
Pegula, an American ranked
in the top 10 who is expected
to play singles, women's
doubles with U.S. Open
champion Coco Gauff and
perhaps mixed doubles, too.
"I usually don't struggle too
much with switching. And I
like how the courts play there.
It might be easier than some
other places we play on clay.
When the weather is warm in
Paris, it plays pretty true.
There's a good speed. There's
not a lot to get used to."
For her, maybe.
"It's going to be the first time
for me, going from grass to
clay," said Elena Rybakina of
Kazakhstan, the 2022
Wimbledon champion and a
semifinalist there this month.
"It's not easy. Physically, it's
not easy, (or) mentally."
One additional factor on

some players' minds: There
will be another brief
turnaround after the
Olympics to prepare for the
move to the hard courts
ahead of the U.S. Open, which
starts in late August. That's
less than a month after the
medals are awarded in France.
"It's awful for the schedule,"
said Taylor Fritz, Pegula's
teammate for the United
States and someone who just
reached the quarterfinals at
the All England Club. "It
makes absolutely no sense. It
screws everything up, for
sure."
Tennis becomes a different
sport, in some key ways,
depending on where it's being
played.
"You have to adapt to it. ... It's
going to be weird, obviously,
going back on the clay
quickly," said Cam Norrie,
who will represent Britain at
the Olympics, "but we're
changing surface and
changing variables all the
time."
Clay is softer and slower,
which can dull the power on
serves and groundstrokes and
create longer exchanges,
putting a premium on
stamina, while the grittiness
can magnify the effect of
heavy topspin. Grass is
speedier and balls bounce
lower. Hard courts tend to
produce truer, midrange

bounces and generally will
reward those who go for
point-ending shots.
The biggest difference among
them might be the footwork.
Clay requires sliding. Grass is
more about choppy steps, to
avoid slipping. Hard courts
generally do not cause as
many falls as either of the
others.
"For a clay-court player, the
adjustment's not that hard,"
1989 French Open champion
Michael Chang said. "For
(people) that have grown up
playing on the surface, you
just know the surface so well."
So someone like Iga Swiatek,
who has won four of the past
five French Opens, should
feel comfortable and
confident on clay, by far her
best surface.
The same goes, of course, for
Rafael Nadal, a 14-time
champion at Roland Garros.
Novak Djokovic has won at
least three Grand Slam titles
at each of the sport's biggest
events, the only man to do so,
and the adjustments required
come rather naturally to him.
Then again, Alcaraz, whose
title at Roland Garros this
year made him, at 21, the
youngest man to win a major
trophy on clay, hard and grass
courts, had this to say about
going from London to Paris:
"It's not easy to change
surfaces in just a week.
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Lionel Messi cried uncontrollably
after he exited from a Copa America

final before fulltime for the first time in
his career.
Beyond the severe pain in his right
ankle on Sunday night in Miami
Gardens, the tears on the face of
Argentina's captain showed a deeper
anguish.
Despite winning the title in one of his
"last battles," as Messi described this
Copa, the 37-year-old superstar did not
pass the fitness test that could have
opened the way for him to play his sixth
World Cup in 2026.
Argentina successfully defended its
South American title with a hard-
fought 1-0 extra-time win against
Colombia. Messi left the pitch in Hard
Rock Stadium in the 64th minute,
breaking down without being touched.
The Copa was Messi's first major
tournament since leaving European
soccer to play in the less competitive
Major League Soccer in the US. Still, he
has missed several games over the last
year for his Inter Miami club and
Argentina due to muscle issues.
Messi felt muscular pains in his right
leg in the second group match against
Chile, which sidelined him from the

following game against Peru. He did
not deliver an impressive performance
in the quarterfinals against Ecuador
and missed his chance in the penalty
shootout. In the semifinal victory over
Canada, he scored his only goal in the
tournament in the 2-0 win.
With a limp, Messi celebrated his
second Copa title in modest fashion on
the field. The injury still hurt the star on
Monday. 
"One more," he said on his social media

channels. 
Messi did not speak to the media after
the injury, and Argentina did not give
details about the damage.
Messi's farewell to the national team is
still on hold, but there's other players
aged above 35 who are likely to have
played their last major international
tournament; winger Ángel Di María
(36), defender Nicolás Otamendi (36),
and substitute goalkeeper Franco
Armani (37). 

Argentina does have up-and-coming
players and a squad averaging 28 years
of age when the veterans are not
counted. That is partly why it held
strong against Colombia despite the
absence of its star for 56 minutes of play.
"I don't know whether we marked an
era, but this team never ceases to
surprise. It recovers from difficulties,"
Argentina coach Lionel Scaloni said. 
"When (Messi) leaves, the team
multiplies with the one that comes in
and we play better in a different way."
Young talents such as Alejandro
Garnacho, Valentín Carboni, Thiago
Almada, Claudio Echeverri and
Valentín Barco are not to be compared
with the eight-time Ballon d'Or winner,
but they can help Argentina remain
competitive when it defends the World
Cup in 2026.
Key squad members such as goalkeeper
Emiliano Martínez, defender Cristian
Romero, midfielder Rodrigo de Paul
and striker Lautaro Martínez are likely
to remain.
Argentina will return to action in
September in World Cup qualifying
against Chile and Colombia. The
Argentines lead South America. That
international window will give more
hints about whether Messi's legend will
go on or stop at Sunday's title.
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After eight years, four
tournaments and two

finals, Gareth Southgate
announced he was stepping
down as England manager on
Tuesday, saying it was "time
for change."
Sunday's 2-1 loss to Spain in
the European Championship
final proved to be his last
game in charge of the national
team. 
"As a proud Englishman, it
has been the honour of my life
to play for England and to
manage England. It has meant
everything to me, and I have
given it my all," he said. "But
it's time for change, and for a

new chapter."
Southgate's contract was due
to expire this year and his
announcement comes after
months of uncertainty
surrounding his future.
Mikel Oyarzabal's 86th-
minute winner in Berlin was a
painful way to end his reign
after he transformed the
fortunes of England's
underperforming national
team.  Hired in 2016, he led
England to back-to-back
finals at the Euros and to the
semifinals of the World Cup
in 2018.
But, ultimately, he was unable
to end the nation's decades-
long wait for a first major
trophy since the World Cup in

Balaji has explosive game, we can’t be written off just like that: Bopanna
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with huge pride - his
contribution to the English
game, including a significant
role in player development,
and in culture transformation

has been unique. However, it is
his record of winning
tournament games which is
most extraordinary,"
Bullingham said.
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Olympic-bound Sumit
Nagal continued his

ascent in the ATP singles chart,
climbing to a career-high
ranking of 68.
The 26-year-old rose five spots
in the latest ATP ranking list
released on Monday. His
previous best was 71.
Nagal thus moves past former
world No. 71 Sashi Menon to
become the fourth highest-
ranked Indian man since 1973.
Vijay Amritraj (ranked 18th in
1980), Ramesh Krishnan
(ranked 23rd in 1985) and
Somdev Devvarman (ranked
62nd in 2011) are the only

other Indian players who have
held a higher rank than Nagal.
A string of impressive results
in recent times has not only
helped Nagal improve his
ranking but also make the cut
for singles event at the Paris
Games.
Nagal, who will be the sole
Indian in the men's singles
event at the Paris Olympics,

has so far logged 779 ATP
points.
The year began with a win
against Alexander Bublik, the
31st seed from Kazkakhstan at
the Australian Open. He also
competed at the French Open
and Wimbledon.
He had won the men's singles
crown at the Heilbronn
Neckarcup 2024 Challenger
event in Germany earlier this
month and the Chennai Open
in February.
Nagal, who is currently the
best-ranked Indian singles
player, has won four ATP
Challenger titles since 2023
and Heilbronn was his fourth
title on clay.
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1966. 
"Gareth has made the
impossible job possible and laid
strong foundations for future
success. He is held in the highest
regard by the players, the
backroom team, by everyone at
the FA and across the world of
football," said Mark Bullingham,
chief executive of the English
Football Association. 
Southgate said before the
European Championship that it
would likely be his last
tournament if England did not
win. During it, he faced fierce
criticism for the team's early
performances and some fans
throw plastic beer cups towards
him at the end of the 0-0 draw
with Slovenia in the group
phase.
But he achieved what no other
England manager has by leading
his team to two finals, including
the first final on foreign soil. 
"We look back at Gareth's tenure
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Star all-rounder Hardik Pandya is all
set to lead India in the three-match
T20 International series against Sri

Lanka starting July 27.
However, one of the heroes of India's
T20 World Cup victory last month will
take a break during the three-match
ODI series, which is scheduled in
August, due to "personal reasons".
"Hardik Pandya was India's T2O vice-
captain under Rohit Sharma. He is
completely fit and available for the
three-match T20I series and will lead
the side," a senior BCCI source told PTI
on conditions of anonymity.
Rohit retired from T20 Internationals at
the end of the World Cup.
The T20Is against Sri Lanka will run
from July 27 to 30 in Pallekele, followed
by the ODIs from August 2 to 7 in
Colombo. The squad for the series is
expected to be announced in the next
couple of days.
While there is still no clarity on who
would be Pandya's deputy, the toss-up
is between Shubman Gill, who recently
captained India to a 4-1 series win over
Zimbabwe, and Suryakumar Yadav,
who led the side during the T20Is
against South Africa last year. 
About the ODIs, the official confirmed
that Pandya has asked for leave and has
already communicated this to regular
skipper Rohit Sharma, who is also
taking a break from this series.

"The break from ODIs is for very
personal reasons. Hardik doesn't have
any fitness issue as is being floated in
the media," the official said.
For the ODIs, KL Rahul, who led in the
last ODI series in South Africa, and Gill
are in contention for the leadership
role.
THRUST ON DOMESTIC
AVAILABILITY: BCCI secretary Jay

Shah has made it clear that even star
cricketers must make themselves
available for domestic engagements
when they are free from national duty.
But exceptions will be made for the
likes of Rohit, Virat Kohli and pace
spearhead Jasprit Bumrah.
The BCCI would, however, want all the
other Test specialists to play at least one
if not a couple of Duleep Trophy games

in August as a precursor to the Tests
against Bangladesh and New Zealand.
"This time there is no zonal selection
committee for Duleep Trophy. Only
national selection committee will pick
Duleep teams.
"All Test team contenders will be
picked. For Rohit, Virat and Bumrah, it
will be their choice if they want to play
or not," the source added.
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India opener Shafali Verma
on Tuesday moved to 15th

place while her skipper
Harmanpreet Kaur climbed to
the 12th spot in the latest ICC
T20 rankings, following their
strong performances in the
series against South Africa.
Harmanpreet has moved up
three places and now has 613
rating points while Shafali rose
two rungs to share the 15th
spot with New Zealand's
Amelia Kerr and Danni Wyatt

from England.
The swashbuckling Smriti
Mandhana continues to be the
top-ranked Indian batter as she
remained static on the fifth
spot.
In the bowlers' list, the
seasoned Deepti Sharma
continued her stay at the third
place.
Radha Yadav moved eight
spots to 15th while Pooja
Vastrakar climbed up six
places to 23rd and Shreyanka
Patil rose nine rungs to 60th.
England spinner Sarah Glenn

has claimed a new career-high
rating of 768 points. She has
claimed eight wickets through
four matches of England's
ongoing T20I series at home
against New Zealand.
This has allowed the right-
armer to maintain her place as
the No.2 ranked T20I bowler
in the world. The only player in
front of Glenn in the ratings is
teammate and fellow spinner
Sophie Ecclestone and she also
has eight scalps from the first
four matches of the five-game
series.
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HARDIK PANDYA TO LEAD INDIA
IN T20IS AGAINST SRI LANKA
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The presence of some established
foes notwithstanding, Indian

shuttler Lakshya Sen has got a "fair"
draw in his debut Olympics,
according to his coach Vimal
Kumar, who expects the youngster
to play freely in Paris thanks to his
"underdog" status and some
technical improvements in his
overall game.
World No. 19 Sen's path to an
Olympic medal has multiple
hurdles as he will need to get past
familiar Indonesian nemesis
Jonatan Christie, last Olympics'
surprise semifinalist Kevin Cordon
from Guatemala, and Julian
Carraggi from Belgium in Group L.
"I think it (the draw) is very fair, I
feel it is a very reasonable draw for
him," Vimal, a former India coach,
told PTI from Marseille, France

where Sen is currently training
ahead of the Paris Olympics.
"A couple of times, he has lost to
Jonathan Christie in close matches.
It's a 50-50 match. You have to
convert (chances) if you have to get
to the second stage. In my opinion,
Lakshya has nothing to lose. He will
be the underdog and he can play a
lot more freely," he asserted.
Describing Sen as a big-match
player, Vimal said he expects Sen to
trump former Asian Games
champion Christie, who was also a
part of Indonesia's Thomas Cup-
winning team in 2022.
Vimal said Sen has worked on his
front-court alertness and closing
stage composure. The 22-year-old
would be aiming to become the first
Indian male shuttler to finish on the
Olympic podium.
India's previous badminton medals
at the Games have been clinched by

Saina Nehwal (bronze in 2012,
London) and P V Sindhu (silver in
2016, Rio de Janeiro and bronze in
2020, Tokyo)
"Jonathan will be the last match of
the group and Lakshya should pull
through. So I see a lot of positives.
Not going to the Canada Open was
a dampener but he has overcome
that. Being away here in similar
conditions will help him," Vimal
said referring to Sen being forced
out of his title defence in Canada
Open owing to visa issues.
To prepare the player from Almora,
Korea's Yoo Yong-Sung, a two-time
men's doubles Olympic silver-
medallist, was brought back to
polish his net game, improve his on-
court pace and dial up the focus in
crunch situations. Yong-Sung had
worked with Sen in 2022 
"We have brought in a lot of speed
work into closing stages, we

introduced a lot of double drills in
finishing, pushing the pace towards
certain points. Last three weeks,
Yoo Yong-Sung has been helping us
with those drills," Vimal said.
Vimal said Sen has also been doing
a lot of service variations practice.
"(The idea is) basically to bring in

some sort of intensity in the
routines. Certain sets of routines
that we follow are mostly singles-
oriented. He (Sen) worked on those
flat exchanges, retrieving and things
like approaching the net and being a
little more alert at the net," Vimal
explained.

For the last one week, Sen has been
training at the Halles des Sports
Parsemain in Fos-sur-Mer, which is
about 45 minutes from Marseille
city centre.
Sen is also training with the
Olympic-bound Popov brothers --
Christo and Toma Junior -- till July
21. Indian shuttlers Kiran George,
Ayush Shetty have been roped in
too for sparring.
"Next week we will be doing one set
of tournament practice because he
needs that little bit of that match
practice. It would have been good to
see him in Canada. So next week I
want to see how he is implementing
what he learned.
"Against both the Popov brothers, it
will be a good test. So I'll be able to
assess him. Once he gets into the
village in Paris, we won't get to play
much. We will have limited time for
practice in the main arena."

Lakshya had struggled through
much of 2023 and early part of
2024. He fell behind in the
qualification race but turned things
around in time with two semifinal
finishes at the All England
Championship and the French
Open to seal his place in the
Olympics.
"From all that he has survived, he
got an opportunity to qualify. He
has been practising and has worked
on his game. Lakshya has
acclimatised to the conditions, he
plays well there in those conditions.
"We have also got some of that
tournament shuttlecock (F-90)
because the conditions are a little on
the slower side in Paris. So we have
been practising with those shuttles,"
said Vimal, who guided Saina
Nehwal to world No. 1 in 2015.
Sen, along with his coach, will be
leaving for Paris on July 22.
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Overcoming mental
demons after being left

out of the Indian team from
last year's Asian Games and
the World Championships
was key to shooter Anjum
Moudgil securing a Paris
Olympic berth. 
Former world no.1 Moudgil, a
world championships and
Commonwealth Games
medallist, competed in two
events during the last edition
in Tokyo. She finished 15th in
the 50m rifle 3 position and
18th in the 10m air rifle, but
in Paris, she will be featuring
in only women's 50m 3
position. 
By her own admission, the
ouster from the Indian team
for Worlds and Asian Games
due to inconsistent form was
an eye opener for her as the
30-year-old worked on
bettering her mental
toughness besides focussing
entirely on her training. 
"Three years after Tokyo was a
roller-coaster ride for me. I
have seen tough times but I
wanted to comeback stronger.
The experiences of Tokyo will
surely be of helpful (in Paris),"
Moudgil said in a virtual
media interaction. 
"I really took advantage of

quotas and trials, the
federation told me not to lose
out hope. They understood
the things I was going
through. I was really
confident of making through
to the team after I didn't make
the team for World
Championships and the Asian
Games because of just 2
points in the trials. 
"I was too focussed and
positive in giving my best in
the trials. I knew my strengths
and how to work under
pressure and it paid off.
"One year after Tokyo, I won
couple of medals in World
Cups and became world no.1.
I did mental training focus,
it's been a positive step for
me. I now speak up, which is a
positive change heading to
Paris. I used time to get better
and find what works better for
me," she added. 
Understanding the
importance of mental health
issues, the International
Olympic Committee (IOC),
has set up the Mentally Fit
Helpline, a dedicated,
independent and confidential
mental health counselling
service available to all athletes
accredited for the Paris
Games. 
"It's (mental health) so
important for all the

federations and IOC to
understand. It's important to
understand the mental side,
understand how it works for
an athlete, understand mental
toughness. So, it's positive
step to see mental helpline
being introduced in Paris
Olympics," Moudgil said. 
"Athletes have spoken in the
past about mental health
issues. It's a common issue
which needs to be addressed
not only for athletes, but in
every profession.
"People should respect mental
health, and not hide anything.
The helpline is a positive step
towards admiring mental
health issues."
India have named a strong 21-
member shooting contingent
for Paris Games, which
includes many youngsters,
including 22-year-old Sift
Kaur Samra who will be
competing alongside Moudgil
in 50m 3p event.
"There are so many strong,
young shooters, it really helps
me to push my limit. I would
have been stuck if I was not
pushed. There is high
competition in my event, and
it really helped me to push.
The reason I am here because
of the efforts I have put in
over the last 3 years," Moudgil
said. 

"I am very positive going into
Paris with this young
contingent. All of them are
confident, the team is doing
very well. It is positive for
each and every shooter, there
is no pressure. My
expectation is for everyone to
give their best, everyone
going with positive mindset." 
Moudgil is counting on her
difficult Tokyo experience to
shine in Paris. 
"Competing in one rather
than two events both have
positive and negative sides,
but I am happy. In Tokyo, the
environment was different
because of Covid. Everything
was tentative, we had to
appear for Covid test
everyday and if you turn
positive you are out of the
competition. All of these
things were disturbances. 
"The competition is very high
in India and the pressure
situations we face during
trials will definitely help in
Olympics. I just wanted to be
my best in trials, the fire to
perform in trials and the
experience of last 15 years
really paid off. These things
will surely help me in Paris,
the experience of playing in
the Olympics is there with
me," she said. 
"...We had a different
experience in Tokyo because
of Covid, we won quotas 3
years before and was waiting
as the Games were
postponed. But we really
don't discuss too much
baggage of Tokyo. It's just
another big competition and
that's what we discuss."
Shooting competitions of the
Paris Olympics will be held at
National Shooting Center in
Châteauroux, the capital city
of the French department of
Indre, central France, which is
approximately 270km from
Paris. 
"The preparation is going
really well and according to
plan. We are Luxembourg for
the last phase of our training
and preparation before we
head to Châteauroux, France
on 21st."
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Asian Games silver
medallist javelin thrower

Kishore Jena says he was on
verge of quitting the sport in
2023 after a string of poor
performances but he heeded to
his father's advice, leading to a
revival of his career.
Jena admitted that Neeraj
Chopra's Tokyo Olympics gold
medal motivated him to
achieve more in his sport but
he found it difficult to get the
big throws and thought of
quitting the sport in July last
year just before the World
Championships.
"When Neeraj won at the
Olympics, we celebrated and
enjoyed his victory. But
honestly, the victory also left
me dejected because I too was
playing the same sport. I felt it
was time for me to achieve
something in sports," Jena said.
"I participated in Lebanon
National Championships after
a dip in my rankings and
produced a throw of 78m.
Despite giving it my all, I

couldn't achieve much. I
started doubting if all the hard
work was worth it. I called my
father, who encouraged me to
participate in next competition
in Sri Lanka," he said in a
JioCinema release.
Jena won in Lebanon (on July
21) with a throw of 78.96m,
which by any standard was a
modest performance. In fact,
Jena could not breach the 80m
mark till the end of 2022. His
first 80m-plus throw came in
March 2023 during the Indian

Grand Prix in
Thiruvananthapuram where
he came up with 81.05m effort.
"I decided the event in Sri
Lanka (July 30) would be my
last attempt, after which I
would quit and go back to
prioritizing work and family.
With God's grace, I performed
well, producing a throw of
84.38m which led to my
qualification for the World
Championships."
Jena qualified for the Budapest
World Championships in

August 2023 through world
ranking quota. He could not
breach the automatic
qualification mark of 85.20m.
"I performed well in the World
Championships as well,
achieving a personal best of
84.77m," said Jena who
finished fifth in the final while
Chopra won the gold with
88.17m.
"I followed it up with another
personal best of 87.54m at the
Asian Games (in Hangzhou,
China where he won a silver
behind Chopra) securing my
ticket to Paris 2024. I now want
to give my best at Paris. I am
quite confident. While I
haven't set any particular
targets, I am aiming to improve
my personal best." 
Jena is currently struggling for
form as he has crossed the 80m
mark just once in the six events
he has taken part after the
World Championships. He
threw 80.84m to win a bronze
medal at the National Inter-
State Championships in
Panchkula in June and that was
his season's best so far.
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India's Shaurya Bawa
guaranteed himself of a

medal as he moved to the
semifinals with a hard fought
3-2 win over Malaysian Low
Wa-Sern in the World Junior
Squash Championships in
Houston.
The 18-year-old from Delhi,
thus, becomes only the second
Indian male to reach the
semifinals after Kush Kumar,
who reached the last four stage
in 2014.
In a thrilling clash that lasted
80 minutes, Bawa was down 6-

9 and 7-10 in the fifth game but
remarkably saved three match
balls to eke out a 2-11 11-4 10-
12 11-8 12-10 victory in the
boys' quarterfinals on Monday.
With the win, Bawa set up a
semifinal clash with Egyptian
top-seed Mohamed Zakaria.
Meanwhile, compatriot
Anahat Singh bowed out from
the girls' quarterfinals for a
third straight year. 
The 16-year-old women's
national champion lost a close
five-setter to Nadien
Elhammamy, with the
Egyptian winning 11-8 11-9 5-
11 10-12 13-11.
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Punjab FC on Tuesday
announced retaining five

Indian players, including mid-
fielder Ashis Pradhan and
goal-keeper Ravi Kumar, on
multi-year deals for the
upcoming Indian Super
League season. 
The other players retained are
Ricky Shabong, Manglenthang
Kipgen, and Suresh Meitei. 
While Ravi and Pradhan will
remain at the club until May
2026, centre back Meitei and
midfielder Ricky will be a part
of the Punjab FC till May 2027.

Kipgen, also a midfielder, will
continue till May 2028. 
"They were key players for the
club in the previous season and
the club has kept their faith in
these players," the club said in a
release. 
Ravi made 47 saves for the club
in 16 appearances last season
while Meitei made 14
appearances while assisting
once for the club. 
"Pradhan, Shabong and
Kipgen made 17, 10 and four
appearances respectively
adding steel and creativity in
the middle of the park," the
club added.
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